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Abstract
Semiconductor chips are used today not only to control systems, but also to protect them
against security threats. A continuous battle is waged between manufacturers who invent new
security solutions, learning their lessons from previous mistakes, and the hacker community,
constantly trying to break implemented protections. Some chip manufacturers do not pay
enough attention to the proper design and testing of protection mechanisms. Even where they
claim their products are highly secure, they do not guarantee this and do not take any
responsibility if a device is compromised. In this situation, it is crucial for the design engineer
to have a convenient and reliable method of testing secure chips.
This thesis presents a wide range of attacks on hardware security in microcontrollers and
smartcards. This includes already known non-invasive attacks, such as power analysis and
glitching, and invasive attacks, such as reverse engineering and microprobing. A new class of
attacks – semi-invasive attacks – is introduced. Like invasive attacks, they require depackaging
the chip to get access to its surface. But the passivation layer remains intact, as these methods
do not require electrical contact to internal lines. Semi-invasive attacks stand between noninvasive and invasive attacks. They represent a greater threat to hardware security, as they are
almost as effective as invasive attacks but can be low-cost like non-invasive attacks.
This thesis’ contribution includes practical fault-injection attacks to modify SRAM and
EEPROM content, or change the state of any individual CMOS transistor on a chip. This leads
to almost unlimited capabilities to control chip operation and circumvent protection
mechanisms. A second contribution consist of experiments on data remanence, which show that
it is feasible to extract information from powered-off SRAM and erased EPROM, EEPROM
and Flash memory devices.
A brief introduction to copy protection in microcontrollers is given. Hardware security
evaluation techniques using semi-invasive methods are introduced. They should help
developers to make a proper selection of components according to the required level of
security. Various defence technologies are discussed, from low-cost obscurity methods to new
approaches in silicon design.
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Disclaimer
I do not accept any responsibility or liability for loss or damage occasioned to any person or
property through using material, instructions, methods or ideas contained herein, or acting or
refraining from acting as a result of such use. The reader must be aware of the danger involved
in some operations and refer to health and safety warnings for each particular product used. In
case of any doubt please seek for professional advice.
The potential hazard involves:
•

Chemicals used for decapsulation and deprocessing. They contain very strong acids and
alkalines and could cause severe burns to eyes and skin. Adequate protective goggles
and gloves must be worn.

•

Class 3B laser products used for depassivation and class 3R laser products used for laser
scanning and fault injection (visible and invisible laser radiation). Avoid eye and skin
exposure to direct and reflected radiation. Lasers can cause permanent damage to eyes
and severe burns to skin. Appropriate protective goggles must be worn.

•

UV light used for erasing on-chip memories. Avoid eye and skin exposure, as these can
damage eyes and skin. Appropriate protective goggles must be worn.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Semiconductor chips are everywhere around us – from computers, cars, TV sets and mobile
phones to mp3 players, washing machines, microwave ovens and phone cards.
With constantly growing demand for security, silicon chips started to be used not only for
control purposes but for protection as well. The last ten years have seen a big boom in this area.
From military and bank applications, the technology moved to everyday life: to prevent the use
of unbranded batteries in mobile phones and laptops, to block non-genuine and refilled
cartridges for printers, and to restrict the servicing of your appliances to manufacturer service
centres.
These days we have a continuous battle between manufacturers who invent new security
solutions learning their lessons from previous mistakes, and the hacker community which is
constantly trying to break the protection in various devices. Both sides are also constantly
improving their knowledge and experience. In this endless war, the front line shifts forward and
backward regularly. Deep down, the problem concerns both economics and law. On the one
hand, when dishonest people try to steal property, there will be a demand to increase security.
On the other, reverse engineering was always part of technological progress, helping to design
compatible products and improve existing ones. The dividing line between legal (reverse
engineering) and illegal (piracy) is difficult.
Unfortunately very little attention is paid to proper selection of microcontrollers for secure
applications. Mainly this happens because information about the true level of security
protection is not widely available from manufacturers or distorted. Chip manufacturers do not
pay much attention to the proper design and testing of protection mechanisms. Even where they
claim their products are highly secure, they do not guarantee this and do not take any
responsibility if the device is compromised. In this situation it is crucial for the design engineer
to have a convenient and reliable method of testing secure chips.
In this thesis I try to cover a wide range of problems with the hardware security of silicon chips.
As such research is an endless process due to continuous technological progress, I had to
choose a narrow area of security analysis in microcontrollers and only slightly touched
evaluation of smartcards. Although smartcards offer a greater level of security protection, they
are based on the same core design with extra security features added to protect against various
kinds of attack. Some attacks, usually invasive, can still be applied to smartcards, but compared
8

to microcontrollers they will require more effort and therefore would be more expensive and
difficult to carry out.
There is no such thing as absolute security. A determined hacker can break any protection
provided he has enough time and resources. The question is how practical it would be. If it
takes ten years to break a device which in three years time is replaced by a successor with even
better security, then the defence has won. On the other hand, the vulnerability could be buried
within the design blocks itself. What if your secure system was designed from insecure
components? In the end, the overall security of your system is determined by the least secure
element. Even if you implement a provably secure protocol, your system could be broken if the
key can be easily extracted from the hardware by mechanical or optical probing. Therefore,
whenever you design a secure system, proper security evaluation of all the components must be
performed. Of course it is impossible to avoid all problems; a reasonable goal is to make the
process of breaking your design more expensive and time-consuming. With luck, potential
attackers will switch to other products rather than spending money and effort on breaking
yours.
It is obvious that one of the first steps in any hardware design is choosing the right components.
Despite all the electrical, performance and resource parameters which are widely available from
all semiconductor manufacturers, information on security protection and implementation is
either limited or totally restricted. That forces the designers to evaluate security-sensitive
components themselves or hire other companies for that job. I have tried to give some ideas on
hardware security testing throughout my thesis.
A new class of attack – the semi-invasive attack – was recently introduced [1]. Using semiinvasive methods for security evaluation could expose more problems in the hardware design
with less effort, and in a shorter time, compared to invasive or non-invasive methods [2]. The
archetypal examples of such attacks are fault injection and data remanence, which we are in a
process of learning. I would expect more achievements in this area within the next few years.
I have tried to make this thesis acceptable to a wide audience – from embedded designers
interested in protection of their intellectual property in microcontrollers, to security analysts in
large manufacturing companies. I hope everyone will find something interesting and new in this
thesis.

1.1

Previous work and knowledge

Hardware security analysis requires broad knowledge in many areas. Firstly, you have to know
the subject of your analysis. That implies, in case of microcontrollers, an ability to write small
test programs in assembler and C, and to use development and debugging tools, universal
programmers and test equipment like signal generators, oscilloscopes and logic analysers.
Performing simple attacks involves using special electronic tools to manipulate the signals
applied to the chip. That requires building interface boards and writing programs on a PC for
controlling them. More powerful and complex attacks require direct access to the chip surface.
For that, some minimal knowledge and experience in chemistry is necessary, as well as the use
9

of a microscope and microprobing station. Once you get down to the chip layout you need some
basic knowledge of silicon design. That comes from microelectronics and could be very
challenging task, especially for modern chips. There is a lot of literature available on this
subject [3][4] and lots of information on the Internet [5][6], but it takes time to assimilate,
especially with deep submicron technologies. Also, the many different design approaches and
technological processes used by each individual manufacturer make the analysis more difficult.
Common engineering work is required for building special tools and adapters necessary for
some experiments. And finally, broad knowledge of physics is needed throughout many of the
experiments.
I have tried to cover all these aspects in my thesis, giving the basic idea behind each step
involved. As many of the tools required for detailed analysis are either too expensive or not
available at all, I had to improvise a lot. This work would be different for well equipped
laboratories as they could buy everything they wish. On the other hand, one cannot buy
something that has not been built yet or is only being designed. In this case the creative
researcher is always ahead as he could build such tools for innovative analysis. Unfortunately
academic researchers have very limited funding compared to industrial and government funded
laboratories. Therefore only a limited number of invasive methods can be taken into
consideration. That was the main reason I paid so much attention to semi-invasive methods as
they require much less investment in equipment. Meantime, as it will be seen in this thesis, they
give very good results and can be very effective. At the same time, low-cost attacks represent
the most severe threat to secure systems as they could be repeated by a large number of
individuals. If breaking a secure device requires a multimillion dollar investment, then only a
very well-funded laboratory would be able to carry out the work. Even if they succeed, they
will be unlikely to give away the information and results for free. In other words, there will be
not only technological but economic barriers against attacking such highly secure devices. Also
such laboratories usually collaborate, or are directly funded by, large semiconductor
manufacturers or governments, and do not do any work for untrustworthy customers.
I travelled a very long way to the hardware security subject. At school, electronics was my
hobby. In 1987 I learnt my first microcontroller – Intel 8048. As I did not have any access to a
computer or even a programmer device, I wrote my first programs in machine code and then
programmed the bytes of the code into a 2716 EPROM chip connected as an external memory
to the microcontroller. Of course my programs were quite small, the maximum I did was a
programmable timer from one to thousand seconds and a simple calculator. But what I learned
from doing such projects was invaluable.
In 1989 I got my first computer – a Sinclair ZX Spectrum 48K. A year later I started building
computer external hardware modules like EPROM programmers and ROM emulators, and
writing different programs in assembler for the Zilog Z80 processor used in it. All those
projects were a hobby, but that was probably the first time I started reverse engineering code.
There were two reasons for that. One was to learn the assembler language better through
understanding disassembled code; another was to modify the programs, for example, to add
extra features. Also I used to modify software drivers to get them working with non-standard
hardware equipment. After two years, when IBM PC compatible computers became widely
10

used, I switched to them. I started at the bottom end – with an XT based on an Intel 8088
processor. I continued developing external hardware devices, but for programming I started
using C++ language.
My first security-related project was started in 1995 with testing the security protection in the
Motorola MC68HC05 and MC68HC11 microcontroller families against low cost attacks. Some
of these attacks were repeated later as a part of my research into non-invasive attacks.
A year later I was reverse engineering the program from a Microchip PIC16C57
microcontroller used in a security access system. The aim of this work was to evaluate how
secure the system was from the point of view of non-invasive attacks. It was a door access
control system with only two contacts, for an iButton key and an LED for indication. I found
some problems that made timing attacks possible, so in the end the design was improved to
withstand such attacks. From that I learnt about PIC controllers and started using them for all
my further hardware projects.
My Master’s thesis project at university was connected with hardware security as well. It
involved designing and debugging a cash control monitor – the device used in a supermarket till
to store the information on all purchases. As a part of this project, I built a prototype of a PC
card with a microcontroller on it and a memory for data storage. Different levels of data access
control were implemented inside the microcontroller’s program.
After my graduation in 1997, I worked part-time for an ophthalmology company designing
microcontroller-based special hardware devices for eyesight testing, training and correction. As
these devices had commercial value, I was asked to make them as hard to clone as possible.
That was when I got really interested in learning hardware security. In 1999, playing with
power glitch attacks, I found a vulnerability in PIC16F84 microcontroller that in the end turned
out to be a much bigger problem than simply for that particular device. Only four years later, I
realised that it was possible because of the data remanence effect.
Before I came to Cambridge in 2000, all my research on the hardware security of
microcontrollers was on non-invasive attacks. Only here at the Computer Laboratory I started
learning about invasive attacks and in 2001 I accidentally discovered a new class of attacks –
fault injection. We defined this new class of attacks as semi-invasive. By this we mean that,
although the access to the chip die surface is required, the passivation layer and the internal
wires are not destroyed or physically contacted. This thesis represents the result of almost four
years of my research into hardware security.

1.2

The subject of hardware security

Each system has different levels of design with security features normally implemented at each
level. The highest level belongs to communication protocols and human interfaces. It might
also involve all sorts of restrictions and access control to the building or room where the
equipment is running. The application software level supports all the external interfaces and
communication protocols and may also do encryption and authentication. It runs under the
control of operating system which has built-in security for authentication, encryption and
11

protection of sensitive information. Highly secure systems, for example, those used in bank
applications have hardware tamper resistant modules that keep the secret key inside and
perform all critical cryptographic operations. The software communicates with the secure
module through the application programming interface (API). This interface is implemented in
software running inside the module in a secure environment that prevents anyone downloading
or modifying it. The module itself is a hardware device normally implemented as a PCI card for
a standard PC board. The program inside this module is stored in battery backed-up SRAM and
can be destroyed within seconds if any tampering is detected. The printed circuit board (PCB)
with security critical components and sensors against low temperature and ionizing radiation is
enclosed within a tamper-sensing mesh and potting material. The whole construction has
electromagnetic shielding [7]. In terms of hardware security we will be interested in everything
that is located inside this secure module box from the security of the silicon chips buried
somewhere on the chip die to embedded software running in the protected environment.
Sometimes it is not quite obvious whether a certain part should be classified as software or
hardware. If we have a program running on a PC and providing access to confidential
information after entering the right password, then it is obviously software security. If the same
sort of access is provided by plugging in a special USB dongle, then the dongle itself is a
hardware security device. But what if you have a tamper-resistant secure module with software
running inside it? Obviously, there is no firm line between software and hardware, because the
first cannot run without the second.
Examples of hardware secure devices are microcontrollers, complex programmable logic
devices (CPLDs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), smartcards and secure tamperresistant modules. They are used in a wide range of applications, from industrial control and
wireless communication to bank payment cards, pay-TV applications and building access
control.
A good example of hardware security progress is pay-TV [8]. Around 1994 providers started
using smartcards for conditional access control. At the same time a large community of hackers
was trying to reverse engineer and clone these cards to get free access to the contents of cable
and satellite channels. The very first cards were quite simple and had lots of vulnerabilities, like
sensitivity to UV light, power fluctuation and reduced clock rates. Service providers learned
lessons from this and significantly improved not only the smartcards they used, but the
encryption protocols too. Yet after several months determined hackers were again able to find a
hole in the security. That again forced the providers into a cycle of hardware security
improvements.
Attackers very often are ahead of the defenders for some obvious reasons. Firstly, a single
vulnerability could let an attacker succeed, while a defender must protect against all known
attacks. Secondly, even if the device can withstand all known attacks, no one can guarantee that
a new attack will not be discovered. Initially, security-related bugs are always present in
software. The question is who finds one first, and either fixes or exploits it. All these problems
force the developer of a secure system to look for better ways of designing and exhaustive
testing of his system. If the key element of his system is a standard smartcard, or off-the-shelf
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secure chip, he should test it properly, to be sure it will not be broken and reverse engineered in
a few weeks time. One way might be to hire a specialised security evaluation company, but the
better way, especially for large manufacturers, would be to build his own research laboratory.
In this case he will not leak any confidential information, and also do it faster.
This thesis gives some idea of what sort of evaluation can be done by a qualified engineer using
widely available and not very expensive equipment. Of course, for proper evaluation of
smartcards one will need much more sophisticated equipment, but the basic approach could be
the same.
With microcontrollers the first question could be: ‘Which chip is the best from the security
point of view?’ The question is not practical as it will involve testing hundreds of different
microcontrollers and in the end the ‘best’ might not be suitable for the required application. The
better approach is to compile a list of microcontrollers suitable for the desired application and
then test them against various kinds of attacks. Then you have to find a trade off between the
price you will pay for the extra security and the actual protection it will give you. In the end you
have to think about who will be likely to attack your device. If they are inexperienced, and the
maximum they could do is to try reading the microcontroller used inside your device in a selfmade programmer, then most microcontrollers available on the market will provide adequate
protection. If you consider your design to be valuable and you think about competitors, then the
decision will depend on the amount of money and time attackers could spend trying to reverseengineer your device. Again, if you worry only about low-cost attacks, then a suitable secure
microcontroller could be easily found and you will have to spend some time and money to
evaluate it against all known low cost attacks to be sure that nothing will go wrong. If your
project is very important and valuable and you are going to invest a lot of effort into algorithm
and code development, or you want to provide conditional access control and keep your keys
secret, then you must be very careful with your selection. Very likely you will have to choose
between different smartcard vendors and not from microcontrollers as they are very unlikely to
survive a well equipped and determined attacker.
Another important thing that should be pointed out is that the only practical and reliable way of
comparing security in different microcontrollers and smartcards is by estimating the cost of a
successful attack which will involve actual breaking into the devices. In other words, a person
or a company that carries out the security evaluation should be able to break the security in
almost any device within their area of interest. Otherwise the evaluation will be incomplete and
theoretical only. In practice it is very difficult to estimate how capable that tester is and how
close his report will be to the real situation with the security in a particular device. Another
problem that might arise is if he deliberately reports a higher level of security for the tested
device in order to prevent you from increasing the security, thus making easier for him to
access the information stored in your device later. Unfortunately, very often security evaluation
is done in theory based on the information provided by the chip manufacturer and not on proper
tedious research. That does not give the real picture of the security and actual cost of any
possible attack.
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Of course no-one could guarantee that a certain chip will not be cloned or reverse engineered,
but proper selection could significantly delay this event. With the speed of technological
progress, one year is enough to make an existing product less attractive, and usually it will be
either replaced or upgraded. Such upgrade could involve replacement of the security sensitive
parts with better versions.
However, as things stand, the security of a standard microcontroller could be significantly
improved and some ideas are given in Chapter 8 of this thesis.

1.3

Motivation and overview

This thesis ignores some serious problems in hardware security design of silicon chips. For
technical reasons, I had to choose to cover mainly the security analysis of microcontrollers and
I only touched lightly on the evaluation of smartcards. I did my best with the equipment I had
access to, but it fell far short of what large security analysis laboratories have. Therefore some
methods are only mentioned without testing them on actual chips.
I tried to draw a picture of the situation with hardware security in silicon chips from both the
design and the evaluation sides. Some low cost defence technologies were suggested together
with a possible approach to silicon circuit design that could significantly improve the overall
hardware security of chips.
In spite of the poor equipment I have access to, I am very proud of the progress I have done
here in the Computer Laboratory during my research. The most important achievement is the
discovery of fault injection attacks and defining the new area of attacks – semi-invasive. As
such attacks do not require direct mechanical access to the chip surface they are cheaper and
easier to apply than invasive ones. Using semi-invasive methods for security evaluation could
expose the design problems in days, whereas finding them with conventional invasive methods
would take weeks and months, and non-invasive methods might not help at all.
I tried to give as many examples as possible of different security protection schemes in modern
microcontrollers. Because the equipment I used for my experiments was too far from modern, I
have only very briefly touched hardware security in smartcards, secure ICs, CPLDs and
FPGAs.
Chapter 2 of this thesis has some background information about the area of my research. It
gives a basic overview of silicon chips’ evolution from the technological and hardware security
points of view, and information about different types of memory used in microcontrollers. This
chapter also discusses the reasons why hardware security is important and popular, and who
actually needs it. The last part of the chapter gives an introduction to the crucial part of
integrated circuit design – failure analysis. On the one hand, silicon design engineers want to
find any design problems that occurred. On the other, if a manufacturer has a tool that allows
him to look closely at any point of the chip, then someone else could use it to find a
vulnerability in the design or to extract sensitive data.
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A general introduction to attack technologies is given in Chapter 3. A classification of attackers
and attack scenarios is given, as well as a definition and short introduction into each type of
attack. A detailed classification of protection levels is given. This makes the comparison of
security in different microcontrollers easier.
Chapter 4 gives examples of non-invasive attacks. These attacks do not require large
investments in equipment. It is wrongly assumed that these attacks can be developed by
inexperienced hackers with minimal equipment and knowledge. Once found, they can be
repeated by almost anyone, but the process of finding the attack could be very difficult and
time-consuming. Sometimes one will have to fully reverse engineer the silicon chip to find a
vulnerability which could be exploited. This chapter also discusses power analysis techniques,
which can sometimes help a lot in understanding the behaviour of a chip. For example, one can
easily figure out what command the processor executes, or distinguish between different results
of arithmetic operations.
Power and clock glitch attacks are widely used to circumvent many types of protection
incorporated in embedded software including smartcards. Also power glitches can be used to
break hardware protection and some examples are given in Chapter 4.
Another important area I tried to expose and attract attention to is data remanence in on-chip
memories and separate memory devices. This effect could leak a lot of sensitive and secure
information after the memory contents are deliberately deleted, by either disconnecting the
power supply in case of volatile memories, like DRAM and SRAM, or erasing non-volatile
memories, like EPROM, EEPROM and Flash. Finally this chapter presents experiments on data
remanence in EPROM, EEPROM and Flash non-volatile memories.
Invasive attacks are discussed in Chapter 5. Starting from an introduction into sample
preparation techniques, it gives some idea on what well-equipped and experienced attackers
could do with the chip. Although such techniques are well known and straightforward, an
attacker will need to have at least basic knowledge about silicon design and be familiar with the
different technologies used for semiconductor manufacturing. The main obstacle to these
attacks is the cost of the necessary equipment, which could be enormous for attacking
smartcards and modern secure chips.
Chapter 6 introduces and discusses the area of semi-invasive attacks. It starts from well known
ultraviolet light (UV) attacks, which were counted as invasive attacks before, but actually do
not require physical contact to the chip surface or any modifications to the die. Imaging
techniques can be counted as semi-invasive as well and they are widely used for partial reverse
engineering. Using laser-scanning microscopy one can get significantly more information out of
the chip – not only the location of a transistor’s active areas, but even its logic state. Both
optical imaging and laser scanning can be done through the silicon substrate from the rear side
of the chip. This becomes more important for modern chips where multiple top-metal layers
that cover the surface prevent us seeing any structures on a die.
Fault injection is another shining example of semi-invasive attacks. With this technique, an
attacker can change the state of any individual transistor within the chip. That gives him almost
unlimited capabilities in understanding the functions of any block within the design and
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circumventing many security protections. Some examples of these attacks applied to
microcontrollers are given in Chapter 7. Fault injection can be used to break some encryption
algorithms as well. The idea was discussed in the late nineties but no practical means were
suggested at the time [9][10][11]. Being synchronised with the system clock and program flow,
fault injection can be used as a perfect glitch attack. This is because power and clock glitches
usually affect a large number of transistors on the chip whereas fault injection can be focused
down to any individual transistor.
Chip manufacturers are constantly acting upon the security problems. Chapter 7 shows some
examples of progress in defending against different kind of attacks. Common problems in the
security protection design of various chips are also discussed. Technological progress and the
continuous shrinking of the chip elements makes invasive attacks very difficult and expensive,
and also introduces some problems in implementation of certain semi-invasive attacks. Modern
chips with wide data buses, pipelining and instruction caches make power analysis more
difficult but not impossible. Different schemes of security implementation are discussed.
Chapter 8 shows various methods of protection against different kind of attacks. There are low
budget ways based on obscurity, through to expensive protection techniques requiring quite
different approaches to chip design, like asynchronous logic and dual-rail logic.
Finally Chapter 9 summarises the work and achievements of my research. It also proposes
directions for further research.
The Appendix contains summarised information on a wide range of microcontrollers and some
smartcards.
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Chapter 2
Background
With the release of the first microprocessor, the 4004, by Intel in 1971, the era of small
computers began [12]. In 1976 Intel introduced the world’s first microcontrollers, the 8748 and
8048, which combine a central processor unit (CPU), memory (ROM for instructions and RAM
for data), peripherals, and input-output functions on a single piece of silicon [13]. A
microcontroller may be described as a ‘computer on a chip’. They are often embedded into a
device and programmed to perform certain operations. Usually they perform a specific task for
their lifetime, for example, the processor of a calculator. Having all the logic on a single piece
of silicon reduces the cost and size of the board. Now microcontrollers are at the heart of a huge
range of commercial and industrial equipment, including domestic appliances such as
microwaves, DVD players and televisions. They are used in automobiles for engine-control and
service functions, in medical instruments, and in many other areas.
The widespread availability of microcontrollers is a testament to their flexibility and low unit
cost. Usually they have internal memory and a high level of input and output (I/O) device
options including UART, I2C, SPI, CAN, USB and other interfaces. The use of a
microcontroller minimises the number of devices used in the system by integrating much of the
external interfacing to switches, motors or other devices. Modern microcontrollers can even
directly handle analog signals as many of them have built-in analog-to-digital (ADC) and
digital-to-analog converters (DAC), comparators and pulse width modulators (PWM).
The internal structure of the microcontroller varies from one family to another. Sometimes it
exploits an existing CPU core to make the development process easier and eliminate the need
for extra tools. For some microcontrollers, the CPU core was specifically designed to achieve
higher performance or easier I/O control. Many chip manufacturers offer both microprocessors
and microcontrollers based on the same CPU core, to cover as large market as possible.
CPU performance mainly depends on the operating frequency (or more precisely, number of
instructions per second) and the internal data bus width. Early microcontrollers had 4-bit or 8bit internal data buses, while modern microcontrollers have 16-bit or 32-bit data buses. Usually,
an external clock signal is used to synchronise each low-level operation within each instruction,
as a result the instruction throughput could be ten times slower than the clock frequency. To
compare the performance of two different microcontrollers one should use MIPS (millions of
instructions per second) figures. As to the data bus, an 8-bit microcontroller might use a 16-bit
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bus to increase data throughput between CPU and memory; while a 16-bit microcontroller has
an 8-bit data bus to save cost on external buffers and memory chips. Obviously, the wider the
data bus, the more difficult it is to microprobe it and reverse engineer the CPU structure.
The CPU cores inside a microcontroller have either Harvard or von Neumann architecture [14].
The first refers to an architecture that uses physically separate storage for instructions and data,
and the second uses a single storage structure to hold both instructions and data. From the
security point of view, the Harvard architecture could offer better protection against
microprobing attacks. In a von Neumann architecture, an attacker could modify the CPU so that
it will no longer execute branch instructions or it will not fetch any instructions at all. Then by
microprobing the CPU data bus and storing the signals, the contents of the whole memory can
be recovered. The same trick applied to a Harvard microcontroller would reveal only the
program code, whereas the data memory, which usually contains passwords and decryption
keys, will not be available.
Another difference in CPU structure relates to the instruction set. Commonly it belongs to
either a CISC (complex instruction set computer) or RISC (reduced/regular instruction set
computer) architecture [15]. In CISC each single instruction can invoke several low level
operations, such as a load from memory, an arithmetic operation, and a memory store. This is
done to support high-level languages and make programs smaller, but at a cost in performance.
RISC architecture employs a smaller and simpler set of instructions that all take about the same
amount of time to execute. Simpler instructions make CPU design less complex and
significantly increase its performance. Modern microcontrollers usually have an instruction set
that lies somewhere in between CISC and RISC, balancing the advantages of each architecture.
It is very hard to say which architecture gives better security protection. As the RISC CPU is
simpler, it might be easier to reverse engineer it, but a CISC CPU leaves more characteristic
power traces making identification of each instruction through power analysis much easier. An
example of a CISC microcontroller with Harvard architecture is the Intel 8051, and one with
von Neumann architecture is the Motorola 68HC05; RISC with Harvard – Microchip PIC, with
von Neumann – Texas Instruments MSP430. More information about CPU structures in
different microcontrollers can be found in the Appendix.
Some microcontrollers have a CPU with extra features to increase their performance. One is an
instruction pipeline [16]. Each CPU instruction is divided into some simple sub-instructions.
These smaller instructions are then dispatched to the hardware in step, with the pipeline
controller watching the process. Hence, the code that the processor loads will not immediately
execute, but as a result the processor executes two or more instructions at a time. Pipelining
makes the power analysis more difficult, because during each CPU cycle two or more
instructions contribute to the power trace.
Another feature modern microcontrollers might have is a cache memory that stores instructions
and data that requires frequent and fast access [17]. For example, if the CPU executes a loop,
then the instructions will be fetched from the cache memory rather than from the external
memory thus saving time. Instruction and data caches could make microprobing attacks harder,
as some information will not appear on the external data bus.
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The above comparison can be applied to smartcards as well, because they have a structure very
similar to microcontrollers.

2.1

Security evolution in silicon chips

Hardware security begins with embedded systems for industrial controllers. Thirty years ago
such systems were built with separate components like CPU, ROM, RAM, I/O buffers, serial
interfaces and other communication and control interfaces. Examples include control boards
inside industrial controllers (Figure 1), printers, game consoles and home appliances.

EPROM

SRAM

ADC

CPU

DAC

Serial I/O

Parallel I/O

Figure 1. Universal embedded controller from Micromint Inc. [18]. Each component on the PCB is easy to identify
and the board could be easily cloned

In the beginning there were almost no protection against cloning of such devices except law and
economics. For example, ROMs were made with low-cost mask technology and cloning would
involve either replacing them with EPROMs which are usually 3–10 times more expensive, or
ordering Mask ROMs which would take time and require large capital investments. Another
approach was used in game consoles where simple ASICs (Application-Specific Integrated
Circuits) were widely used (Figure 2). Such ASICs were mainly carrying out I/O functions to
replace tens of simple logic components, thus reducing the cost of the board and at the same
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time protecting against competitors who had to use larger and more expensive solutions. In fact
these ASICs did not carry much security and their functionality could be understood in a few
hours with a simple analysis of the signals using an oscilloscope or doing an exhaustive search
over all possible combinations on their pins.

ASIC

USB MCU
Figure 2. Game cartridge for Nintendo GameBoy game
console [20]

Data EEPROM

Figure 3. Aladdin HASP4 USB dongle [21]

From the late seventies, microcontrollers offered a very good replacement for CPU-based
controller boards. They not only had internal memory and populated I/O interfaces, but some
sort of security protection against unauthorised access to the internal memory contents.
Unfortunately, early microcontrollers did not offer non-volatile storage facility and important
data had to be stored in a separate chip outside the microcontroller (Figure 3) thus allowing the
attacker to easily access them. Some low cost attacks on USB dongles used for software
protection were published recently [19].
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Figure 4. Non-volatile data memory and microcontroller chip are encapsulated into the same package
in Microchip PIC12CE518 microcontroller [22]
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Figure 5. Security fuses are located outside the program
memory array in Microchip PIC12C508 microcontroller
[22] and can be easily disabled with UV light

The next step in security evolution was to place the EEPROM data storage chip next to the
microcontroller inside the same plastic package (Figure 4). To attack such a chip is not easy; a
professional would decapsulate the sample and either microprobe the data chip or bond it into a
separate test package. Both methods require equipment which cannot be afforded by a lowbudget attacker. Such an attacker could try to use homemade microprobers (bonding pads on
old chips are relatively large) or exploit a software bug to get access to the data.
Some microcontrollers do not have any special hardware security protection at all. Their
protection is based on obscurity of the proprietary programming algorithm. It might be the case
that the read-back function was deliberately disguised, or replaced with a verify-only function.
Usually such microcontrollers do not offer very good protection and some examples are
presented in Chapter 4. In fact, the verify-only approach could be very powerful if implemented
properly, as it is in some smartcards.
The next step in increasing the security protection was in adding a hardware security fuse that
disables the access to data. The easiest implementation, which does not require the complete
redesign of the microcontroller structure, was for the fuse to control the read-back function of
the programming interface (Figure 5). The drawback of this approach was in making it easier to
locate the security fuse and perform an invasive attack. For example, the state of the fuse could
be changed by connecting the output from the fuse cell directly to the power supply or ground
line. In some cases it might be enough to just disconnect the sense circuit from the fuse cell by
cutting the wire from it with a laser cutter or focused ion beam (FIB) machine. It might be
possible to succeed in non-invasive attack as well, because a separate fuse would certainly
behave differently from the normal memory array. As a result it might be possible to find such a
combination of external signals under which the state of this fuse would not be read correctly
thus allowing the access to the information stored in the on-chip memory. Some examples of
these attacks are given in Chapter 4. Semi-invasive attacks could bring the attacker to success
even faster but will require decapsulation of the chip to get access to the die. A well known
example of such attacks is erasing the security fuse under a UV light; these attacks are
discussed in Chapter 6.
The next step was to make the security fuse part of the memory access circuit, so that any
external access to the data is disabled if the fuse is set (Figure 6). Usually the fuse is located
very close to the main memory or even shares some control lines with it. Also it is fabricated
with the same technology as the main memory array making it harder to locate and reset. Noninvasive attacks could still exist but would require much time and effort to find. At the same
time, semi-invasive attacks might still work. Certainly it would take more time for an attacker
to find the security fuse or the part of the control circuit responsible for the security monitoring,
but this could be easily automated. Performing invasive attacks could be more difficult as most
of the work would need to be done manually, so it will certainly increase the cost and time of
the attack.
A further improvement involved using a part of the main memory to control access to the data
from outside. This was implemented either by latching the information stored at a certain
address at power-up and treating it as a security fuse, or by using passwords to grant access to
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the memory. For example, in the Texas Instruments MSP430F112 microcontroller, the readback operation can be called only after the correct 32-bytes password is entered [25]. Without
that, only the chip erase operation is available. Although such protection seems to be more
effective than previous offerings, it has some drawbacks which could be exploited in low-cost
non-invasive attacks such as timing attacks and power analysis. More details on these attacks
are presented in Chapter 4. If the state of the security fuse is sampled from the memory during
power-up or reset, it could present some room for the attacker to play with power glitches,
trying to force the circuit to get the wrong state of the memory.

Fuse
Bitlines

Figure 6. Security fuse is a part of the memory access
control logic in Motorola MC68HC705C9A microcontroller [23]. 200× magnification

Figure 7. Fake top metal layer pattern on Microchip
PIC16F648A microcontroller [24] makes analysis of the
chip die and microprobing attacks more difficult. 200×
magnification

Other improvements in making invasive attacks more expensive involve using a top metal
sensor mesh [8]. All paths in this mesh are continuously monitored for interruptions and short
circuits, and cause reset or zeroing of the EEPROM memory if alarmed. Normally such
protection is not used in ordinary microcontrollers because, firstly, it increases the design cost
and, secondly, it can be triggered unintentionally in abnormal working conditions such as high
electromagnetic noise, low or high temperatures, irregular clock signal or power supply
interruptions. Instead, ordinary microcontrollers adopt the less expensive approach of placing a
fake top layer mesh (Figure 7), but this still remains a very effective annoyance for optical
analysis and microprobing attacks. In smartcards such meshes are implemented properly with
the sensor wires going between the power supply and ground wires (Figure 8). Some design
flaws were found in such implementations making microprobing attacks possible. Also such
meshes do not protect against non-invasive attacks, and some semi-invasive attacks are still
possible because the mesh has gaps between the wires and light can pass through it down to the
active areas of the circuit.
In user programmable smartcards manufacturers went even further and totally removed the
standard programming interface. Instead of it, they used a bootstrap loader which either erased
or deactivate itself after the user code was uploaded. Thus the card could be programmed only
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once during an initialisation step and beyond this it becomes the responsibility of the user’s
embedded software to support any access to the program and data stored inside the card.

Bus
Encryption

Figure 8. Top metal layer sensor mesh on ST
Microelectronics ST16 family smartcard chip [26].
500× magnification

Figure 9. Hardware bus encryption module in Infineon
SLE66 family smartcard chip [27] preserves EEPROM
data from being microprobed. 100× magnification

In some recent smartcards further protection against microprobing attacks is used such as
EEPROM data memory bus encryption (Figure 9). Even if the attacker manages to pick up the
signals from the data bus he will not be able to recover the passwords, the secret keys or other
sensitive information from it. This protection was aimed at preventing invasive and semiinvasive attacks. At the same time non-invasive attacks could still be successful as the CPU
normally has full access control to unencrypted information. The only microcontroller that
employs a similar approach to the external program memory is the Dallas Semiconductor
DS5002FP [28]. In fact some vulnerabilities were found in the implementation of the data
encryption that lead to a relatively low cost attack published several years ago [29].
Another improvement worth mentioning is moving from the standard building-block structures
like CPU instruction decoder, register file, ALU and I/O circuits, to a complete ASIC-like logic
design. This design approach is called ‘glue logic’ and it is widely used in smartcards [30].
Glue logic makes it virtually impossible to tap into the card’s information by manually finding
signals or nodes to attack physically. The glue logic design could be done automatically with
using such tools as MILESTM (Managed IC Lifetime Extension System) from InnovASIC
Inc. [31]. This technique is widely used for cloning, and improving the security and
performance of the popular CPU cores without licensing them [32]. For example, the Ubicom
(former Scenix) SX28 microcontroller (Figure 10) is pin-to-pin and program compatible with
the Microchip PIC16C57 microcontroller but employs glue logic design, Flash program
memory, larger RAM and it has ten times higher performance [33]. In the PIC microcontroller
(see Figure 5), an attacker can easily trace the data bus coming from the memory to the CPU
while on the SX microcontroller the data lines never form any sort of a physical bus, so tracing
them is a very challenging task. Reverse-engineering and microprobing attacks on such
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microcontrollers are very difficult and time-consuming. They require a well-equipped
laboratory and experienced engineers.

Figure 10. Ubicom SX28 microcontroller exploits
ASIC-like glue logic design with improved security and
performance

Figure 11. Cypress CY7C63001A microcontroller has
partial glue logic design but all internal bus lines are
easily accessible

More often an intermediate approach is used when the chip is built from separate blocks but
each block uses glue logic design as in, for example, the Cypress CY7C63001A microcontroller
(Figure 11) [34]. In this case an attacker could more easily trace the bus and control lines
between the blocks, and launch invasive or semi-invasive attacks on the chip. Glue logic design
does not eliminate the possibility of non-invasive attacks, but as the performance increases,
faster and more expensive equipment is required. Semi-invasive attacks will also face problems
due to disguised design blocks. Of course the attacker could automate the process by running an
exhaustive search and trying to attack all possible areas. Definitely this approach would take a
long time and may in the end not be successful. On the other hand, an attack could be applied
directly to the memory itself or its control circuit, because they cannot be implemented in the
same glue logic structure and stay visibly separate.
Technological progress on its own is increasing the costs to the attackers. Ten years ago it was
possible to use a laser cutter and a simple probing station to get access to any point on the chip
surface, but for modern deep submicron semiconductor chips very sophisticated and expensive
technologies must be used. That excludes most potential attackers. For example, the structure of
the Microchip PIC16F877 microcontroller can be easily observed and reverse engineered under
a microscope (Figure 12). The second metal layer and polysilicon layer can still be seen even if
buried under the top metal layer. This is possible because each subsequent layer in the
fabrication process follows the shape of the previous layer. Under a microscope the observer
sees not only the highest layer but also edges that reveal the structure of the deeper layers. In
0.5 µm and smaller technologies, for example in the Microchip PIC16F877A microcontroller,
each predecessor layer is planarised using chemical-mechanical planarisation (CMP) process
before applying the next layer [35]. As a result the top metal layer does not show the impact of
the deeper layers (Figure 13). The only way to reveal the structure of the deeper layers is by
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removing the top metal layers either mechanically or chemically. Some examples of this
process are presented in Chapter 5.

Figure 12. Second metal layer and polysilicon layer can
be seen through top metal layer on Microchip
PIC16F877 microcontroller [36]. 500× magnification

Figure 13. Nothing can be seen under the top metal
layer on Microchip PIC16F877A microcontroller [37] as
the layers inside the chip were planarised during
fabrication. 500× magnification

As can be seen from all the shown examples, hardware security in microcontrollers and
smartcards is being constantly improved. Because the tools for reverse engineering are
becoming more sophisticated, better and better security protection is required. Rapid coevolution is driven by this continuous battle between chip manufacturers and attackers.
Another threat that must be considered is that a great deal of second-hand semiconductor
manufacturing and testing equipment appears on the market. It cannot be used to attack highend products, but should be enough to attack chips manufactured with older technology. For
example, while 90 nm manufacturing technology is currently leading-edge, most
microcontrollers are produced with 0.35 µm technology and smartcards with 0.25 µm
technology.

2.1.1

Memory types

A microcontroller operates according to a program located in its memory. There are many
different memory types and most of them are used inside microcontrollers. The majority of
modern microcontrollers are made with CMOS technology. Therefore their on-chip memories
are either CMOS (SRAM and some EEPROM) or MOS. The latter is very likely to be NMOS
as n-channel transistors have better parameters and smaller size.
Early microcontrollers used Mask ROM and UV EPROM for program storage and SRAM for
data storage. Mask ROM is still used in modern microcontrollers when large-quantity
production and low cost are required. Normally such microcontrollers are not marked with their
part number on the package and have only manufacturer logo and internal factory ROM
revision number (Figure 14). Mask ROM offers very good performance, but cannot be
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reprogrammed or updated. Microcontrollers with UV EPROM are usually offered in two
versions – one for prototyping, in ceramic packages with a quartz window (Figure 15), and
another, called OTP (One-Time Programmable), for mass production, in standard plastic
packages (Figure 16). UV EPROM has some disadvantages for developers: it requires high
voltages for programming; data can be written only one byte or word at a time, so it takes a
long time to program the whole chip; even erasable versions cannot be reprogrammed more
than a hundred times; and the erase operation takes 20–30 minutes under a very intensive UV
light source.

Figure 14. Microcontrollers with
Mask ROM. They normally have
only internal factory marking

Figure 15. Microcontrollers with UV
EPROM and quartz window

Figure 16. Microcontrollers with
OTP EPROM, EEPROM and Flash
EEPROM

SRAM is also used in some microcontrollers as a program storage memory when fast access
time or frequent memory update is required. One example is the Cypress USB 2.0
microcontroller CY7C68013 [38]. SRAM is also used in Dallas Semiconductor secure
microcontrollers, where fast memory erasure is required in tamper-proof applications.
The more modern EEPROM (Electrically Erasable PROM) memory had some advantages over
the UV EPROM: it can be reprogrammed electronically, though only a limited number of
times – from thousands to hundreds of thousands cycles; high voltages are usually generated by
on-chip voltage charge-pump circuits; and programming is much faster. A further improvement
of the EEPROM memory, called Flash EEPROM, is becoming the main memory storage in
modern microcontrollers and smartcards. It offers much faster programming time and it can be
reprogrammed in blocks saving a lot of time. It can be reprogrammed hundreds of thousands of
times, and most of the modern microcontrollers with Flash memory offer internal memory
programming, thus allowing field code upgrades without expensive programming tools. Flash
memory also has high density offering 3–5 times more storage capacity than the same area of
EEPROM. The downside of this memory type is that it can only be erased in blocks, which are
relatively large. That puts some strain on embedded software design where memory updates are
required. Some microcontrollers offer an alternative solution to this problem, having both Flash
and EEPROM memories on the same die, so that the Flash is used for program storage and
infrequent updates, and the EEPROM is for data that requires frequent or bitwise updates.
One approach to combine SRAM and EEPROM in one structure, thus achieving fast read/write
access time and non-volatilaty, was in NVRAM memory, which has a basic SRAM structure,
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plus an EEPROM cell and control logic to store the memory state either by external signal or
when the power supply drops below a certain level [39]. Due to the complexity of this memory
and high production cost, it was not used in microcontrollers and it was only used in a very few
smartcard and ASIC products.
The recently introduced Ferroelectric memory, or FRAM, was promoted as a very effective
replacement for EEPROM and Flash memories [40]. It has very fast write time – in the same
order as SRAM – and it does not require internal high voltage generators. Unfortunately this
memory has a limited number of read/write cycles, and cannot be used as a direct SRAM
replacement. Also the FRAM memory cell size is 3–5 times larger than a Flash cell and its
fabrication technology is more complex. There are very few areas where FRAM-based
controllers are used, mainly in contact-less smartcards where the low power consumption and
instant write operation of the FRAM is a big advantage [41].
Another modern memory type, which is considered to be a very effective replacement for Flash
memory, is Magnetoresistive memory or MRAM [42]. At the moment there are only
engineering samples of this memory technology but it is proposed to be used in future
smartcard products. This memory has almost unlimited endurance and very fast access and
write times, it does not require high voltages for operation and it has a high density design [43].
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Table 1. Characteristics of different memory types used in microcontrollers. As can be seen, FRAM and MRAM
offer very effective replacement to SRAM, EPROM, EEPROM and Flash memories.

Table 1 summarises the characteristics for different types of memories. As can be seen, each
memory type has its own advantages and disadvantages and the hardware designer should use
appropriate memory according to his requirements. Normally microcontrollers have different
memories on the same die, so that developers use the appropriate memory technology. For
example, ‘SRAM and EPROM’ in OTP PIC microcontrollers, ‘SRAM and Mask ROM and
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EEPROM’ in Motorola MC68HC05 microcontrollers, or ‘SRAM and EEPROM and Flash’ in
Microchip Flash PIC microcontrollers.
In CPLDs, EPROM, EEPROM and Flash memories are mainly used. FPGAs are mostly SRAM
based; very few manufacturers offer non-volatile FPGAs with Antifuse and Flash
memories [44][45]. The Antifuse memory [46] is a different kind of OTP memory that uses
programmable interconnection links between metal wires inside the chip. As these links are
extremely small (~100 nm wide) it is virtually impossible to identify their state and that gives
an extremely high security level to the devices based on antifuse technology.
From the security point of view, the same microcontroller with Mask ROM memory offers
better security protection than with EPROM memory, which in its turn has better protection
than EEPROM or Flash memory. Normally the Mask ROM version of microcontroller does not
provide any form of external access to the information stored inside the chip; the only way to
get access to the code is by either reading the memory optically or by microprobing the data
bus. Both methods require special equipment and highly skilled attackers. However some
manufacturers intentionally leave backdoor access to the code for testing purposes after
fabrication. Normally the information on these test protocols is kept secret by the
manufacturers, but if an attacker finds out how to use this interface, he will get access to the
code.

1

0

Figure 17. Laser ROM in Dallas DS1961S iButton chip
[49]. Information can be read optically and altered with
a laser cutter

Figure 18. Configuration and layout of MOS NOR
ROM with active layer programming. This type of
memory can be read optically

Mask ROM usually has NOR or NAND structure according to the way transistors are
connected inside the memory array [47][48]. There is an OR structure as well but the only
difference between it and the NOR structure is that the transistors are connected to VCC instead
of VSS. For each structure the information is encoded in different ways. The information is
placed into the ROM during chip fabrication and cannot be changed later. There is another type
of ROM memory which is programmed after fabrication but still at a factory – laser ROM
(Figure 17). It is used in Dallas Semiconductor iButton products for serialisation and the
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information is programmed by cutting memory bits with a laser cutter. This memory leaves
some freedom to the attacker who could alter the memory contents on a secure product.
In NOR ROM with active layer programming, the logic state is encoded by the presence or
absence of a transistor (Figure 18). Information from this type of memory is easily extractable
under optical microscope. For technologies smaller than 0.8 µm deprocessing might be required
to remove the top metal layers which obstruct observation.

Figure 19. Configuration and layout of MOS NOR
ROM with contact layer programming. This type of
memory can be read optically but usually requires
deprocessing

Figure 20. Configuration and layout of MOS NOR
ROM with programming using implants. This type of
memory offers high level of security protection against
optical reading

Figure 21. Configuration and layout of MOS NAND
ROM with programming using implants. This type of
memory offers high level of security protection against
optical reading

Figure 22. Configuration and layout of MOS NAND
ROM with metal layer programming. This type of
memory can be read optically

In NOR ROM with contact-layer programming, the information is encoded by the presence or
absence of a via plug from bit-line to the active area of a transistor (Figure 19). In old memory
technologies, these plugs are visible under a microscope, but in modern memory technologies
with CMP planarised layers, deprocessing is required to expose the plugs. This could cause
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trouble to an inexperienced attacker, so this type of memory could be considered more secure
against invasive and semi-invasive attacks.
In NOR ROM with programming using implants, the data is encoded by the threshold level of a
transistor (Figure 20). This is achieved by creating transistors with different doping levels
during fabrication. This type of memory, also called VTROM (Voltage Threshold ROM),
provides a high level of protection against various kinds of attacks because the state of each
transistor cannot be observed optically even after deprocessing procedure. This type of memory
is very often used in smartcards to prevent code extraction from the memory. Later smartcards
use NAND VTROM which offers the same level of security but has more compact design
(Figure 21). At the same time there are some relatively low cost methods that make it possible
to extract the contents from these memories [8] and some other methods are presented in
Chapter 6. To prevent these attacks, modern smartcards also use memory encryption.
In NAND ROM with metal layer programming, the information is encoded by short-circuiting
the transistors (Figure 22). This type of memory has a very low level of protection against
optical observation, as these metal fuses are clearly visible under a microscope.
Examples of most of the above mentioned memory types in real chips and the associated
memory extraction techniques are given in Chapters 5 and 6.
Non-volatile memories, such as EPROM, EEPROM and Flash, use floating-gate transistors to
store the information [47]. In OTP and UV EPROM the memory cell consists of a single
transistor (Figure 23) and electrons are injected into the floating gate during programming. As a
result, the threshold level of the transistor changes, and this is detected by sense amplifiers
when the memory is read. The only way to erase the memory and remove the charge from the
floating gate is by exposing it to the UV light with a wavelength shorter than 300 nm (normally
this memory is erased under a mercury lamp and the wavelength is specified as 253.7 nm). The
total dose necessary to properly erase the memory is about 15 W/cm2 which normally
corresponds to 15–20 minutes exposure under a mercury lamp. It makes this type of memory
unattractive in applications where frequent code update is required. But it is still used in OTP
microcontrollers where erasure is not required.
EEPROM memory was introduced by Intel in 1980 and it offered a great advantage over the
EPROM by allowing full electrical control over both write and erase operations (Figure 24).
Due to high manufacturing cost and complexity, it was not widely used in microcontrollers
until the early nineties. Today most microcontrollers have either EEPROM or its successor,
Flash EEPROM memory, on chip. Flash memory has simpler structure (Figure 25), faster write
and access time but unfortunately it cannot be reprogrammed in single bytes as it can be erased
only in blocks, which is not convenient for small data updates. Flash EEPROM has many
different layouts and each semiconductor manufacturer normally has its own memory design.
According to the way the transistors are connected inside the array this memory could have
either NOR or NAND (Figure 26) structure.
From the security point of view all floating-gate memories offer very good protection against
invasive attacks, because the charge injected during programming is very small, and buried
deeply inside the memory cell, so it cannot be detected directly. Deprocessing does not reveal
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any information – only cell structure. The only practical invasive way of extracting the
information is by microprobing the internal memory bus. This could be extremely difficult for
modern submicron Flash memories which have multiple top metal layers over the data wires.

Figure 23. Configuration, cross-section and modes of
operation of UV EPROM

Figure 24. Configuration, cross-section and modes of
operation of FLOTOX EEPROM

Figure 25. Configuration, cross-section and modes of
operation of ETOX Flash EEPROM

Figure 26. Configuration, cross-section and modes of
operation of NAND Flash EEPROM

At the same time, such semi-invasive attacks as selective UV erasure can be easily applied and
widely used to breach the security protection in OTP microcontrollers. As EEPROM and Flash
memories use very similar floating-gate transistors, it might be possible to erase the security
fuses with UV light as well. The problem is that UV attacks can be performed on a relatively
small number of microcontrollers, as manufacturers implement different protections against UV
attacks. For example, they cover security fuses with a top metal layer that stops the UV light.
Another trick is to invert the state of the fuse to make its programmed state indicate ‘disabled
protection’ and erased state – ‘enabled protection’. In this case UV light will have no effect on
the activated security fuse. Other ways of protecting against UV light attack are discussed in
Chapter 7.
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In terms of non-invasive attacks, EPROM memory has some advantages over EEPROM and
Flash memories as it is more robust against power glitch attacks. This happens because it has a
simpler structure, larger cell size, thicker gate oxide and no on-chip high-voltage charge pumps.
The sense amplifiers used to distinguish between ‘0’ and ‘1’ logic states are much simpler in
EPROM and less sensitive to the power supply voltage. Against semi-invasive attacks, EPROM
memory is also better than EEPROM and Flash. For example, the fault injection attacks that
will be discussed in Chapter 6 can be used to modify the contents of the cell but for EPROM
much higher power is required. That makes OTP microcontrollers more attractive in the
applications where high security is required. Unfortunately modern microcontrollers do not use
this type of memory any more as it cannot be reprogrammed, has lower density than the Flash
memory and is thus more expensive. That forces semiconductor manufacturers to introduce
additional protection against unauthorised access to the memory contents. For example, modern
smartcards do not have hardware control for access to the on-chip Flash and EERPOM
memories, but only a bootstrap loader located in the Flash memory that overwrites itself during
first initialisation, eliminating any possible access to the information (unless implemented by
the customer). Hardware access to the memory has multi-level security protection ensuring that
access will not be granted unless all the requirements are met. In some microcontrollers, very
sophisticated access password protection is implemented.
Another big problem for EPROM, EEPROM and Flash memories that affects the hardware
security of the semiconductor devices is data remanence [50]. Many microcontrollers with these
types of memory have a security fuse which, once activated, cannot be reset until the whole
memory content is first erased. Manufacturers put a lot of effort into hardware design to ensure
that the security fuse will not be deactivated by manipulation of external signals such as power
glitches. They made very good progress, and very few of the modern microcontrollers can be
broken using tricks such as applying power glitches during the chip erase operation to terminate
the memory erase without affecting the erase of the security fuse, or exposing the chip to UV
light for long enough to erase the security fuse but not long enough to destroy the memory
contents. Some examples on these attacks are given in Chapters 4 and 6, but recent revisions of
microcontrollers are not sensitive to such attacks.
In modern chips, an additional voltage monitoring circuit is usually implemented, causing a
reset of the hardware programming interface or preventing any write/erase operations below or
above certain voltages. What was wrongly assumed is that information must disappear from the
memory after it was erased. In fact some traces of the data are still left after the erase operation,
and to get the information back we just have to find the right method to measure the residual
charge on a floating gate, or a threshold of a memory transistor. This is not an easy task, but if
the security fuse was deactivated during the chip erase operation, the memory can be accessed
normally. That allows the attacker to measure the response from each transistor inside the array
by sequential reading of each memory location and microprobing the internal memory bus. Of
course it is not a trivial task, but a determined and experienced attacker can do this. In some
microcontrollers the threshold level of each transistor can be measured in fully non-invasive
way by playing with the interface and power supply voltages. This is possible because very
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often the memory sense circuit uses the power supply voltage as a reference. Some examples on
how it can be exploited are given in Chapter 4.
Another memory type used in all microcontrollers (mainly as a register file memory and
operational memory) is SRAM [51]. It is also used in secure microcontrollers such as the Dallas
DS5002FP and JAVA iButtons [52] where the information should disappear quickly if a
tampering attempt is sensed. An SRAM memory cell consists of six transistors (Figure 27), four
of which create a flip-flop while the other two are used for accessing the cell inside the array.

Figure 27. Configuration and layout of SRAM cell

Figure 28. Configuration of NVRAM cell

SRAM memory offers very good security protection, as the information from it can be easily
erased by disconnecting the power supply if the alarm is triggered. Performing invasive or
semi-invasive attacks is very problematic because any attempt to access the chip surface would
very likely destroy the data. For example, decapsulation requires very strong acids to be used
which are conductive and cannot be used on a powered up chip. Even if the attacker manages to
access the die, the state of its transistors cannot be observed optically. Microprobing is difficult
because the internal wires are buried under top metal bit-lines, ground and power supply wires.
The only practical way to access the memory is from the rear side of the chip die, but this
requires more expensive equipment and a highly skilled attacker. Meantime, there are some
semi-invasive techniques that allow observation of the memory state, but require special laser
scanning microscopes. More detailed information on such techniques is given in Chapter 6. At
the same time non-invasive attacks can be used to exploit any problems that might exist in the
memory interface, as happened with the Dallas Semiconductor secure microcontroller [29].
Data remanence could cause some problems to SRAM security as well [53]. At temperatures
below 0˚C some samples of the SRAM chips retain information for hours [54]. But, in general,
SRAM memory offers a very good level of protection and low-temperature attacks can be
avoided by placing temperature sensors into the secure module enclosure as in the IBM 4758
cryptoprocessor [7].
The main disadvantage of SRAM storage memory is the requirement for constant battery
backup which makes secure systems larger and requires regular servicing.
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NVRAM memory combines in one cell the ordinary SRAM cell structure and EEPROM
cell (Figure 28) [47]. It is not widely used, and might have lower security compared with
SRAM and EEPROM, because the attacker can exploit the weak points of both memory types.
In the absence of the power supply, the information is stored in the EEPROM part of the cell
and after power-up it is present in both parts of the cell.
FRAM memory uses a two-transistor cell with non-linear capacitors which change their
polarisation according to the applied electric field and keep it without the power
supply (Figure 29) [55]. The big disadvantage of this memory type is that the read operation is
destructive to the contents of the cell so that overwrite refresh is required. At the same time this
type of memory offers very good security protection against invasive and non-invasive attacks
because its state cannot be observed optically or detected with probes. Microprobing of the
memory data bus is of course still possible, unless the information is encrypted.

Figure 29. Configuration and cross-section of FRAM cell

Figure 30. Layout of MRAM and cross-section of
its cell

MRAM memory uses magnetic material to store the information and magneto-resistive sensors
to read it out (Figure 30) [56]. Due to the very small size of the cell, and its deep location under
top metal layers, it would be extremely difficult to probe it directly. Meantime, there exist high
resolution magnetic sensors that can be used to scan such memories [57], provided the top
metal layers are removed. Microprobing of the memory data bus might be considered as well
but could be very difficult due to the small fabrication process of this memory (normally 0.18–
0.25 µm). Together with other characteristics of MRAM memory such as fast access and write
time, low power consumption and high density, this memory could be a very good alternative to
the Flash memory.

2.1.2

Types of security protection

The programming interface allows writing, verifying, reading and erasing of data in on-chip
memory. It could be implemented either in hardware (JTAG state machine or proprietary
interface) or in software (Mask ROM or Flash bootloader). In the hardware interface, security
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protection is normally associated with security fuses that control operation of the interface, for
example, by blocking the data from being sent from the memory to the output buffer. As for the
software interface, password protection is normally used, but there could be a hardware security
fuse as well whose state is checked in software. Some microcontrollers benefit from both
interfaces offering a software bootloader control for in-system programming and a fast
hardware interface for mass production programming. Each implementation has its pros and
cons. The software approach gives more flexibility and better control over the programming
process, but could leak some security information in the form of time delays and power
consumption. A hardware implementation is faster, less sensitive to glitch attacks, and does not
leak much information through power consumption. In terms of the silicon resources, both
variants take similar space, and in modern microcontrollers it is negligible compared to the
other large parts such as program memory, CPU and analog interfaces. That allows
manufacturers to place two or more different programming interfaces on the same die, such as a
hardware in-circuit serial programming via synchronous interface (e.g. SPI, JTAG), fast
industrial parallel programming, and a software bootloader via asynchronous serial interface
(e.g. RS-232).
Some manufacturers intentionally do not provide any programming specifications for their
microcontrollers. That does not give very good protection on its own, and only slightly
increases the cost of attack, because this information could be extracted by observing the
signals applied to the chip during programming in a development kit or in a universal
programmer.
Obviously, for the highest security, the system would not have any programming interface at
all, and would not provide any access to stored data. This is normally the case for Mask ROM
microcontrollers and smartcards. The only practical ways of attacking in this case would be
either to microprobe the data bus to recover the information or use power analysis and glitch
attacks to exploit any vulnerability in software. Relatively high security can be obtained when a
microcontroller is user programmable but does not provide any read-back facility – only verify
and write check, for example in the NEC 78K0S family Flash microcontrollers [58]. Of course
this should be implemented properly to avoid the situation where the attacker can force the
system to verify one byte at a time. In this case he would need on average 128 attempts per byte
(28 × 0.5) and assuming the byte access cycle is 5 ms it will take him less than a day to extract
the contents of the memory, which is usually between 4 Kb and 64 Kb. Even if the verify
operation is applied to large blocks of data, the attacker could try glitch attacks to reduce the
cycle to a single byte.
Most microcontrollers on the market have a security fuse (or multiple fuses) that control access
to the information stored in on-chip memory. These fuses could be implemented in software or
in hardware. Software implementation means that a password is stored in the memory or a
certain memory location is assigned as a security fuse. For example, in the Motorola
MC68HC908 family, password protection is used, and in the Motorola MC68HC705B family,
the security fuse is located in the first byte of the data EEPROM memory. Both variants have
relatively high security, because it is extremely difficult to find the physical location of the fuse
or password and reset them. At the same time, the attacker can try using glitch attacks to
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override the security check subroutine, or use power analysis to see whether a password guess
is correct or not.
In hardware implementation, security fuses are physically located on the chip die. This could
mean a separate memory cell located next to the main memory array, or even far from it. For
example, this is the case for all Microchip PIC and Atmel AVR microcontrollers. In both cases,
the security is not very high as the fuses can be easily found and disabled by one or another
method. Meantime, some methods require very expensive equipment and even if the attacker
knows where the fuse is, he will not be able to reset it until he gets access to such equipment
and learns how to use it.

Main
memory

Fuse
memory

Fuse
memory

Main memory

Figure 31. Fuse memory array touches the main
memory array along the bit-lines in Z86E33
microcontroller. 200× magnification

Figure 32. Fuse memory array touches the main
memory array along the word-lines in ST62T60
microcontroller. 200× magnification

Fuse memory

Main
memory

Fuse
memory

Main memory

Figure 33. Fuse memory array shares word-lines with
the main memory array in HD6473048 microcontroller.
200× magnification

Figure 34. Fuse memory array shares bit-lines with the
main memory array in HT48R50A microcontroller.
200× magnification

Better protection can be achieved when the security fuses are located on the same memory
array but with separate control and signal lines. In this case it is very difficult to find and
disable them. Several different implementations are possible. Main and fuse memory arrays can
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touch each other with bit-lines, for example, as in the Zilog Z86E33 microcontroller
(Figure 31) [59]; or with word-lines, as in the STMicroelectronics ST62T60 microcontroller
(Figure 32) [60]. A very interesting, and much more secure solution, was used in the Motorola
MC68HC705C9A microcontroller (see Figure 6) where the fuse cells were placed in between
the main memory cells so that the bit-lines were mixed together. Even if the fuses could be
erased with UV light, very likely the attacker would damage the memory area trying to erase
them. Reverse engineering of the memory structure to figure out which part belongs to the
memory and which to the fuses is not an easy task and demands very high skills from the
attacker. At the same time, semi-invasive methods could work very well because the fuses have
a separate control circuit which could be attacked without affecting the main memory.
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Figure 35. Security protection implementations in different microcontrollers

The next improvement to hardware security protection was done by embedding the fuse area
into the main memory array so that it shares some of the control or data lines. This
implementation is more secure because the fuses are part of the memory array and their
localisation is very difficult and challenging task. Fuses can share word-lines with the main
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memory, for example, as in the Hitachi HD6473048 microcontroller (Figure 33) [61]; or they
can share bit-lines as in the Holtek HT48R50A microcontroller (Figure 34) [62]. In the latter
implementation the fuses do not have a separate bit-lines that could be attacked. But that does
not mean it will be more secure because the state of the fuses cannot be monitored all the time
and usually is sampled at power-up and stored in a separate register.
A high level of security can be achieved if a certain memory location is used as a security fuse.
In this case it would be extremely difficult to find this location and reset it without disturbing
the contents of other memory cells. That does not mean that other attack methods will not work,
such as, non-invasive attacks, but at least this reduces the chance of success with simple semiinvasive attacks.
Apart from different implementations, the security fuse can be monitored in different ways. The
simplest way is to check the state of the fuse on power-up, on reset, or on entering the
programming mode. This is not good, as the state of the fuse can be changed for a short time by
power glitch or laser pulse. Storing the fuse state in a flip-flop or register is not much better,
because the fuse state is checked only once and the flip-flop could be changed with a fault
injection attack. Having the fuses checked each time access is requested is better. It still gives
an opportunity for the attacker to synchronise his attack with the fuse checks, but will require
more effort. The highest security can be obtained if the fuse state is constantly monitored and
affects memory access. In this case the attacker will have to permanently disable the fuse to
access the information.
Figure 35 summarises all the above discussed possibilities for different implementations of
security protection.

2.2

Developers and attackers

As can be seen from the discussion so far, modern microcontrollers have some potential
problems with security protection. Microcontroller-based systems engineers are often interested
in having maximum protection for their intellectual property. One approach is to rely on the
information provided by the chip manufacturers. Unfortunately very little information about the
actual protection can be obtained from the datasheets. The only information provided is what
type of the security was implemented, e.g. password, lock bits or no read-back; and how to
program or activate the security protection via programming interface. This is not enough
information to estimate which microcontroller is better from the security point of view. It gives
the impression that all microcontrollers offer the same, relatively high, level of security, which
is not true.
In this situation the only reliable way to evaluate the security in one or another microcontroller
is to either find a security evaluation company for this job or do it on your own. Both are quite
expensive, because commercial companies charge a lot, and building your own laboratory is not
an easy task and requires knowledge and experience. Evaluation should include not only the
security protection itself but memory type, internal chip structure, and programming interface,
as they all affect the hardware security of the chip.
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The best security tester for any product is the open market. Provided a chip is available for long
enough, developers can estimate how secure it is by observing the time between the production
of any useful device using it and the time its clones are available. Of course this gives only a
rough estimate as some products could be cloned without breaking the microcontroller they are
based on, and some products might be not so attractive to clone. In addition, developers can use
some tricks to increase product security; some of them are discussed in Chapter 8. The
developer should also pay attention to the security of his embedded software, and protocols for
communication with other devices, as all of them could leak some sensitive information as well.
Chip manufacturers indirectly confirm that security in their products may be limited. For
example, phrases like “No security feature is absolutely secure. Our strategy is to make reading
or copying the ROM difficult for unauthorized users”, “Due to the nature of this feature it
cannot be tested and therefore not guaranteed” and “Code protection does not mean that we are
guaranteeing the product as ‘unbreakable’” are typical for the datasheets on
microcontrollers [63][64][65]. Even for smartcards the security is not guaranteed and the
manufacturer will not accept responsibility if one of their products is broken. What they claim
is that protection against certain attack methods is implemented, and they are constantly
working on increasing the security level of their products. The security of smartcards is
increased by the fact that detailed information, datasheets and development tools are sold under
strict non-disclosure agreement, while the smartcards themselves are sold in large quantities
and to authorised buyers only.
Smartcard, CPLD and FPGA manufacturers are trying to attract customers who need the
highest level of security protection. Of course they put a lot of effort into chip design to avoid
any existing attacks but sometime they come up with ridiculous claims about protection against
new and not properly understood attacks. For example, when fault injection and laser attacks
become known, some manufacturers rushed to claim that their products were designed to
withstand these attacks. The strange thing is that these announcements appeared a couple of
months after such attacks become known, while it takes over a year to design a new silicon
family chip.
More funny stories happened when some CPLD and FPGA chip families were announced to be
the most secure products on the market. One manufacturer wrongly implemented secret key
protection which resulted in an all-zeros-key programmed all the time. Another manufacturer
simply forgot to activate the programming of the security fuse in the programming software so
that, although the fuse was reported programmed, in fact it was not. As a result some products
based on these chips were successfully hacked. Of course the problems were fixed very quickly,
but blackened the reputation of these manufacturers. If the developers had tested the security of
these chips and chosen others, their products would not have been cloned. But because all the
protocols used for CPLD and FPGA programming are proprietary, it is not an easy task to
evaluate these products. If the protocols were publicly available, the developers would be able
to check if the security was properly activated on these chips and either inform the
manufacturer to update the software or else write their own programming software.
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Another problem that affects hardware security is the fact that usually a whole family of chips
from one manufacturer has the same implementation of the security protection. It means that
once an attacker finds a way to overcome the security in one device, very likely he would be
able to break another. Manufacturers do change the security protection from time to time, but
again that affects a wide range of products simultaneously.
Nowadays attackers are very clever. They do not believe in what the manufacturers claim about
the security of their products. They are constantly looking for new and low-cost attack methods,
and they never give up. As a result there is a permanent battle between the manufacturers who
are trying to improve the security of their products and the attackers who are constantly
breaking these products. There is no real change in this process within the last decade – only
temporary shifts of the front line from time to time. For sure modern smartcards are extremely
secure, but attackers are not idle and sometimes are very successful. That forces the developers
to update their products quite often.

2.3

Failure analysis techniques

Failure analysis involves testing and debugging silicon chips after fabrication. Very often the
chip does not function in the required way, so the manufacturer wants to investigate the
problem and fix it in the next revision of the die. When a new technological process or memory
type is being developed, failure analysis techniques are used to measure all the parameters and
make necessary alterations in further designs. Obviously such tools should provide the ability to
observe signals at any point of the chip and, if necessary, make modifications to the silicon
design. From the attacker’s point of view, a perfect failure analysis tool gives the ultimate
capability to circumvent security protection. It allows connection to any point on the chip die,
and lets him disable the security protection by modifying the security circuit. Fortunately, with
constant technological progress resulting in a significant reduction of the transistor feature
sizes, failure analysis becomes more and more complicated and expensive. It also forces the
attackers to be more and more knowledgeable and experienced. Of course, not all failure
analysis techniques are useful for breaking the security of chips. For example, an attacker is not
interested in cross sectioning the chip, transistor sizes, thickness of the gate oxide or
metallization.
The first operation which is crucial for any invasive or semi-invasive attack is decapsulation of
the chip sample to get access to the die surface. There are different techniques for doing
this [66] and the most widely known and reliable method involves using hot fuming nitric acid
to dissolve the plastic package material. A detailed explanation of this method is given in
Chapter 5. Modern chips have multiple metal layers and in order to investigate and analyse the
structure of the chip, the attacker must expose each layer, photograph it under a microscope and
then combine all the photos together to get a complete picture. Then he could trace the signals
from one transistor to another and simulate the whole chip. This process is called reverse
engineering and a basic overview of it is given in Chapter 5. For many years microprobing
technology was used to observe the signals inside the chip during operation. This is a basic and
simple way of extracting the information from semiconductor chips. It is not cheap, as it
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requires a probing station with micropositioners, which is quite expensive. Also, in order to
establish a contact with the internal metal wire, the attacker will need either a laser cutter or a
FIB machine which are both very expensive. A short introduction into these tools is given in
Chapter 5.
Failure analysis has recently acquired more sophisticated and effective techniques that allow
probing any point on the chip without establishing physical contact [67]. Such techniques could
be also called semi-invasive, because they require decapsulation of the sample to get access to
the die, but do not require any modifications to the chip or establishing physical contact with its
surface or internal wires. They involve different types of microscopy and advanced probing
techniques. Some of these techniques allow access to the on-chip transistors from the rear side
of the die, which is very desirable for modern chips with multiple metal layers covering 99% of
the chip surface. For example, thermal imaging can be used to find the active area, which has a
higher temperature, then photoemission microscopy can be used to find the active transistor.
Infrared microscopy can be used to look through rear side of the chip as silicon is partially
transparent to infrared light. If necessary the thickness of the silicon substrate can be locally
reduced down to ten micrometers by mechanical milling or chemical etching. Active photon
probing can be used to find the transistors and p-n junctions on the chip surface, while lightinduced probing can reveal the state of each individual transistor. These techniques are
presented in Chapter 6. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) can be used for different
purposes from imaging deep submicron structures in modern chips, to reading the voltages
directly from the metal wires inside the chip. Modern FIB machines can create test points and
modify the chip structure from the rear side thus overcoming sophisticated top metal mesh
protections and sensors [68].
Current trends in the miniaturisation of electronic devices demand the ability to understand the
structure and properties of the deep submicron level (the latest technology is 90 nm, and 65 nm
is proposed). Within the last few years nanotechnologies have become widely available and
started to be used in failure analysis. One of them is atomic force microscopy (AFM). It gives
deep submicron resolution of the analysed surface [69]. The same idea was used to build a large
group of microscopes called scanning probe microscopy (SPM). It allows observation of many
of the characteristics of semiconductor chip surface [70]. It has a large number of
implementations, one of which (called scanning capacitance microscopy, SCM) has very useful
applications for semiconductor failure analysis. It can be used to measure doping concentrations
inside each individual transistor [71]. That can be used, for example, to extract the contents
from the previously highly secure VTROM memory. Other variants of SPM include, but are not
limited to the following measurement techniques: surface resistance with scanning spreading
resistance microscopy (SSRM), atomic structure and Fermi level with scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM), magnetic field with magnetic force microscopy (MFM), electric field with
scanning surface potential microscopy (SSPM) and temperature with scanning thermal
microscopy (SThM).
Most of the modern failure analysis techniques require very expensive equipment and highly
skilled attackers. Only large laboratories and chip manufacturers can afford them. On the other
hand, an attacker does not need all this equipment as he will often succeed with relatively low41

cost equipment. Some equipment can be bought second-hand or built from available
components. Chip manufacturers get rid of old equipment at auctions. There are also some
companies dealing with second-hand equipment [72]. This equipment cannot be used to test and
attack modern deep submicron chips but should be good enough for devices over five years old.
There was a large breakthrough during the last five years in the design of the specialist
microscopes mentioned above. Their prices have dropped significantly and they have become
available to attackers with about fifty thousand pounds of funding.
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Chapter 3
Attack technologies
Secure microcontrollers and smartcards are designed to protect both the confidentiality and the
integrity of sensitive information. It is not sufficient to prevent an attacker from finding out the
value of a stored cryptographic key; he must also be unable to set part of the key to a known
value, or to induce errors in the computation that enable sensitive information to be deduced.
These errors may be data errors, such as an incorrect digital signature that leaks the value of the
signing key [9], or errors in the code, such as a missed conditional jump that reduces the
number of rounds in a block cipher [10].

3.1

Introduction

Evaluating the level of tamper resistance offered by a given product is a very important
problem. Unfortunately, very little attention has been given to hardware security evaluation by
the security research community. Even chip manufacturers are trying to avoid discussions about
the security protection schemes implemented in their products. If a problem in hardware
security design is found, they try to solve it as quietly as possible and release another revision
of the chip.
Not much information about security protection can be found in datasheets on secure products.
Normally they only list the attacks against which the protection was designed and do not
discuss any implementation details. The critical question is always whether an opponent can
obtain unsupervised access to the device. If the answer is no, then relatively simple measures
may suffice. For example, the VISA security module is vulnerable to people with occasional
access: a service engineer could easily disable the tamper protection circuitry on one of his
visits, and extract key material on the next. But this is not considered to be a problem by banks,
who typically keep security modules under observation in a computer room, and closely
supervise service visits.
In an increasing number of applications the opponent can obtain completely unsupervised
access not just to a single instance of the cryptographic equipment but to many of them. This is
the case that most interests us: it includes microcontrollers for industrial applications, pay-TV
smartcards, prepayment meter tokens, protection dongles for software, hardware identification
tags, remote locking devices for cars and SIM cards for GSM mobile phones [73]. Many such
systems are already the target of well funded attacks.
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In a well known article from IBM [74], where the design of a range of IBM products is
discussed, attackers can be grouped into three classes, depending on their expected abilities and
attack strength:
Class I (clever outsiders):
They are often very intelligent but may have insufficient knowledge of the system. They
may have access to only moderately sophisticated equipment. They often try to take
advantage of an existing weakness in the system, rather than try to create one.
Class II (knowledgeable insiders):
They have substantial specialised technical education and experience. They have varying
degrees of understanding of parts of the system but potential access to most of it. They
often have access to highly sophisticated tools and instruments for analysis.
Class III (funded organisations):
They are able to assemble teams of specialists with related and complementary skills
backed by great funding resources. They are capable of in-depth analysis of the system,
designing sophisticated attacks, and using the most advanced analysis tools. They may use
Class II adversaries as part of the attack team.
3.1.1

Protection levels

It is not an easy task to estimate the protection level of a semiconductor chip as so many factors
should be taken into consideration from the chip’s package and die layout to memory structure,
memory type, programming and access interfaces, security fuses or secret key location,
protection mechanisms and other security features such as glitch detection, power supply
voltage monitors, protection meshes, tamper resistance etc. There is no straightforward way to
evaluate the hardware security of a semiconductor device; what normally has to be done is to
apply different attack methods and observe the result. The more attacks tested, the more
confidence in the result. From the other side, semi-invasive methods are much easier to
automate than non-invasive methods and at the same time they require much cheaper
equipment than invasive methods. That makes semi-invasive methods very attractive when a
quick and relatively inexpensive hardware security evaluation is required. Where any problem
is found in the design, the more expensive but accurate invasive methods should be used to
locate and eliminate the problem. This will involve more expensive equipment, as well as more
knowledgeable engineers to operate it and understand the results.
The same article from IBM [74] discusses the protection levels a secure system can provide
against different attacks. Their classification suggests six security levels starting from a zero
level corresponding to the system without any security protection to a high level for the
virtually unbreakable system. There might, of course, be all sorts of intermediate levels which
can be used to compare the devices with each other.
Level ZERO:
No special security features are used in the system. All parts have free access and can be
easily investigated. Example: microcontroller or FPGA with external ROM.
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Level LOW:
Some security features are used but they can be relatively easy defeated with minimum
tools required such as soldering iron and low cost analog oscilloscope. Attack takes time
but does not involve more than £1,000 of equipment. Example: microcontroller with
unprotected internal memory but proprietary programming algorithm.
Level MODL:
Security used protects against most low cost attacks. More expensive tools are required as
well as some special knowledge. Total equipment cost does not exceed £3,000. Examples:
microcontrollers sensitive to power analysis and power glitches.
Level MOD:
Special tools and equipment are required for successful attack as well as some special skills
and knowledge. Total equipment cost is up to £30,000. Only Class II attackers can afford
this. The attack could be time-consuming. Examples: microcontrollers with protection
against UV attacks; old smartcard chips.
Level MODH:
Special attention is paid to design of the security protection. Equipment is available but is
expensive to buy and operate. Total equipment cost is up to £150,000. Special skills and
knowledge are required to utilise the equipment for an attack. A group of Class II attackers
may be required with complementary skills to work on the attack sequence. Examples:
modern smartcard chips with advanced security protection; complex ASICs; secure FPGAs
and CPLDs.
Level HIGH:
All known attacks are defeated and some research by a team of specialists is necessary to
find a new attack. Highly specialised equipment is necessary, some of which might have to
be designed and built. Total cost of the attack could be over a million pounds. The success
of the attack is uncertain. Only large organisations like semiconductor manufacturers or
government funded laboratories could afford this. Examples: secure cryptographic modules
in certification authority applications.
For applications or devices that include cryptography, U.S. and Canadian federal government
agencies are required to use a cryptographic products that has been FIPS 140 (Federal
Information Processing Standards) validated [75] or Common Criteria validated [76]. Most
Common Criteria protection profiles rely on FIPS validation for cryptographic security. Within
the FIPS 140-2 (or 140-1) validations, there are four possible security levels for which a
product may receive validation.
Security Level 1 provides the lowest level of security. It specifies basic security
requirements for a cryptographic module.
Security Level 2 improves the physical security of a Level 1 cryptographic module by
adding the requirement for tamper evident coatings or seals, or for pick-resistant locks.
Security Level 3 requires enhanced physical security, attempting to prevent the intruder
from gaining access to critical security parameters held within the module.
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Security Level 4 provides the highest level of security. The physical security provides an
envelope of protection around the cryptographic module to detect a penetration into the
device from any direction.
The security level of a particular device does not last forever. It is possible that a low cost
attack will be found in the future when the attack tools become cheaper or available at secondhand.

3.1.2

Attack categories

For security evaluation we will assume that all attackers can obtain several examples of the
target equipment. We will concentrate on attacks aimed at recovering security algorithms and
crypto key material stored in microcontrollers, smartcards and other chip-level security
processors.
We can distinguish five major attack categories:
Microprobing techniques can be used to access the chip surface directly, so we can
observe, manipulate, and interfere with the integrated circuit.
Reverse engineering is used to understand the inner structure of semiconductor chip and
learn or emulate its functionality. It requires the use of the same technology available to
semiconductor manufacturers and gives similar capabilities to the attacker.
Software attacks use the normal communication interface of the processor and exploit
security vulnerabilities found in the protocols, cryptographic algorithms, or their
implementation.
Eavesdropping techniques allows the attacker to monitor, with high time resolution, the
analog characteristics of supply and interface connections and any electromagnetic
radiation by the processor during normal operation.
Fault generation techniques use abnormal environmental conditions to generate
malfunctions in the processor that provide additional access.
All microprobing and reverse engineering techniques are invasive attacks. They require hours
or weeks in specialised laboratory and in the process they destroy the packaging. The other
three are non-invasive attacks. The attacked device is not physically harmed during these
attacks. The last attack category could also be semi-invasive. It means that the access to the
chip’s die is required but the attack is not penetrative and the fault is generated with intensive
light pulse, radiation, local heating or other means.
Non-invasive attacks are particularly dangerous in some applications for two reasons. Firstly,
the owner of the device might not notice that the secret keys or data have been stolen, therefore
it is unlikely that the validity of the compromised keys will be revoked before they are abused.
Secondly, non-invasive attacks often scale well, as the necessary equipment can usually be
reproduced and updated at low cost.
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The design of most non-invasive attacks requires detailed knowledge of both the processor and
software. On the other hand, invasive microprobing attacks require very little initial knowledge
and usually work with a similar set of techniques on a wide range of products. Attacks therefore
often start with invasive reverse engineering, the results of which then help to develop cheaper
and faster non-invasive attacks. Semi-invasive attacks can be used to learn the device
functionality and test its security circuits. As these attacks do not require establishing any
physical contact to the internal chip layers, expensive equipment such as laser cutters and FIB
machines are not required. The attacker could succeed using a simple off-the-shelf microscope
with a photoflash or laser pointer attached to it.
Attacks can be reversible when the device can be put back into the initial state, or irreversible
with permanent changes done to the device. For example, power analysis and microprobing
could give the attacker a result without harming the device itself. Certainly microprobing will
leave tamper evidence but usually that does not affect further device operation. On the contrary,
fault injection and UV light attacks could very likely put the device into the state where the
internal registers or memory contents are changed and cannot be restored. In addition, UV
attacks leave tamper evidence as they require direct access to the chip surface.

3.1.3

Attack scenarios

Attacks can be used for different purposes depending on the goal. Sometimes copying a
profitable on-the-market product can give easy money. Larger manufacturers could consider
stealing intellectual property (IP) from the device and mixing it with their own IP to disguise
the theft. Others could try to steal secrets from the device either to produce a competitive
product or to steal service. Product designers should first think about the possible motives for
attacking their devices and then concentrate on the protection mechanisms. The following
attack scenarios should be considered during the system design.
Cloning is one of the most widely used attack scenarios. It is used by a large variety of
attackers from individuals, who want cheaper electronic gadgets, to large companies
interested in increasing their sales without large investment in design. For example,
dishonest competitors may try to clone existing products to reduce development costs. Of
course they will have to spend some effort to disguise the fact of piracy, but compared to
honest development cost this is negligible. Normally cloning requires reverse engineering
of the device to some extent.
Overbuilding is the easiest form of IP piracy. It takes place when a contract manufacturer
builds more than the requested quantity of electronic devices. The extra devices can be then
sold on the market. The design could also be sold to third parties.
Theft of service could happen when electronic devices are used to provide access to some
information or service. For example, cable and satellite TV companies control the channels
a viewer can see. If a pirate can bypass security or simulate the device, the service provider
will lose. As the pirates normally work in a large community, any success is distributed
among all members of the group, so it incurs huge losses to the service provider.
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Denial of service can be used by a competitor to damage a vendor’s product. This could
happen when the device firmware is updated over a network. If the competitor manages to
reverse engineer the device and work out the update protocol, he could launch a malicious
update code and then switch off all the devices or even damage them by uploading bad
code. For example, it is possible to permanently damage an FPGA device by uploading a
bad configuration file. Also, modern microcontrollers and smartcards have Flash memory
for the program code. If an erase command is issued for all memory blocks, then the device
will stop operating for good. The developer should design firmware update features very
carefully to make sure they cannot be used without proper authentication.

3.2

Non-invasive attacks

The most widely used non-invasive attacks include playing around with the supply voltage and
clock signal. Under-voltage and over-voltage attacks could be used to disable protection circuit
or force a processor to do the wrong operation. For these reasons, some security processors
have a voltage detection circuit, but this circuit cannot react to fast transients. Power and clock
transients can also be used in some processors to affect the decoding and execution of
individual instructions.
Another possible attack uses current analysis. We can measure with an analog-to-digital
converter the fluctuations in the current consumed by the device. Drivers on the address and
data bus often consist of up to a dozen parallel inverters per bit, each driving a large capacitive
load. They cause a significant power-supply short circuit during any transition. Changing a
single bus line from ‘0’ to ‘1’ or vice versa can contribute in the order of 0.5–1mA to the drain
current right after the clock edge. So a 12-bit ADC is sufficient to estimate the number of bus
bits that change at anyone time. SRAM write operations often generate the strongest signals.
Another possible threat to secure devices is data remanence. This is the capability of volatile
memory to retain information for some time after power is disconnected. Static RAM storing
the same key for a long period of time can reveal it on next power on [77]. Another possibility
is to ‘freeze’ the memory by applying low temperature. In this case, static RAM can retain
information for enough time to get access to the memory chip and read its contents. Data
remanence can take place in non-volatile memories as well; the residual charge left on a
floating gate transistor may be detected. For example, it could affect a threshold level or timeswitching characteristics.
The next possible way of attacking a device is playing around with its interface signals and
access protocols. Also, if a security protocol is wrongly implemented, that leaves a hole for the
attacker to exploit. Some microcontrollers and smartcards have a factory-test interface that
provides access to on-chip memory and allows the manufacturer to test the device. If an
attacker can find a way of exploiting this interface, he can easily extract the information stored
inside the chip. Normally information on test circuits is kept secret by the manufacturer, but an
attacker can try applying different voltages and logic levels to the pins in the hope that it will
put it into test mode. This sometimes works for microcontrollers but in smartcards such test
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circuitry is usually destroyed after use. Also, embedded software developers sometimes
implement functions that allow downloading from internal memory for test and update
purposes. That must be done in a way that prevents any access to the code without proper
authentication, or so that the code can be sent out in encrypted form only.
Examples of different non-invasive attacks are presented and discussed in Chapter 4.

3.3

Invasive attacks

Despite the greater complexity of invasive attacks, some of them can be done without
expensive laboratory equipment. Low-budget attackers are likely to get a cheap solution on the
second-hand market for semiconductor test equipment. With patience and skill, it should not be
too difficult to assemble all the required tools for under ten thousand pounds by buying a
second-hand microscope and using self-designed micropositioners.
Invasive attacks start with the removal of the chip package. Once the chip is opened it is
possible to perform probing or modifying attacks. The most important tool for invasive attacks
is a microprobing workstation. Its major component is a special optical microscope with a long
working distance objective lens. Micropositioners are installed on a stable platform around the
chip test socket and allow the movement of probe arms, with submicron precision, over a chip
surface. A probing needle with an elastic hair at the end is installed on each arm and allows
electrical contact to on-chip bus lines without damaging them.
On the depackaged chip, the top-layer aluminium interconnect lines are still covered by a
passivation layer (usually silicon oxide or nitride), which protects the chip from the
environment and ion migration. This passivation layer must be removed before the probes can
establish contact. The most convenient depassivation technique is the use of a laser cutter.
Carefully dosed laser flashes remove patches of the passivation layer. The resulting hole in the
passivation layer can be made so small that only a single bus line is exposed. This prevents
accidental contacts with neighbouring lines and the hole also stabilizes the position of the
probe, making it less sensitive to vibration and temperature changes.
It is not usually practical to read the information stored on a security processor directly out of
each single memory cell, except for ROM. The stored data has to be accessed via the memory
bus where all data is available at a single location. Microprobing is used to observe the entire
bus and record the values in memory as they are accessed.
In order to read all memory cells without the help of the device software, we have to abuse a
CPU component such as an address counter to access memory for us. The program counter is
already incremented automatically during every instruction cycle and used to read the next
address, which makes it perfectly suited to serve us as an address sequence generator. We only
have to prevent the processor from executing jump, call, or return instructions, which would
disturb the program counter in its normal read sequence. Tiny modifications of the instruction
decoder or program counter circuit, which can easily be performed by opening the right metal
interconnect with a laser, often have the desired effect.
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Another approach to understanding how a device work is to reverse engineer it. The first step is
to create a map of the processor. It could be done by using an optical microscope with a CCD
camera to produce several meter large mosaics of high-resolution photographs of the chip
surface. Basic architecture structures, such as data and address bus lines, can be identified quite
quickly by studying connectivity patterns and by tracing metal lines that cross clearly visible
module boundaries (ROM, RAM, EEPROM, ALU, instruction decoder, etc.). All processing
modules are usually connected to the main bus via easily recognizable latches and bus drivers.
The attacker obviously has to be familiar with CMOS VLSI design techniques and
microcontroller architectures, but the necessary knowledge is easily available from numerous
textbooks.
Most currently available microcontrollers and smartcard processors have feature sizes of 0.25–
0.5 µm and two to four metal layers. These can be reverse-engineered and observed with
manual and optical techniques, but require some specific deprocessing operations to remove
one metal layer after another. For future generations of microcontrollers with more metal layers
and features below the wavelength of visible light, it may be necessary to use more expensive
tools such as scanning electron microscopes (SEM).
The most common tool used for failure analysis and to apply any modifications to the chip
structure is a focused ion beam (FIB) machine. It consists of a vacuum chamber with a particle
gun, comparable to a SEM. With a FIB machine the attacker can cut the metal and polysilicon
interconnections and build new ones with a deep submicron precision. Using laser
interferometer stages, a FIB operator can navigate blindly on a chip surface. Chips can also be
polished from the rear side down to a thickness of just a few tens of micrometers. Using laser
interferometer navigation or infrared imaging, it is then possible to locate individual transistors
and contact them through the silicon substrate by FIB editing a suitable hole. This rear-access
technique has probably not yet been used by pirates so far, but the technique is about to become
much more commonly available and therefore has to be taken into account by designers of new
security chips. FIBs are primarily used by attackers today to simplify manual probing of deep
metal and polysilicon lines. A hole is drilled to the signal line of interest and then filled with
platinum to bring the signal to the surface, where a several micrometer large probing pad is
created to allow easy access. Modern FIB workstations (for example the FIB 200xP from FEI)
cost less than half a million pounds and are available in over a hundred organizations including
Universities. Some old FIB models are available on a second-hand market at a price of less than
fifty thousand pounds.
Some basic invasive attack techniques are discussed in Chapter 5 together with sample
preparation techniques.

3.4

Semi-invasive attacks

There is a large gap between previously discussed non-invasive and invasive types of attack and
many attacks fall into this gap, being not so expensive as classical penetrative invasive attacks
but as easily repeatable as non-invasive attacks. Therefore we decided to define and introduce a
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new class of attack called semi-invasive. Like invasive attacks, they require depackaging the
chip in order to get access to its surface. However, the passivation layer of the chip remains
intact, as semi-invasive methods do not require depassivation or creating contacts to the internal
lines. This is because microprobing is not used for this attack technology and thus such
expensive tools as laser cutters and FIBs are not required.
Semi-invasive attacks are not entirely new. UV light has been used to disable security fuses in
EPROM and OTP microcontrollers for many years. Modern microcontrollers are less
susceptible to this attack as they were designed to withstand it. More information on the
evolution of defences against UV attacks in microcontrollers is given in Chapter 7.
Advanced imaging techniques can be considered as semi-invasive as well. This includes
various kinds of microscopy such as infrared, laser scanning and thermoimaging. Some of them
can be applied from the rear side of the chip which is very useful for modern chips with
multiple metal layer design. Some of these techniques allow observation of the state of each
individual transistor inside the chip.
One of the main contributions of this thesis is fault injection attacks done in a semi-invasive
manner which can be used to modify the contents of SRAM and change the state of any
individual transistor inside the chip. That gives almost unlimited capabilities to the attacker in
getting control over the chip operation and abusing the protection mechanism.
Compared to non-invasive attacks, semi-invasive attacks are harder to implement as they
require decapsulation of the chip. However, very much less expensive equipment is needed than
for invasive attacks. These attacks can be performed in a reasonably short period of time. Also
they are scalable to a certain extent, and the skills and knowledge required to perform them can
be easily and quickly acquired. Some of these attacks, such as an exhaustive search for a
security fuse, can be automated. If compared to invasive attacks, the semi-invasive kind do not
normally require precise positioning for success because they are normally applied to a whole
transistor or even a group of transistors rather than to a single wire inside the chip.
The many examples of semi-invasive attacks described in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 shows how
they can be used for hardware security analysis.
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Chapter 4
Non-invasive attacks
A non-invasive attack does not require any initial preparations of the device under test. The
attacker can either tap the wires to the device, or plug it into a test circuit for the analysis. Once
found, these attacks could be easily scaled and their reproduction does not involve very much
cost. In addition, no tamper evidence is left after they are applied. Therefore they are considered
to be the most serious threat to the hardware security of any device. At the same time it usually
takes a lot of time and effort to find an attack on any particular device. This often involves
reverse engineering the device in the sense of either disassembling its software or
understanding its hardware layout.
Non-invasive attacks can be either passive or active. Passive attacks, also called side-channel
attacks, do not involve any interaction with the attacked device but, usually, observation of its
signals and electromagnetic emissions. Examples of such attacks are power analysis and timing
attacks. Active attacks, like brute force and glitch attacks, involve playing with the signals
applied to the device including the power supply line.
One example of a simple non-invasive attack could be cloning a device based on SRAM FPGA
as it is configured at a power-up. The attacker could easily connect to the JTAG interface wires
used for configuring the chip and, with either an oscilloscope or a logic analyser, grab all the
signals. Then he can thoroughly analyse the waveforms and replay the commands in his own
design. He could also slightly change the bitstream to disguise the fact of cloning as usually
only half of the FPGA resources are used, leaving a room to fiddle with the configuration
without harming device operation. Also the JTAG interface itself gives some freedom in the
sequence of the signals being applied so that the waveforms used to configure the pirate copy
will look different from the original. In addition, the attacker could mix the row addresses
during the upload, giving the impression of a completely different design.
Another example is when the attacker invests a huge amount of money to reverse engineer a
pay-TV access card. Then he disassembles the internal code from the card, learning everything
that happens during authorisation and operation. Very likely he would be able to find
vulnerabilities which give unlimited access to the subscription channels, for example, by
applying a power glitch at just the right moment to cause a malfunction of the CPU. Once he
succeeded he could either offer the subscription service at a very competitive price, or sell
equipment for counterfeiting the card to malicious people. Obviously such an attacker needs to
invest some capital to do this. But once he launches a pirate device on the market, it will be
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attacked by others. This time the attack will not be so expensive, because pirate devices are
normally based on standard microcontrollers which have much lower security protection than
pay-TV smartcards. Very likely the device will be cracked in a few weeks, and the secondary
attackers will flood the market with their clones. Fairly soon, the information on how to build
pirate devices becomes available on the Internet and anyone can build pirate devices at almost
no cost. So the pay-TV service provider loses millions of dollars; sometimes the original
attacker is sued or prosecuted. But because the lost profit was distributed among all the pirates
and dishonest subscribers, the service provider hardly gets any money back. The only effect of
such actions is to threaten the hacker community with punishment. In addition the service
provider will have to spend a fortune on redesigning his access control system, choosing and
developing software for the new smartcard, and distributing cards to the subscribers.

4.1

Obscurity vs security

Semiconductor manufacturers offer valuable customers an easy way to increase the protection
of their products: chips with custom marking on the packages instead of standard chip names.
That gives the impression that the final product was designed using ASICs or full custom ICs.
‘Everyone knows’ that ASICs offer very good protection against different sorts of attacks and
only well equipped and highly skilled attackers could succeed with breaking them. This may
stop many potential attackers fiddling with the product. However, a determined attacker could
try an easy way to check whether this chip was actually an ASIC. The easy way is to note
which pins are connected to power supply, ground, clock, reset, serial, and other interfaces, and
to compare all this information with the database of suspect microcontrollers or other ICs. This
works very reliably, as each microcontroller family has its own characteristic pinout. Once
similarities are found the suspected microcontroller could be verified by placing it into a
programming device or universal programmer and trying to read it.
Another simple trick many semiconductor manufacturers use is restricting access to information
on memory programming. This is normally used for smartcards, but on some microcontrollers
such information is not publicly available as well. This is not a reliable and practical way of
making the design secure. Of course it works well with smartcards where all the customers are
obliged to sign a non-disclosure agreement with the chip manufacturer. But microcontrollers,
with very few exceptions, can be programmed with universal programmers that are widely
available from different companies around the world. Even if the programming specification is
not documented, all the necessary waveforms can be easily extracted in a few hours with using
any low cost oscilloscope, because all the signals are normally applied with less than 1 MHz
frequency. If the microcontroller is not supported by a particular universal programmer, it is
always possible to buy the development kit directly from the manufacturer and obtain all the
necessary protocols from it directly.
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4.2

Timing attacks

Some security-related operations a semiconductor chip performs can take a different time to
compete depending on the values of the input data and the secret key. Careful timing
measurement and analysis may allow recovery of the system’s secret key. This idea was first
published in the scientific literature in 1996 [78]. Then later these attacks were successfully
performed on an actual smartcard implementation of the RSA signature [79].
To conduct the attack one needs to collect a set of messages, together with their processing
time, e.g. question-answer delay. Many cryptographic algorithms were found to be vulnerable
to timing attacks. The main reason why this happens is in the software implementation of each
algorithm. That includes performance optimisation to bypass unnecessary branching and
conditional operations, cache memory usage, non-fixed time processor instructions such as
multiplication and division, and a wide variety of other causes. As a result performance
characteristics typically depend on both the encryption key and the input data.
To prevent such attacks the techniques used for blinding signatures can be used [80]. The
general idea is to prevent the attacker knowing the input to the modular exponentiation
operation by mixing the input with a chosen random value.
Timing attacks can be applied to microcontrollers whose security protection is based on
passwords, or to access control systems that use cards or keys with fixed serial numbers, for
example, Dallas iButton products [81]. The common mistake in such systems is the way the
serial number of the entered key is verified against the database. Very often the system checks
each byte of the key against one entry in the database and stops as soon as an incorrect byte is
found. Then it switches to the next entry in the database until it reaches the end. So the attacker
can easily measure the time between the input of the last key and the request for another key
and figure out how many coincidences were found. With a relatively small number of attempts,
he will be able to find one of the matching keys.
To prevent these attacks, the designer should carefully calculate the number of CPU cycles that
take place when the password is compared and make sure they are the same for correct and
incorrect passwords. For example, in the Motorola 68HC08 microcontrollers family the internal
ROM bootloader allows access to the Flash memory only if the correct eight-byte password was
entered first [82]. To achieve that, extra NOP commands were added to the program making the
processing time equal for both correct and incorrect bytes of the password. That gives good
protection against timing attacks. Some microcontrollers have an internal RC generator mode of
operation in which the CPU running frequency depends upon the power supply voltage and the
die temperature. This makes timing analysis more difficult as the attacker has to stabilize the
device temperature and reduce any fluctuations and noise on the power supply line. Some
smartcards have an internally randomised clock signal to make measurements of the time
delays useless for the attack.
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4.3

Brute force attacks

‘Brute force’ has different meanings for cryptography and semiconductor hardware. In
cryptography, a brute force attack would be defined as the methodical application of a large set
of trials for a key to the system. This is usually done with a computer or an array of FPGAs
delivering patterns at high speed and looking for success.
One example could be the password protection scheme used in microcontrollers, such as the
Texas Instruments MSP430 family [25]. The password itself is 32 bytes (256 bits) long which is
more than enough to withstand direct brute force attack. But the password is allocated at the
same memory addresses as the CPU interrupt vectors. That, firstly, reduces the area of search as
the vectors always point to even addresses within memory. Secondly, when the software gets
updated, only a small part of the password is changed because most of the interrupt subroutines
pointed to by the vectors are very likely to stay at the same addresses. As a result, if the attacker
knows one of the previous passwords he could easily do a systematic search and find the correct
password in a reasonable time.
Brute force can be also applied to a hardware design implemented into an ASIC or a CPLD. In
this case the attacker tries to apply all possible logic combinations to the input of the device
while observing all its outputs. That kind of attack could be also called black-box analysis
because the attacker does not have to know anything about the design of the device under test.
He only tries to understand the function of the device by trying all possible combinations of
signals. This approach works well only for relatively small logic devices. Another problem the
attacker will face is that designs implemented in CPLDs or ASICs have flip-flops, so the output
will probably be function of both the previous state and the input. But the search space can be
significantly reduced if the signals are observed and analysed beforehand. For example, clock
inputs, data buses and some control signals could be easily identified, significantly reducing the
area of search.
Another possible brute force attack, applicable to many semiconductor chips, is applying an
external high voltage signal (normally twice the power supply) to the chip’s pins to find out
whether one of them has any transaction like entering into a factory test or programming mode.
In fact, such pins can be easily found with a digital multimeter because they do not have a
protection diode to the power supply line. Once sensitivity to a high voltage is found for any
pin, the attacker can try a systematic search on possible combinations of logic signals applied to
other pins to figure out which of them are used for the test/programming mode and exploit this
opportunity.
The attack could be also applied to the device communication protocol in order to find any
hidden functions embedded by the software developer for testing and upgrade purposes.
Chip manufacturers very often embed hardware test interfaces for postproduction testing of
their semiconductor devices. If the security protection for these interfaces is not properly
designed, the attacker can exploit it to get access to the on-chip memory. In smartcards such test
interfaces are normally located outside the chip circuit and physically removed after the test
operation, eliminating any possibility of use by outsiders.
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Any security system, either software or hardware, could also have holes in its design and there
is always a small chance that an attacker would eventually find one with brute force random
testing. Careful design of the security protection, followed by proper evaluation, could help
avoid many problems and make such attacks virtually impossible.

4.4

Power analysis

A computing device’s power consumption depends on its current activity. The consumption
depends on changes of state of its components, rather than on the states themselves, because of
the nature of CMOS transistors [83]. When an input voltage is applied to a CMOS inverter, a
transient short-circuit is induced. The rise of the current during this transient is much higher
than the static dissipation caused by parasitic current leakage. Using a 10–20 resistor in the
power supply line, these current fluctuations can be measured. To achieve good results,
measurements should be made with at least 12-bit resolution and 50 MHz sampling frequency.
Such acquisition parameters allow us to distinguish between different CPU instructions and
estimate the number of bus bits changing at a time.
By averaging the current measurements of many repeated identical operations, even smaller
signals that are not transmitted over the bus can be identified. Signals such as carry-bit states
are of special interest, because many cryptographic key-scheduling algorithms use shift
operations that single out individual key bits in the carry flag. Even if the status-bit changes
cannot be measured directly, they often cause changes in the instruction sequence or microcode
execution, which then cause a clear change in the power consumption.
The various instructions cause different levels of activity in the instruction decoder and
arithmetic units, and can often be quite clearly distinguished so that parts of algorithms can be
reconstructed. Various units of the processor have their switching transients at different times
relative to the clock edges, and can be separated in high-frequency measurements.
There are many publications on different power analysis techniques that can be used to break
many cryptographic algorithms [84][85][86]. The whole process of analysis is relatively easy to
implement, and only requires standard off-the-shelf measurement equipment costing a few
thousand pounds.
There are two major power analysis techniques – simple power analysis (SPA) and differential
power analysis (DPA). SPA involves direct observation of the power consumption during
cryptographic or other security sensitive operations. SPA can reveal information about the
device’s operation as well as the key material. If the attacker knows the cryptographic
algorithm (and especially its implementation in the tested device) he can easily work out some
bits of information by observing the sequences of CPU instructions, especially rotation and
conditional branches. If the result of an arithmetic or logic operation can be observed as well,
i.e. the state of carry, zero or negative flags, more information can be obtained. DPA is a more
powerful technique, because the attacker does not have to know as many details about how the
cryptographic algorithm was implemented. It uses statistical analysis to extract hidden
information from a large sample of power traces obtained during cryptographic computations
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with known ciphertexts. The statistical methods identify small differences in power
consumption which can be used to recover individual bits in a secret key.

Figure 36. Power trace acquired with a passive probe, 500KS/s and 25MS/s rates

Figure 37. Power trace acquired with an active probe, 500KS/s and 25MS/s rates

Power consumption characteristics always include noise components. The external noise can be
reduced by proper design of the signal acquisition path and careful use of the measurement
equipment. Measuring the power consumption on the resistor in the ground line has some
advantages. Firstly, it reduces the noise level and, secondly, it allows us to measure the signal
directly with an oscilloscope probe, because most probes have their common line permanently
connected to the main power ground. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio further, the number
of averaged samples can be increased.
Figure 36 shows an example of the power trace acquired from Motorola MC68HC908JB8
microcontroller [87] in bootloader mode running at 6 MHz with a standard passive probe (8 pF,
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1 K @ 10 MHz). An active probe (1 pF, 10 K @ 10 MHz) helps us reduce the input
capacitance and thus increase the bandwidth of the acquired signal (Figure 37). A low-cost
alternative to such a probe can be relatively easily built from a high-speed low-noise
operational amplifier, available from a local electronic components store for a few pounds.
Another possibility is to use a very short coaxial cable connected directly to the oscilloscope
input. In this case the input capacitance of the probe is significantly reduced, but the
measurements could be inaccurate as modern oscilloscopes use probes with built-in attenuators,
automatic detection and self-calibration.

Figure 38. Experiment setup for measuring power
consumption via a ferrite transformer

Figure 39. Power trace acquired via a ferrite transformer
with a passive probe

Figure 40. Power trace acquired via transformer with passive (left) and active (right) probes at 25MS/s rate

We made some improvements to the existing power analysis setup. This is a new approach and
we have not seen any reference to it before. Instead of using a resistor in the power or ground
line we used a ferrite core transformer (Figure 38). That brought some changes to the waveform
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because the DC component of the signal was lost (Figure 39). At the same time it has some
advantages. There is almost no limit on DC current flow where with a 10 resistor a transient
increase in the consumption current to 100 mA will cause a 1 V drop, which could disrupt the
normal operation of the device. Reducing the resistor value will solve the problem but make it
harder to recognise small changes in the power consumption, as needed to perform reliable
analysis. With the transformer, there is no need to use an expensive active probe, as the
standard passive probe gives almost the same result (Figure 40). If the signal is too small, extra
turns in the secondary coil will increase the amplitude. Also the transformer acts as a passive
filter itself. As it can be seen from the waveforms in Figures 37 and 40, the same CPU
instructions have different influence on the waveform for resister and transformer
measurements. That can be used as a form of post-processing of the acquired signal.
To perform a successful attack, thousands of samples may have to be acquired, following which
processing and analysis reveal the full secret or private key quickly.
Recently, progress in chip design prevents such attacks or at least makes them more difficult to
apply. Some of the protection measures being adopted are discussed in Chapter 8.

4.5

Glitch attacks

Glitch attacks are fast changes in the signals supplied to the device and designed to affect its
normal operation. Usually glitches are inserted in power supply and clock signals, but a glitch
could be an external electric field transient or an electro-magnetic pulse. One approach was
suggested in [8]; two metal needles might be placed on a smartcard within a few hundred
micrometers away from the chip surface. Then by applying a spike of a few hundred volts for
less than a microsecond on these needles, an electric field in the silicon substrate of sufficient
strength to temporarily shift the threshold voltages of nearby transistors will be induced. One
modification of the above proposal was suggested recently: using a miniature inductor
consisting of several hundred turns of fine wire around the tip of a microprobe needle. A
current injected into this coil will create a magnetic field, and the needle will concentrate the
field lines [88][89].
Every transistor and its connection paths acts like an RC element with a characteristic time
delay. The maximum usable clock frequency of a processor is determined by the maximum
delay among its elements. Similarly, every flip-flop has a characteristic time window (of a few
picoseconds) during which it samples its input voltage and changes its output accordingly. This
window can be anywhere inside the specified setup cycle of the flip-flop, but is quite fixed for
an individual device at a given voltage and temperature. So if we apply a clock glitch (a clock
pulse much shorter than normal) or a power glitch (a rapid transient in supply voltage) this will
affect only some transistors in the chip and cause one or more flip-flops to adopt the wrong
state. By varying the parameters, the CPU can be made to execute a number of completely
different wrong instructions, sometimes including instructions that are not even supported by
the microcode. Although we do not know in advance which glitch will cause which wrong
instruction in which chip, it can be fairly simple to conduct a systematic search.
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4.5.1

Clock glitches

Clock-signal glitches are currently the simplest and most practical ones. In real application
glitches are normally used to replace conditional jump instructions and test instructions
preceding them. They create a window of vulnerability in the processing stages of many
security cryptographic barriers by simply preventing the execution of the code that detects an
unsuccessful authentication attempt. Instruction glitches can also be used to extend the runtime
of loops, for example, in serial port output routines to see more of the memory after the output
buffer, or to reduce the number of loops in cryptographic operation to transform the cipher into
a weak one.
To perform a glitch, the clock frequency should be temporarily increased for one or more half
cycles so that some flip-flops sample their input before the new state has reached them. As
clock glitches are normally aimed at CPU instruction flow, they are not very effective for
devices with hardware implementations of security protection. Therefore it is practical to use
clock glitches only when attacking microcontrollers with software programming interfaces or
some smartcards.

loop:
cont:

wait:

LDA
AND
BEQ
BRCLR
JMP
LDA
STA
CLR
BSET
LDX
BRCLR
LDA
STA
INCX
DEC
BNE
JMP

#01h
$0100
loop
4, $0003, cont
$0000
#C0h
$000D
$000E
2, $000F
#50h
5, $0010, wait
$0011
,x
$0050
wait
$0051

;the contents of the first byte of EEPROM is checked
;endless loop if bit 0 is zero
;test mode of operation
;direct jump to the preset address
;initialize the serial asynchronous port

;upload user code

;jump to the user code

Figure 41. Example of the bootloader code responsible for security in MC68HC05B6 microcontroller

For example, the Motorola MC68HC05B6 microcontroller [90] has a Mask ROM bootloader
which prevents user code upload if the security bit is set. The part of the code responsible for
the security is presented in Figure 41. It checks the contents of the first byte in the EEPROM
and if the bit 0, assigned as a security fuse, is programmed then the CPU goes into endless loop.
That sort of protection could be relatively easy defeated. As the CPU performs only one
instruction in the loop, all the attacker has to do is apply different clock glitches to cause CPU
malfunction. He does not even have to carefully synchronise the attack to the CPU clock signal,
as doing glitches at a random time will give a success in a short number of attempts. Glitches
could be inserted relatively easy without the use of any external generators by short circuiting
the crystal resonator for a short time. When the resonator starts it produces oscillations at
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different harmonics which cause many glitches. In most cases the attack has to be applied at a
certain clock cycle to cause the desired result. In this case it is better to use either a signal
pattern generator which can supply all the necessary signals to the chip or built such a generator
using an FPGA prototyping board.
Applying clock glitches to some microcontrollers could be difficult. For example, the Texas
Instruments MSP430 microcontroller family operates from an internal RC generator in
bootloader mode and it is difficult to synchronise to the internal clock and estimate the exact
time of the attack. Some smartcards benefit from having randomly inserted delays in the CPU
instruction flow, which makes applying the attacks even more difficult. Using power analysis
could help, but requires very sophisticated and expensive equipment to extract the reference
signal in real time.

4.5.2

Power glitches

Power supply voltage fluctuations can shift the threshold level of the transistors. As a result
some flip-flops will sample their input at different time or the state of the security fuse will be
read incorrectly. This is usually achieved by either increasing the power supply voltage or
dropping it for a short period of time, normally from one to ten clock cycles. Power glitches can
be applied to a microcontroller with any programming interface as they could affect both the
CPU operation and the hardware security circuit. In general, they are harder to find and exploit
than clock glitches because in addition to the timing parameters, the amplitude and
rising/falling times are variables.
One example is the attack on the MC68HC05B6 microcontroller discussed above. If the power
supply voltage is reduced by 50–70% for the period of time that the “AND $0100” instruction
is executed, the CPU fetches an FFh value from the EEPROM memory rather than the actual
value and this corresponds to the unsecured state of the fuse. The trick is to carefully calculate
the exact time to reduce the supply voltage, otherwise the CPU will stop functioning or go into
the reset mode. This is not a difficult task, as the target instruction is executed within the first
hundred cycles after the reset. Again, the attacker could use a pattern generator or build his own
glitch device.
Another example is an old PIC16F84 microcontroller from Microchip [91]. The chip erase
operation removes the security protection but at the same time erases the contents of program
and data memories on the chip. The hardware design of the security protection circuit is made
such that the memory is always erased before the security fuse is reset to the initial state.
However it was found that if during the chip erase operation the power supply voltage is
increased to about 10 V for a few milliseconds it causes the memory erase process to terminate
but the security fuse reset finishes as usual making it possible to read the contents of the
memory. Such a high voltage pulse should be applied carefully as increasing its length could
permanently damage the chip. The later revision of this microcontroller, PIC16F84A [92], has
protection against under- and over-voltage attacks. Any memory modification operations
performed via the programming interface are immediately terminated if the power supply
voltage goes below 3 V or above 6 V.
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It is not always necessary for the power glitches to be outside the specified power supply
voltage range. For example, in the same PIC16F84A microcontroller the protection mechanism
can be defeated by applying a mere 50 mV glitch after the chip erase operation has started. That
causes termination of the program memory erase operation but not the fuse erase.
All the above examples of glitch attacks show how powerful such attacks can be unless special
countermeasures are implemented. These could be voltage and clock monitor circuits which
reset the CPU if the voltage or clock frequency go out of range. Clock-monitoring circuits are
normally used in smartcards but very few microcontrollers have them.

4.6

Data remanence

Security processors typically store secret key material in Static RAM, from which power is
removed if the device is tampered with. It is widely known that, at temperatures below −20°C,
the contents of SRAM can be ‘frozen’; therefore, many devices treat temperatures below this
threshold as tampering events. We have done some experiments to establish the temperature
dependency of data retention time in modern SRAM devices. Our experiments show that the
conventional wisdom no longer holds and that data remanence can be a problem even at higher
temperatures [54].
Data remanence affects not only SRAM but other memory types as well, like DRAM,
UV EPROM, EEPROM and Flash [50]. As a result, some information still can be extracted
from memory that has been erased. This could create many problems for secure devices which
assume that all the sensitive information is gone once the memory is erased.

4.6.1

Low temperature data remanence in SRAM

Security engineers are interested in the period of time for which an SRAM device will retain
data once the power has been removed. The reason for this is as follows. Many products do
cryptographic and other security-related computations using secret keys or other variables that
the equipment’s operator must not be able to read out or alter. The usual solution is for the
secret data to be kept in volatile memory inside a tamper-sensing enclosure. On detection of a
tampering event, the volatile memory chips are powered down or even shorted to ground. If the
data retention time exceeds the time required by an opponent to open the device and power up
the memory, then the protection mechanisms can be defeated [53][93][94].
In the 1980s, it was realised that low temperatures can increase the data retention time of
SRAM to many seconds or even minutes. With the devices available at that time, it was found
that increased data retention started about −20°C and increased as temperature fell further [93].
Some devices are therefore designed with temperature sensors; any drop below −20°C is treated
as a tampering event and results in immediate memory zeroisation [95][96]. We set out to
repeat this work. Our goal was to find whether the memory devices available in the year 2000
exhibit the same behaviour.
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Another important thing to keep in mind is that security information could be restored even if
part of the memory is corrupted. Suppose an attacker has correctly restored only m = 115 bits of
an n = 128 bits long secure key, or 90% of the information. Then he will have to search through
n!/(m!(n–m)!) = 128!/(115!13!) = 2.12·1017 ~ 258 possible keys. Having 10,000 computers, each
performing 1 billion key-search operations per second, the attacker will spend only 6 hours to
search through all possible keys. If only 80% of information or 103 bits of a 128-bit secure key
are known, than an attacker will need 2.51·1026 ~ 288 tries. Having even 100 times the
capability, the attacker will spend more than a million years searching for the key. So to be sure
that symmetric 128-bit keys cannot be retrieved from memory, it should be left without power
for the time necessary to corrupt 20% or more of the cells. If error correction for key data is
used, this value should be increased correspondingly. In our experiments, we assumed that no
error correction was used.

Figure 42. View on the test board

We built a special circuit board for testing SRAM chips. All signals were controlled by a
PIC16F877 microcontroller working at 4 MHz, which was connected via an RS-232 interface to
a computer for programming the necessary modes and downloading information (Figure 42).
The power supply line of the SRAM chip was controlled by a CMOS switch (MAX314). We
also had an LCD display and two buttons for hand controlling the experiments. For convenient
insertion and extraction of SRAM chips, we put a lock/eject socket on to the board. Also, we
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put an external connector for testing SRAM chips inside a freezer. In this case, we used a flat
cable with an IC socket at the end.
For temperature control, we used an LM135H temperature sensor, which operates from −55°C
to +150°C with ±1°C precision, and provides an output voltage directly proportional to the
absolute temperature at +10 mV/K. For temperature monitoring, we used a standard digital
multimeter.
For temperatures from +25°C down to 0°C, we used Peltier elements. For lower temperatures,
we used a domestic freezer in conjunction with Peltier elements.
Each SRAM chip was tested under two conditions – with the power supply pin shorted to the
ground after power-off, and with it left floating. Each SRAM chip was tested with all 0’s and
all 1’s test patterns and the number of bits flipped after the test was counted by downloading the
memory contents afterwards.
Eight different SRAM samples were tested at different temperatures. All SRAM samples were
bought from a semiconductor distributor (Farnell). The list of the SRAM chips we tested
included Dallas DS2064-200, GoldStar GM76C88AL-15, Hyundai HY6264AP-10LL and
HY62256BLP-70, NEC D4364C-15 and D4364C-15L, Samsung K6T0808C1D-DB70, Toshiba
TC5564APL-15.
We also measured the power supply current, in non-active mode, for all SRAM samples at
room temperature. Because this current is very small, it is not possible to measure it directly
with a digital multimeter. To measure this current, we built a circuit board with a MAX4374H
current sense amplifier (100×) and a socket for the SRAM chip. As a sensor we used a 10 k
resistor, so the output voltage on the MAX4374H corresponds to the power supply current with
a ratio 1 mV per 1 nA. The results of these measurements are represented in Table 2. We
defined the data retention time to be the time during which at least 80% of the memory contents
are preserved.

Sample

TC5564

DS2064

K6T0808

D4364CL

HY6264

HY62256

GM76C88

D4364C

1

2

9

319

357

384

1375

1697

Ret. Time
(shorted), ms

3520

2315

1365

65

34

65

20

12

Ret. Time
(floating), ms

13100

12200

4610

206

67

206

63

37

Current nA

Table 2. Power consumption and data retention time of different SRAM chips at a room temperature.

An important observation is that the smaller the power consumption of the chip, the longer is its
data retention time. We suspect that this will hold even where chips come from the same batch.
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With the power supply pin connected to ground, the data retention time is always less than if
the power supply pin is left floating. Once information loss from an SRAM chip begins, it
proceeds quickly.
Comparing the two SRAM chips NEC4364C-15 and NEC4364C-15L (the last one is a low
power version) we can note that the low power version has a longer retention time at any
temperature. The reverse situation holds with the HY6264A-10LL and HY62256BL-70. The
first one is an ultra low power version, but, although the second one is the low power version, it
has a longer data retention time, because it was produced later and it was designed using
smaller transistors. Thus it consumes less power.

SRAM Chips with Power Supply Pin Connected to GND

SRAM Chips with Floating Power Supply Pin

1000000000

1000000000

100000000

100000000

10000000

10000000

DS2064-200
GM76C88AL-15
HY6264A-10LL

100000

HY62256BL-70
NEC D4364C-15
10000

NEC D4364C-15L
K6T0808D
TC5564APL

1000

1000000
Data Retention Time, ms

Data Retention Time, ms

1000000

GM76C88AL-15

-40

-30

-20

HY62256BL-70
NEC D4364C-15
10000

NEC D4364C-15L
K6T0808D
TC5564APL

1000

100

100

10

10

-10

HY6264A-10LL

100000

1

1
-50

DS2064-200

0

10

20

Temperature, °C

-50

-40

-30

-20

-10

0

10

20

Temperature, °C

Figure 43. Dependence of data retention time from temperature

We tested and documented the data retention characteristics of a sample of modern SRAM
chips, as a function of temperature (Figure 43). Contrary to the established wisdom, there are
several chips that retain data for dangerous periods of time at temperatures above −20°C. The
temperature at which 80% of the data are retained for one minute varies widely between
devices. Some require cooling to at least −50°C, while others retain data for this period at room
temperature. Retention times can be significantly reduced by shorting VCC to ground rather than
by leaving it floating. Another unexpected observation is that memory retention time varies not
just from one device type to another, but also between devices from the same manufacturer and
of the same type but of different subtype or series. Presumably this is because chip makers do
not control data retention time as part of their manufacturing quality process. Low power
versions of the same chip always seem to have longer retention times provided they are
implemented in the same process generation. Thus, to build secure processors that reliably erase
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memory on tampering, it would appear to be vital to test chip samples before use. As this is
time-consuming, it will not usually be feasible for each individual device. However, measuring
the power consumption of each chip in a batch can give a useful and practical test of interdevice variability.

4.6.2

Data remanence in non-volatile memories

Unlike SRAM which has only two stable logic states, EPROM, EEPROM and Flash cells
actually store analog values in the form of a charge on the floating gate of a MOS transistor.
The floating-gate charge shifts the threshold voltage of the cell transistor and this is detected
with a sense amplifier when the cell is read. The maximum charge the floating gate can
accumulate varies from one technology to another and normally is between 103 and 105
electrons. For standard 5 V EEPROM cell, programming causes about a 3.5 V shift in the
threshold level. Some modern Flash memory devices employ multiple level detection, thus
increasing the capacity of the memory [97]. There are also memory devices with full analog
design which store charge proportional to the input voltage [98].
There are two basic processes that allow placing the electrons on the floating gate – FowlerNordheim tunnelling and channel hot electron (CHE) injection [47]. Both processes are
destructive to the very thin dielectric between the floating gate and the channel of a transistor.
As a result, the number of possible cycles is limited because the floating gate slowly
accumulates electrons, causing a gradual increase in the storage transistor’s threshold voltage
and programming time. After a certain amount of program/erase cycles (typical values were
represented in Table 1) it is no longer possible to erase or program the cell. Another negative
effect (which is the main failure mode for Flash memory) is negative charge trapping in the gate
oxide. It inhibits CHE injection and tunnelling, changes the write and erase times of the cell,
and shifts its threshold voltage.
The amount of trapped charge can be detected by measuring the gate-induced drain leakage
current of the cell, or its effect can be observed indirectly by measuring the threshold voltage of
the cell. In older devices, which had the reference voltage for the sense amplifier tied to the
device supply voltage, it was often possible to do this by varying the device supply voltage. In
newer devices, it is necessary to change the parameters of the reference cell used in the read
process, either by re-wiring portions of the cell circuitry or by using undocumented test modes
built into the device by manufacturers.
Another phenomenon which helps with this is overerasing. If the erase cycle is applied to an
already-erased cell, it leaves the floating gate positively charged, thus turning the memory
transistor into a depletion-mode transistor. To avoid this problem, some devices, for example
Intel’s original ETOX devices [99], first program all cells to 0’s before erasing them to 1’s. In
later devices this problem was solved by redesigning the cell to avoid excessive overerasing,
however even with this protection there is still a noticeable threshold shift when a virgin cell is
programmed and erased.
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The changes in the cell threshold voltage caused by write/erase cycles are particularly apparent
in virgin and freshly-programmed cells. It is possible to differentiate between programmed-anderased and never-programmed cells, especially if the cells have only been programmed and
erased once, since virgin cell characteristics will differ from the erased cell characteristics. The
changes become less noticeable after ten program/erase cycles.
Programmed floating-gate memories cannot store information forever. Various processes (such
as field-assisted electron emission and ionic contamination) cause the floating gate to lose the
charge, and go faster at higher temperatures. Another failure mode in the very thin tunnel
oxides used in Flash memories is programming disturb, where unselected erased cells adjacent
to selected cells gain charge when the selected cell is written. This is not enough to change the
cell threshold sufficiently to upset a normal read operation, but could cause problems to the data
retention time and should be considered during measurement of the threshold voltage of the
cells for data analysis and information recovery. Typical guaranteed data retention time for
EPROM, EEPROM and Flash memories are 10, 40 and 100 years respectively.
Obviously, in a floating gate memory cell, the floating gate itself cannot be accessed. Its voltage
is controlled through capacitive coupling with the external nodes of the device. Often, the
floating-gate transistor is modelled by a capacitor equivalent circuit called the capacitor
model [100]. In practice, write/erase characteristics for many EEPROM/Flash memories are
close to that of a charge/discharge of a capacitor. Meanwhile there are some differences in how
the charge/discharge process takes place in real memory cells. There is an initial delay between
the time the voltages are applied to the cell, and the charge starting to be removed or injected.
This delay is caused by the need for very high electric fields to be created inside the floatinggate transistor to start the injection or tunnelling process. Some EEPROM cells have been
reported to have nonuniformity during the erase operation [101]. As a result, it might take
longer to erase a half-charged cell than a fully-charged cell. In addition, an ideal capacitor
discharges exponentially: q = q0 e−t/ . Applied to the floating gate, that would mean that after
t = 10 the charge is totally removed from the cell. In practice this does not happen, because the
parameters of the cell’s transistor change as the charge is removed from its floating gate. All the
above-mentioned problems could seriously affect data remanence in floating-gate memories.
The main difficulty with analysis of the floating-gate memory devices, especially EEPROM
and Flash, is the variety of different designs and implementations from many semiconductor
manufacturers. There are hundreds of different types of floating-gate transistor, each with its
own characteristics and peculiarities. It means that for security applications where data
remanence could cause problems, careful testing should be applied to the specific non-volatile
memory device used in the system.
We undertook the evaluation of some microcontrollers with different memory types to
investigate the possible influence of data remanence on EPROM, EEPROM and Flash
memories. For that purpose we built a special test board controlled by a PC via a parallel
interface (Figure 44). The board has two programmable power supplies for generating VDD and
VPP voltages, a programming interface with bidirectional voltage level converters, and sockets
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for microcontroller chips. That allowed us to control the voltages applied to the chip under test
with 100 µV precision and apply any signals within a 1 µs time frame.

Figure 44. The test board for data remanence evaluation in microcontrollers

The first experiment was performed on the Microchip PIC12C509 microcontroller with UV
EPROM [22]. The chip was programmed with all 0’s and exposed to UV light for different
periods of time. Then it was read in the test board at different power supply voltages to estimate
the threshold level for each EPROM cell in the memory array. We assumed that the reference
voltage is tied to the power supply line and therefore the threshold level of the transistor
VTH = K VDD, where K is usually close to 0.5. The fact that we do not measure the exact
threshold voltage of the transistor does not affect our results because we are interested in the
relative erase timing between the memory and the security fuse. The same test was applied to a
chip with a programmed security fuse. The results are presented in Figure 45. As can be seen
from the graph, the memory gets fully erased before the security fuse is erased. However some
security flaws still could exist. Although nothing could be extracted directly by reading the
memory when the fuse is erased, power glitch tricks could work. For example, after seven
minutes of exposure to the UV light (253 nm peak, 12 mW/cm2) the memory content can be
read non-corrupted at VDD below 2.2 V, but the security fuse remains active up to 4.8 V. If the
attacker works out the exact time when the data from memory is latched into the output shift
register and the time when the state of the security fuse is checked, he might be able to extract
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the memory contents by reducing the power supply down to 2 V for the data latching and
increasing it to 5 V to make the security fuse inactive.
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Figure 45. Memory contents of PIC12C509 tested at
different power supply voltages after UV erase
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Figure 46. Memory contents of PIC16F84A tested at
different power supply voltages after electrical erase

There is another trick that makes recovery of memory contents possible, even when there is no
overlap between the erased security fuse and non-corrupted memory content at the time of
erasure. For example, we found that newer samples of the same chip will start to corrupt the
memory before the security fuse is erased (Figure 45). In this case a power glitch cannot be
used to recover information from the memory. What can be done instead is a careful adjustment
of the threshold voltage in the cell’s transistor. It is possible to inject a certain portion of charge
into the floating gate by carefully controlling the memory programming time. Normally, the
programming of an EPROM memory is controlled by external signals and all the timings
should be supplied by a programmer unit. This gives an opportunity for the attacker to inject
charge into the floating gate thus shifting the threshold level enough to read the memory
contents when the security fuse is inactive. Such a trick is virtually impossible to apply to
modern EEPROM and Flash memory devices for several reasons. First, the programming is
fully controlled by the on-chip hardware circuit. Second, the programming of EEPROM and
Flash cells is normally performed by using much faster Fowler-Nordheim tunnelling rather than
CHE injection. As a result it is very hard to control the exact amount of charge being placed
into the cell. Also, the temperature and the supply voltage affect this process making it even
harder to control.
Our next experiment was done to the PIC16F84A microcontroller which has Flash program
memory and EEPROM data memory. A similar test sequence was applied with the only
difference that electrical erasing was used (Figure 46). A huge difference in the memory
behaviour can be observed. The memory erase starts 65 µs after the ‘chip erase’ command was
received and by 75 µs the memory is erased. However, this time changes if the temperature or
the supply voltage is changed. For example, if the chip is heated to 35°C the memory erase
starts at 60 µs and is finished by 70 µs. The security fuse requires at least 125 µs to be erased
giving at least five times excess for reliable memory erase. Reducing the power supply voltage
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increases the erase time for both the memory and the fuse erase, so that the ratio remains
practically the same. It should be mentioned that unless terminated by the hardware reset, the
chip erase operation lasts for at least 1 ms. Both this fact and the fast erase time give an
impression that EEPROM and Flash memories have fewer problems with data remanence and
therefore should offer better security protection. We decided to investigate whether this is true
or not.
In our early experiments with the security protection in PIC microcontrollers, I noticed that the
same PIC16F84 chip behaves differently if it is tested right after the erase operation was
completed. As this microcontroller is no longer in use and has been replaced by the
PIC16F84A, the testing was applied to the new chip.
We performed an experiment to estimate how much information could be extracted from the
PIC16F84A chip after a normal erase operation was applied to it. As can be seen from
Figure 46 the memory is completely erased and read as all 1’s well before the end of the
standard 10 ms erase cycle. The threshold of the cell’s transistors becomes very low after the
erase and cannot be measured the same way as with UV EPROM because the chip stops
functioning if the power supply drops below 1.5 V. With the power glitch technique, it is
possible to reduce the supply voltage down to 1 V for a short period of time – enough for the
information from memory to be read and latched into the internal buffer. But this is still not
enough to shift the reference voltage of the sense amplifier low enough to detect the threshold
of the erased cells. To achieve the result another trick was used in addition to the power glitch.
The threshold voltage of all the floating gate transistors inside the memory array was shifted
temporarily by VW = 0.6–0.9 V, so that VTH = K VDD − VW. As a result it became possible to
measure the threshold voltage of an erased cell which is close to 0 V. This was achieved by
precisely controlling the memory erase operation, thus allowing the substrate and control gates
to be precharged and terminating the process before the tunnelling is started. As a result, the
excess charge is trapped in the substrate below the floating gate, and shifts the threshold of the
transistor. The process of recombination of the trapped excess charge could take up to one
second, which is enough to read the whole memory from the device. This can be repeated for
different supply voltages combined with power glitches, in order to estimate the threshold of all
the transistors in the memory array.
Applying the above test to differently programmed and erased chips we were able to build the
diagrams for threshold voltage dependence in the Flash program memory from different factors
such as the number of erased cycles (Figure 47) and memory address (Figure 48). As can be
seen, the charge is not entirely removed from the floating gate even after one hundred erase
cycles thus making it possible for the information to be extracted from the memory. This was
measured on a sample after 100 program/erase cycles to eliminate the effect of the threshold
shift taking place in a virgin cell. At the same time the memory analysis and extraction is
complicated by the fact that the difference in threshold voltages between the memory cells is
larger than within the cell itself. The practical way to avoid this problem is to use the same cell
as a reference and compare the measured threshold level with itself after the extra erase
operation is applied to the chip. Very similar results were received for the EEPROM data
memory inside the same PIC16F84A chip. The only difference was that the threshold voltage
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after ten erase cycles was very close to that of the fully erased cell, thus making it almost
impossible to recover the information if the erase operation was applied more than ten times.
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In our next test we programmed the chip with all 0’s before applying the erase operation. As a
result we were unable to distinguish between previously programmed and non-programmed
cells. That means that pre-programming the cells before the erase operation could be a
reasonably good solution to increase the security of the on-chip memory.
Fortunately, the extraction from the erased memory technique can only be applied to a very
limited number of chips with EEPROM/Flash memory. First, some microcontrollers such as in
the Texas Instruments MSP430 family of microcontrollers [102] have an internally stabilized
supply voltage for the on-chip memory. Changing the power supply from 1.8 V to 3.6 V does
not affect memory read operation from partially erased cells. Second, most microcontrollers
fully reset and discharge the memory control circuit if the chip is reset or the programming
mode is re-entered. But still, if the memory contents do not disappear completely, this
represents a very serious threat to any security based on an assumption that the information is
irrecoverable after one memory erase cycle. Even if non-invasive methods do not work,
invasive methods could help. For example, the memory control circuit can be modified under a
FIB to directly access the reference voltage, the current source or the control gate voltage.
Finally, some chips program all the memory locations before applying the erase operation. This
makes it almost impossible to extract any useful information from the erased memory.
One more thing should be mentioned in connection with hardware security. Some
microcontrollers have an incorrectly designed security protection fuse, which gets erased earlier
than the memory. As a result, if the chip erase operation is terminated prematurely, information
could be read from the on-chip memory in a normal way. That was the case, for example, for
the Atmel AT89C51 microcontroller. When this became known in the late nineties, Atmel
redesigned the chip layout and improved security to prevent this attack, so that chips
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manufactured since 1999 do not have this problem. Nowadays, most microcontroller
manufacturers design their products so that the security fuses cannot be erased before the main
memory is entirely cleared, thus preventing this low cost attack on their devices.

4.6.3

Requirements for reliable data deleting from memory

To avoid data remanence attacks in secure applications the developer should follow some
general design rules that help making data recovery from semiconductor memories harder:
•

Do not store cryptographic keys, passwords and other sensitive information for a long
period of time in SRAM. Move them to new locations from time to time and zeroise the
original storage, or flip the bits if that is feasible.

•

To prevent low-temperature data remanence in SRAM, temperature detection circuits
should be used in addition to the tamper detection.

•

Cycle EEPROM/Flash cells 10–100 times with random data before writing anything
sensitive to them to eliminate any noticeable effects arising from the use of fresh cells.

•

Program all EEPROM/Flash cells before erasing them to eliminate detectable effects of
the residual charge.

•

Remember that some non-volatile memories are too intelligent, and may leave copies of
sensitive data in mapped-out memory blocks after the active copy has been erased. That
also applies to file systems which normally remove the pointer to the file rather than
erasing the file itself.

•

Use the latest highest-density storage devices as the newest technologies generally make
data recovery more difficult.

Using encryption, where applicable, also helps make the data recovery from erased memory
more difficult. Ideally, for secure applications, each semiconductor memory device should be
evaluated against all possible outcomes of data remanence on its security protection.
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Chapter 5
Invasive attacks
These attacks require direct access to the internal components of the device. If it is a security
module or a USB dongle, then it has to be opened to get access to the internal memory chips. In
the case of a smartcard or a microcontroller, the packaging should be removed followed by FIB
or laser depassivation to get access to the internal wires buried deep under the passivation layer
of the chip. Such attacks normally require a well equipped and knowledgeable attacker to
succeed. Meanwhile, invasive attacks are becoming constantly more demanding and expensive,
as feature sizes shrink and device complexity increases.
Some operations such as depackaging and chemical etching can still be performed by almost
anyone with a small investment and minimal knowledge. There are also some attacks, for
example optical reading of an old Mask ROM memory, or reverse engineering of a chip built
with 1 µm technology and two metal layers, where gaining the access to the chip surface is
enough to succeed. The necessary chemicals and tools are relatively cheap, and a suitable
optical microscope could be bought second-hand for less than £1,000.
Normally invasive attacks are used as an initial step to understand the chip functionality and
then develop cheaper and faster non-invasive attacks.

5.1

Sample preparation

Invasive attacks start with partial or full removal of the chip package in order to expose the
silicon die. There are several methods, depending upon the package type and the requirements
for further analysis. For microcontrollers, partial decapsulation is normally used, so that the
device can be placed in a standard programmer unit and tested. Some devices cannot be
decapsulated and still maintain their electrical integrity. In this case the chip die has to be
bonded to a chip carrier using a bonding machine which connects to the bonding pads on the
die with thin aluminium or gold wire (Figure 49). Such bonding machines are available from
different manufacturers and can be bought second-hand for less than £5,000. The contacts to the
die can be also established using microprobing needles on a probing station.
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Figure 49. Kulicke & Soffa 4123 wedge wire bonder [103] and a smartcard chip being bonded on the PCB carrier

To undertake further work under a FIB or a SEM the chip surface has to be coated with a thin
gold layer making it conductive, otherwise it will very quickly accumulate charge and the
picture become dark. We used an Emitech K550 gold sputter coater [104] to coat samples prior
to the FIB work. Some modern FIB machines have a built-in video camera for optical
navigation, eliminating the need for the special coating.

5.1.1

Decapsulation

It is a common opinion that decapsulation is a complicated process which requires a lot of
experience. In fact it is not and anyone capable of carrying out chemical or biological work in
the context of a standard high-school program can do this. All the necessary experience could
be obtained by decapping a dozen different samples. Some precautions should be taken as the
acids used in this process are very corrosive and dangerous; ideally, the work should be
performed in a fume cupboard to prevent inhalation of the fumes from acids and solvents. Eyes
should be protected with safety goggles and appropriate acid-resistant gloves should be worn as
the acid will cause severe burns if it accidentally comes into contact with the skin. Protective
clothing should be worn as well.
The process of manual decapsulation usually starts with milling a hole in the package so that
the acid will affect only the desired area above the chip die (Figure 50). The tools necessary for
this operation are available from any DIY shop for less than £10.
The commonly used etching agent for plastic packages is fuming nitric acid (>95 %), which is a
solution of nitrogen dioxide NO2 in concentrated nitric acid HNO3. It is very strong nitrifying
and oxidizing agent; it causes plastic to carbonise, and it also affects copper and silver in the
chip carrier island and pins. Sometime a mixture of fuming nitric acid and concentrated
sulphuric acid H2SO4 is used. This speeds up the reaction with some types of packages and also
prevents the silver used in bonding pads and chip carrier from reacting.
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Figure 50. Mechanical grinding tool for plastic packages preparation for manual decapsulation and pre-milled chip
in the DIP package

Figure 51. Manual decapsulation tools and dropping the fuming nitric acid into the pre-milled hole

The acid is normally applied in small portions with a pipette into a pre-milled hole in a chip
preheated to 50–70˚C (Figure 51). After 10–30 seconds the chip is sprayed with dry acetone
from a washing bottle to remove the reaction products. This process has to be repeated several
times until the die is sufficiently exposed. To speed up the process, the chip can be placed in a
sand bath and the acid can be preheated in a glass beaker.
The acid residues can be removed from the etched plastic and from the chip surface by
ultrasonic treatment. For that the chip is placed into a beaker with acetone and then put in an
ultrasonic bath for 1–3 minutes (Figure 52). After washing the chip with acetone and drying it
in an air jet, we have a clean and fully operational chip (Figure 53).
For decapping chips in large quantities an automatic decapsulation system can be used, for
example PA103 from Nippon Scientific [105]. Very little skill and experience is required to
operate it, and packages can be decapped easily even by unskilled workers. Such systems cost
over £10,000 and are bought by relatively large labs only. They also consume ten times more
acid compared to the manual method, and their waste has to be disposed of in a proper way to
avoid harm to the environment.
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Figure 52. Cleaning the chip in the ultrasonic bath

Figure 53. Decapsulated sample in DIP package

A very similar approach can be used for decapsulating chips from the rear side. The only
obstacle is the copper plate under the chip die which reacts slowly with the fuming nitric acid.
That could create problems if the automatic decapsulator is used because the surrounding
plastic will be etched away before this copper plate and the chip leads are very likely to be
damaged (Figure 54). However, access to the rear side of the die can be established without
using chemical etching. The chip package can be milled down to the copper plate which is then
removed mechanically. The residues of the glue used to attach the die to the plate can be
removed with solvents or by scraping it off with a wooden toothpick stick.

Figure 54. Over-decapped chip from the rear side as a result of automatic decapsulation (sample was provided by
Radiolinija) and manually decapped sample

The same partial decapsulation technique can be used for smartcards as well (Figure 55)
although not all of them would maintain electrical integrity. Very often the chip has to be
decapsulated completely and then bonded onto a chip carrier.
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Figure 55. Decapped smartcard samples and fully decapped chips

Other methods used for opening the chip packages are described in the literature and only very
few of them require expensive tools [66][106]. One interesting approach suggests using an acid
resistant tape to prevent the acid reacting with unwanted parts [107]. The chip is placed on a
glass to prevent lead bending and then covered with acid resistant tape. The tape over the area
to be etched is cut away and the whole package is then immersed in a chemical solution to etch
away the plastic. This method is limited to QFP, SOP, BGA and other thin packages.

5.1.2

Deprocessing

The opposite process to chip fabrication is called deprocessing. A standard CMOS chip has
many layers. The deepest doping layers inside the substrate form the transistors. The gate oxide
layer isolates the gate from the active area of the transistors. The polysilicon layer on top of it
forms the gates and interconnections. The interlayer oxide isolates conducting layers. Metal
layers, usually made of aluminium (Al), form the signal wires, and they are connected with
other layers through ‘via’ plugs (Al, W, Ti). Finally, a passivation layer made out of silicon
oxide SiO2 or nitride Si3N4 protects the whole structure from moisture and air which could
harm the die. In plastic packages the passivation layer is covered with a polymer layer, usually
polyimide, to protect against sharp grains in the compound during the package formation.
There are two main applications of deprocessing. One is to remove the passivation layer,
exposing the top metal layer for microprobing attacks. Another is to gain access to the deep
layers and observe the internal structure of the chip.
Three basic deprocessing methods are used: wet chemical etching, plasma etching, also known
as dry etching, and mechanical polishing [67]. In chemical etching each layer is removed by
specific chemicals. Its downside is its isotropic nature, i.e. uniformity in all directions. That
produces unwanted undercutting. As a result, narrow metal lines will have a tendency to lift off
the surface. Isotropic etching also leads to etching through holes such as vias, resulting in
unwanted etching of underlaying metallization. Plasma etching uses radicals created from gas
inside a special chamber. They react with the material on the sample surface to form volatile
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products which are pumped out of the chamber. As the ions are accelerated in an electric field
they usually hit the surface of the sample perpendicularly. The removal of material is strongly
anisotropic (directional). Only the surfaces hit by the ions are removed, sides perpendicular to
their paths are not touched. Mechanical polishing is performed with the use of abrasive
materials. The process is time-consuming and requires special machines to maintain the
planarity of the surface. From the inspection perspective, the advantages of using polishing over
wet and dry etching techniques is the ability to remove layer by layer and view features in the
area of interest within the same plane. It is especially useful on multilayer interconnect
processes fabricated with advanced planarisation techniques.
For wet and dry etching, each type of material requires certain etchants to be used. Some of
them have very high selectivity and remove only the desired layer; others affect many layers at
a time. For example, silicon and polysilicon can be etched with a mixture of hydrofluoric acid
HF and nitric acid HNO3, but HF etches silicon oxide as well. Table 3 summarises the etchants
used for different materials in wet and plasma etching.

Material

Wet etching chemicals

Dry etching gases

Si

HF + HNO3, KOH

CF4, C2F6, SF6

Poly Si

HF + CH3COOH + HNO3

CF4, SF6

SiO2

HF, HF + NH4OH

CF4, CF4 + O2, CHF3

Al

HCl, H2O2 + H2SO4, HPO3 + HNO3 + CH3COOH, KOH

CCl4, BCl3

W, Ti

HF + HNO3, H2O2 + H2SO4, H2O2

CF4

Si3N4

HF + HNO3, HPO3, Nitrietch

CF4

Polyimide

H2O2, H2O2 + H2SO4

CF4, CF4 + O2

Table 3. Etching agents used for wet chemical etching and dry plasma etching [66].

Other etchants are used for specific purposes, such as doping etchants with a doping-dependent
etch rate to make visible doping fronts and p-n junctions. Such etchants are used, for example,
to make visible the contents of VTROM in modern smartcards [8]. More information about
different etchants and etching technology can be found in the literature on failure analysis
techniques.
For wet chemical etching we used the Nitrox wet etchant [108] – one of the most effective
etching agents for silicon nitride and silicon dioxide passivation layers which selectively
removes the passivation layers of integrated circuits while preserving full device functionality.
To observe deeper layers, top aluminium layers were etched away with a 20% water solution of
hydrochloric acid HCl or 33% water solution of potassium hydroxide KOH. Although wet
etching does not provide good uniformity across the die surface, a lot of information about the
internal chip structure can be obtained. Examples of such operations are presented in Figures 56
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and 57. As can be seen, wet chemical etching does not provide very good uniformity over the
surface resulting in some areas where the top metal is not entirely removed and other areas
where the underneath layer is starting to be etched. Also, as can be seen in Figure 57, some long
metal wires lifted off the surface obstructing the view.

Figure 56. Original and chemically etched die of the Motorola MC68HC705C9A microcontroller [23]. The metal
layer is removed exposing the polysilicon and the doping layers. 200× magnification

Figure 57. Original and chemically etched die of the Microchip PIC16F76 microcontroller [109]. The top metal
layer is removed exposing the second metal layer. 200× magnification

Deprocessing using wet chemical etching does not require much more experience than
decapsulation and all the necessary chemicals can be bought for about £100. Care must be taken
during the work, as these chemicals are very aggressive and dangerous, especially the ones
containing fluorine.

5.2

Reverse engineering

Reverse engineering is a technique aimed at understanding the structure of a semiconductor
device and its functions. In case of an ASIC or a custom IC, that means extracting information
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about the location of all the transistors and interconnections. In order to succeed, a general
knowledge of IC and VLSI design is required. All the layers formed during chip fabrication are
removed one-by-one in reverse order and photographed to determine the internal structure of
the chip. In the end, by processing all the acquired information, a standard netlist file can be
created and used to simulate the device. This is a tedious and time-consuming process, but there
are some companies, for example Chipworks [110], which do such work as a standard service.
When it comes to reverse engineering smartcards and microcontrollers, both structural and
program-code reverse engineering are required to understand how the device works. First, the
security protection needs to be understood by partial reverse engineering of the chip area
associated with it. Thus if memory bus encryption was used, the hardware responsible for this
should be reverse engineered. Then, finally, the internal memory contents have to be extracted
and disassembled to understand device functions.
A slightly different approach is required for reverse engineering CPLDs and FPGAs. Even if
the security protection is defeated and the attacker manages to extract the configuration
bitstream file from the device, he will have to spend a substantial amount of time and effort to
convert it into the logic equations and primitive blocks for further simulation and analysis.
Meantime, there are some companies on the market, for example Bottom Line
Technologies [111], which provide bitstream reverse engineering for CPLDs and FPGAs.

5.2.1

Optical imaging for layout reconstruction

The most important tool for reverse engineering silicon chips down to 0.18 µm feature size is
an optical microscope with a CCD camera to produce mosaics of high-resolution photographs
of the chip surface. Not every microscope would do. As light cannot pass through the chip, the
microscope should have reflected light illumination. The image should be sharp and without
geometric distortion and colour aberration, otherwise it will not be possible to stick all the
images together. The most important parameters of the microscope are resolution and
magnification. The resolution of a microscope mainly depends upon its objective lenses and is
defined as the smallest distance between two points on a specimen that can still be
distinguished as two separate entities. Resolution is a somewhat subjective value in microscopy
because at high magnification an image may appear non-sharp but still be resolved to the
maximum ability of the objective [112].
Normally a microscope objective has at least two parameters printed on it – magnification and
numerical aperture (NA). Modern optical microscopes provide magnification up to 9,000× and
500× magnification is provided by most modern microscopes. Numerical aperture determines
the resolving power of an objective, but the total resolution of a microscope system is also
dependent upon the numerical aperture of projection optics [113]. The higher the numerical
aperture of the total system the better the resolution. The numerical aperture is related to the
angle µ which is one-half of the angular aperture at which the light cone comes to the specimen
surface: NA = n sin(µ). The relationship between the numerical aperture and the resolution can
be expressed with the following equation: R = 0.61 / NA, where is the wavelength of light
used for observation.
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In practice the maximum resolution which can be achieved with a standard 100× objective
(NA = 0.9) is about 0.3 µm. In order to obtain higher working NA the refractive index of the
medium between the objective and the specimen must be increased. There are objectives that
allow imaging in water (n = 1.33) and immersion oil (n = 1.51). That increases the maximum
resolution up to 0.2 µm for 100× objective. Another way of increasing the resolution is using a
shorter wavelength. By shifting to near-ultraviolet (NUV) light with 360 nm wavelength, the
resolution can be increased to 0.18 µm, but this requires special CCD cameras.
Some microscopes have additional features aimed at increasing the contrast of the image and
thereby achieving the highest possible resolution. These are darkfield (DF) illumination,
differential interference contrast [114], phase contrast [115] and confocal imaging [116]. All the
major microscope manufacturers such as Nikon, Olympus, Carl Zeiss and Leica offer a wide
range of models from basic to high-end; the latter have all the features necessary to achieve the
highest resolution. There are models specifically designed for semiconductor analysis such as
the Nikon Optiphot 200C [117], Olympus MX50 [118], Zeiss Axiotron 2 [119] and Leica
INM100 [120].
The main disadvantage of high resolution microscopes is the short working distance between
the objective and a specimen, especially at high magnifications (about 0.3 mm with 100×
objective). As a result partially decapsulated chips cannot be observed and full decapsulation of
the die is required. Using microscopes with a long working distance, for example the Mitutoyo
FS70 [121] with 13 mm working distance on 200× objective, helps solve this problem but at a
cost: the resolution is at most 0.4 µm because the NA cannot be high.
Another problem of the high-resolution objectives is a very short depth of focus, which makes
the out-of-focus planes look blurred, thus reducing the image quality. This is more noticeable
on multilayer chips where the distance between the top and the bottom layer is more than 1 µm.
Confocal microscopy reduces this effect as all out-of-focus planes become dark or appear in
different colours depending from their depth. Such confocal systems are very expensive,
especially the ones that use laser scanning, and therefore can be afforded by relatively large labs
only. Even second-hand confocal microscopes start from £10,000.
Layout reconstruction requires the images of all the layers inside the chip to be combined. The
images are normally taken automatically using a motorised stage to move the sample and
special software to combine all the images together [122].
Normally, for semiconductor chips fabricated with 0.13 µm or smaller technology, images are
created using a SEM which has a resolution better than 10 nm.

5.2.2

Memory extraction

Direct optical memory extraction is possible only from certain types of Mask ROM devices.
For example, NOR Mask ROM with the active layer programming (see Figure 18) used in the
old revision of the Motorola MC68HC705P6A microcontroller [123] built with 1.2 µm
technology (Figure 58) can be read under a microscope with 500× magnification.
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Figure 58. Optical image of the Mask ROM inside
MC68HC705P6A microcontroller. 500× magnifi-cation

Figure 59. Optical image of the Mask ROM inside
PIC16CR57A microcontroller after plasma etching
(sample was provided by Radiolinija). 500×
magnification

Figure 60. Optical image of the Mask ROM inside MC68HC705C9A microcontroller before and after wet
chemical etching. 500× magnification

Figure 61. Optical image of the Mask ROM inside µPD78F9116 microcontroller before and after wet chemical
etching. 500× magnification
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The same memory type but built with newer technologies such as 0.9 µm in the Microchip
PIC16CR57 microcontroller [124] and 1.0 µm in the Motorola MC68HC705C9A
microcontroller [23] requires deprocessing because the top bit-line metal wires obstruct
observation of the transistors (Figures 59 and 60).
NAND Mask ROM memory type with metal layer programming (see Figure 22) was used in
the NEC µPD78F9116 microcontroller [125] fabricated with 0.35 µm technology. As all the
internal layers were planarised, deeper layers cannot be observed unless the top metal layer is
removed (Figure 61). This was accomplished by using Nitrox etching for the passivation layer
followed by treatment in a 33% water solution of KOH to etch the top aluminium metal layer
but preserving the interconnection layer which is probably made out of tungsten (because when
the HCl solution was used to etch the top metal layer, the interconnection layer was etched
away as well).

5.3

Microprobing

The most important tool for invasive attacks is a microprobing station (Figure 62). It consists of
five elements: a microscope, stage, device test socket, micromanipulators and probe tips. The
microscope must have long working distance objectives – sufficient enough to accommodate
six to eight probe tips (Figure 63) between the sample and the objective lens. It should also
have enough depth of focus to follow the probe tip movement. Usually the microscope has 3–4
objectives to accommodate different magnification and depths of focus. Lower magnification
with greater focus depth is used for coarse location of the probe tip and higher magnification for
placing the tip on a conductor wire or a test point. The chip is normally placed in a test socket
that provides all the necessary signals and is controlled by a computer.
On a stable platform around the test socket, several micropositioners are installed. They allow
us to move a probe tip with submicron precision. The probe tip can be either passive or active.
The passive tip, for example Picoprobe T-4 [126], can be used for both eavesdropping and
injecting signals, but as it is normally connected directly to an oscilloscope, it has low
impedance and high capacitance. As a result it cannot be used for probing internal signals on
the chip, except for the bus lines which are usually buffered. Another application for the passive
tips is making connections to the bonding pads on a fully decapsulated chip. The active tip, for
example Picoprobe 12C [127], has a FET amplifier close to the end of the tip. Active tips offer
high bandwidth (1 GHz for Picoprobe 28) with low loading capacitance (0.02 pF for
Picoprobe 18B) and high input resistance (>100 G for Picoprobe 18B).
The probe tips are made out of a tungsten wire which is sharpened to <0.1 µm at the end for
probing small features. The stage under the microscope is used for coarse positioning of the test
socket with the chip. There are no specific requirements for it and a 1 µm precision is enough
for most applications.
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Figure 62. Microprobing a chip on the Wentworth Labs MP-901 manual probing station

Modern probing stations benefit from full automatic control over the microscope, stage and
micropositioners. For simple applications, a manually controlled probing station is enough and
can be bought second-hand for less than £5,000. Passive probe tips are very cheap (less than £3
each) but active probes are quite expensive – over £40 for the tip plus over £1,000 for the tip
holder with amplifier. However, they can easily be built from a £2 operational amplifier, for
example MAX4174AB or MAX427, and a passive tip soldered directly to its input (Figure 64).

Figure 63. Passive and active probe tips (Picoprobe
ST-20, T-4, 12C-4 and 18B-4)
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Figure 64. Home-made active probe tips

Usually to extract the information such as memory contents or a secret key, microprobing is
applied to the internal CPU data bus. It is difficult to observe the whole bus at a time and
various techniques can be used to overcome this. For instance, the same transaction or memory
read operation can be repeated many times and then two to four probes are used to observe the
signals which then combined into a complete bus trace. Memory extraction from smartcards is
more difficult as their software usually does not provide any access to the internal memory. To
succeed we have to abuse a CPU component such as an address counter or instruction decoder
to access all memory cells for us. The program counter is already incremented automatically for
each instruction cycle and used to read the next address. This makes it perfectly suited for
memory scanning. All we have to do is to prevent the processor from executing jump, call and
return instructions so it cannot disturb the program counter. Tiny modifications to the
instruction decoder or program counter usually have the desired effect. This is not an easy task
and normally requires partial reverse engineering of the CPU circuit. This could be more
challenging for modern smartcards with a top protection mesh and a glue logic design.

5.3.1

Laser cutter

Figure 65. New Wave Research QuikLaze-II laser cutting system [128]

In silicon chips, the top-layer aluminium interconnect lines are covered by a passivation layer.
We have to remove the passivation before the probes can establish contact. The most
convenient and easy-to-use depassivation technique involves a laser cutting system (Figure 65).
The system consists of the laser head mounted on the camera port of a microscope and the
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submicron-precision stage to move the sample. Very few microscopes are suitable for laser
cutting, and usually a Mitutoyo FS60Y or FS70L metallurgical microscope with NUV and NIR
laser objectives is used [121]. Carefully dosed laser flashes remove patches of the passivation
layer with micrometer precision (Figure 66).

Figure 66. Passivation layer cuts with UV laser and
wires cut with the green laser under 100× NUV
objective. 1000× magnification

Figure 67. Top metal layer cuts with IR laser under
100× NIR objective exposing the second metal layer.
500× magnification

Normally, UV laser is used for removing a polyimide or other organic layer which is very often
present on top of the passivation layer. UV laser is also used to cut the passivation, then green
laser is used to cut the metal wires (Figure 66) and IR laser to cut through the top metal layer to
access wires in the second metal layer (Figure 67).
Complete laser cutting systems cost over £50,000 and as such systems are not normally used for
failure analysis, their second-hand market is very limited. Low-budget attackers could try to use
chemical wet etching to carefully remove the passivation layer. Also, vibrations in the probing
needle could be used to break holes in the passivation and this was successful for old 1.2 µm
chips.

5.3.2

FIB workstation

For semiconductor devices fabricated with 0.5 µm or smaller technology more sophisticated
tools are required for establishing contacts with the interconnection wires. The ultimate tool for
that purpose is a FIB workstation. It can be used not only to create test points, but also for
imaging and repairing as well. In failure analysis it is used for cross section preparation and
defect analysis. A FIB provides the improved spatial resolution and precision that are required
for probe-point creation on deep submicron technologies.
A FIB workstation consists of a vacuum chamber with a particle gun comparable to a SEM with
the difference that, instead of electrons, gallium ions are accelerated and focused from a liquid
metal cathode into a beam which can be as small as 5–10 nm in diameter. FIBs can image
samples from secondary particles similar to a SEM with down to 10 nm resolution. By
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increasing the beam current, chip material can be removed with the same resolution at a rate of
around 0.1 µm3 nA-1 s-1 (Figure 68 and 69). Better etch rates can be achieved by injecting a gas
like iodine via a needle that is brought to about 0.5 mm above the chip surface. The gas is
absorbed on to the surface and reacts with removed material to form a volatile compound that
can be pumped away and is not redeposited. Using this gas-assisted etch technique, holes with
aspect ratios up to 15:1 can be created to get access to deep metal layers without damaging
nearby structures. By injecting a platinum-based organometallic gas that is broken down on the
chip surface by the ion beam, platinum can be deposited to establish new contacts (Figure 70).
With other gas chemistries, even insulators can be deposited to establish surface contacts to
deep metal without contacting any covering layers.

Figure 68. The process of milling the hole using FIB

Figure 69. Cutting the wires using FIB

Figure 70. Test points created under FIB and optical image of these points

The FIB operator can navigate blindly on a chip surface with down to 0.1 µm precision even if
the chip has been planarised and has no recognisable surface structures. Chips can also be
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polished from the rear side down to a thickness of 10–20 µm. Using infrared imaging, it is
possible to locate individual transistors and contact them through the silicon substrate [67].
Although FIB machines are extremely expensive – over half a million pounds new and from
£40,000 second-hand, an attacker can rent the time on them from various labs around the world
at about £200 per hour.

5.4

Chip modification

It is not always necessary to create test points and extract the information from a chip by
microprobing its internal buses. Sometime it is possible, especially for microcontrollers, to
disable the security protection circuit by either cutting one of the internal metal interconnection
wires (Figure 71) or by completely destroying the circuit associated with the security protection
using a laser cutter (Figure 72). A FIB can be used for more sophisticated attacks like
connecting the wire that transmits the security state to either the ground or the supply line. A
microprobe tip can be used for that as well, but might be hard to achieve if the target wire is not
in the top metal layer.

Figure 71. Cutting a single wire in the PIC12C508A
microcontroller disables the security. 1000× magnification

Figure 72. Disabling the security in the PIC16F628
microcontroller by destroying the fuse control circuit
with a laser cutter. 500× magnification

Chip modification always requires at least partial reverse engineering of the chip to find the
point for possible attack. It means that only a knowledgeable and well equipped attacker could
succeed. At the same time, as will be seen in the next chapter, semi-invasive attacks can be used
to locate the security protection circuit and find the right point for the attack. They could also be
used to directly change the state of a transistor without expensive depassivation techniques.
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Chapter 6
Semi-invasive attacks
This is a new class of attacks we described in 2002 when we introduced the optical fault
induction attacks to the community [1]. Semi-invasive attacks, like invasive attacks, require
depackaging the chip to get access to the chip surface. But the passivation layer of the chip
remains intact – semi-invasive methods do not require electrical contact to the metal surface, so
there is no mechanical damage to the silicon.
As invasive attacks are becoming constantly more demanding and expensive, with shrinking
feature sizes and increasing device complexity, semi-invasive attacks become more attractive as
they do not require very expensive tools and give results in a shorter time. Also, being applied
to a whole transistor or even a group of transistors they are less critical to the small feature size
of modern chips.
Semi-invasive attacks are not entirely new. Electromagnetic analysis is best performed on a
naked chip [129], and the old EPROM-hacking trick of exposing the memory protect bit of a
microcontroller to UV light usually entails depackaging it. Semi-invasive attacks could in
theory be performed using such tools as UV light, X-rays, lasers, electromagnetic fields and
local heating. They could be used individually or in conjunction with each other. However, this
field has hardly been explored.
Semi-invasive methods are starting to be used for failure analysis. This involves backside
imaging and signal probing in flip-chip and modern deep-submicron devices which cannot be
accessed in a standard way. Using semi-invasive methods for hardware security analysis of
semiconductor devices in postproduction testing could help avoid some security problems and
save time and money on expensive and time-consuming invasive methods.
We will now show that extremely powerful attacks can be carried out quickly using very cheap
and simple equipment. Such attacks could be easily automated by using a computer-controlled
motorised stage and they could be accomplished in a few hours, compared to days or weeks for
invasive attacks.

6.1

UV attacks

These are among the oldest attacks used on microcontrollers since their release in the middle
seventies. UV attacks were often considered invasive attacks before. But as most of them
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require only decapsulation of the chip, they certainly belong to the class of semi-invasive
attacks. These attacks can be applied to many OTP and UV EPROM microcontrollers as their
protection is designed to withstand low cost non-invasive attacks only.
The attack can be divided into two stages – finding the fuse and resetting it to the unprotected
state with a UV light. As the security fuse is normally designed such that it cannot be erased
earlier than the program memory, the UV light cannot be applied to the whole chip. Either the
memory must be protected with opaque material, or the UV light can be applied to the fuse
selectively by using a microscope or a UV laser.

6.1.1

Locating the security fuses

The security fuse could be physically separate from the main memory, share the same area with
the memory or even be embedded into the memory array. Different implementations were
discussed in Chapter 2.
Various methods can be used to find the exact location of the fuse. The universal, but expensive
and time-consuming method is reverse engineering the whole chip. Partial reverse engineering
could be used to save time. For example, the high voltage used for memory programming is
normally supplied from an external pin and could be traced down to all the EPROM memory
cells including the fuses. This can be done easily under an optical microscope for chip
technologies down to 0.8 µm. Smaller technologies, especially with planarisation, make optical
analysis almost impossible and require deprocessing the chip to observe the internal structure.
Another method involves causing damage to different parts of the chip and observing the result.
This process could take a long time and requires many samples to succeed.
If the fuse is located very close to the memory or even embedded in it, localisation could be
very difficult. At the same time, the UV light that is used for erasing the fuse can be used to
find it as well. The test sequence is very simple. Half of the surface of programmed and secured
chip is covered with any opaque material, for example duct tape, and then the chip is placed in a
UV eraser for the standard erase time. If the protection is removed then it is in uncovered part,
otherwise – swap covered and uncovered areas. Repeating the process for each subsequent half,
the attacker can find the location of the fuse with 10–20 µm precision in about 15 iterations
which normally takes no longer than three hours. To achieve better precision, which is required
when the fuse is embedded into the main memory, photoresist masks or UV lasers should be
used. However, there is an even more effective, and cheaper, method suggested below which
uses a marker pen to paint over the area which needs to be protected from the UV light.
Other semi-invasive methods could be used to find the fuse. One is a laser scanning technique
which allows us to read the state of transistors directly. Scanning the same chip twice – first
with the security bit set and second with it reset and then subtracting one scan from another,
will reveal the changed locations. Then the area can be observed optically to identify the fuse.
Another method involves using an optical fault injection to change the state of different
transistors inside the chip and find the locations that affect the fuse state. Both methods will be
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discussed later in this chapter and their application for hardware security analysis will be shown
in Chapter 7.

6.1.2

Toothpick attack

The term ‘toothpick attack’ appeared for the first time in the Xilinx paper on CPLD
security [130]. It referred to our recently invented optical fault induction attacks as well as other
low cost unknown attacks and attack-yet-to-come. To be more precise, by ‘toothpick attack’ we
understand our recently invented improvement to the UV attacks.

Figure 73. Tools for the toothpick UV attack

Figure 74. The precise trench in the paint was cut with
a laser cutter exposing required EPROM cells. 500×
magnification

Instead of using patches of a duct tape to cover different areas on the chip surface we used an
ordinary marker pen to paint the chip surface and a wooden toothpick to scratch over the
desired area (Figure 73). Several different markers with various colours were tested on an
EPROM chip and the difference in the erase time between clear and painted chips was
measured. The result is presented in the Table 4. The red marker colour is optimal when the
chip surface should be seen for precise positioning and also provides reasonably good
attenuation. Dry-wipe markers are easy to scratch without any danger of damaging the
underneath passivation layer, but they do not provide very good attenuation, though for most
applications it is enough. Some paints are slightly conductive, so care should be taken when
applying them to avoid painting over the bonding pads.
The process does not require much experience and the technique can be learned in a very short
time. The same trick could be used to find the security fuse location; the paint would be
removed by solvent after each paint/erase cycle.
It is almost impossible to get better than 10 µm precision even if the surface is scratched under
a microscope, but for some EPROM microcontrollers this should be enough as the security
fuses are located separately from the main memory. To achieve a better result, the paint layer
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can be cut with a laser cutter (Figure 74). Ideally, the UV laser should be used, but a green laser
also works well on black and red paint.

Type of marker pen

Colour

Attenuation of a single
layer (~3–5 µm thick)

Scratching with
toothpick

Transparancy to
visible light

Staedtler, Lumocolor,
non-permanent (water soluble)

Red

17 dB

Hard

Transparent

Staedtler, Lumocolor,
permanent

Red

14 dB

Hard

Transparent

Green

6 dB

Hard

Very transparent

Blue

13 dB

Hard

Transparent

Black

24 dB

Possible

Partially transparent

Universal Office Supplies,
Dry-Wipe Marker

Red

10 dB

Easy

Partially transparent

Options, Dry-Wipe Marker

Red

5 dB

Easy

Very transparent

Table 4. UV light attenuation for different marker paints.

So, even an attacker equipped with extremely cheap tools can succeed in applying UV attacks
to the required area on the chip. Only some microcontrollers, mainly EPROM-based, are
susceptible to these attacks nowadays, as manufacturers started implementing various
protections against UV attacks. This may involve covering the chip with a top metal layer that
stops the UV light completely, using specifically designed cells that cannot be reset with UV
light, and implementing UV sensors which prevent the chip from functioning once it has been
exposed to UV. More examples will be discussed in Chapter 7.

6.1.3

EEPROM and Flash issues

As well as EPROM memory, most floating-gate memory devices are also susceptible to UV
attack. Meantime, chip designers have more freedom in choosing different protections against
such attacks. As the EEPROM and Flash cells can change their state in both directions, the
obvious thing to do is to use an erased state of the cell to indicate the alarm state and a
programmed state to correspond to disabled security. Minimal changes to the control logic will
do the job. This is widely used in Flash microcontrollers from many manufacturers.
There are five possible ways in which the UV light could affect the floating gate memory cell:
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•

It changes the cell’s state from programmed to erased. This affects the security fuse if
the erased state corresponds to the disabled security.

•

It changes the cell’s state from erased to programmed. This affects the security fuse if
the programmed state corresponds to the disabled security.

•

It changes the cell’s state from programmed or erased to intermediate. Could possibly
affect the security if the reference voltage in the cell control circuit depends upon the
power supply voltage.

•

It shifts the threshold of the cell’s transistor out of its operating level thus locking up the
cell. This provides reasonably good protection against UV attacks but may allow an
attacker to locate the fuse.

•

It cannot shift the threshold of the cell’s transistor enough to change the state.

Toothpick attacks still can be used to locate the fuse, even if it cannot be reset with UV light,
unless the fuse is covered with a top metal protection layer or it is not sensitive to the UV light.
Still, fault injection attacks can be used to change the fuse state, or invasive attacks to disable it
permanently.

6.2

Backside imaging techniques

Visual observation under a microscope is the first step in semiconductor analysis. As feature
sizes of transistors shrink each year, structures on the chip surface become more and more
difficult to observe. Down to 0.8 µm technology, it was possible to identify all the major
elements of microcontrollers – ROM, EEPROM, SRAM, CPU and even instruction decoder
and registers within the CPU. On chips built using 0.5 µm or 0.35 µm processes, one can hardly
distinguish ROM, Flash and SRAM, whereas on chips with 0.25 µm or smaller transistors,
almost nothing can be seen. This is caused not only by the small feature sizes, but most of all by
multiple metal layers covering the chip surface (up to eight on modern 0.13 µm chips). In
addition, planarisation technology often involves filling blank spaces on metal layers with metal
pads which block the optical path as well.
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Figure 75. Transmittance of low-doped bulk silicon

Figure 76. Halogen lamp used for IR illumination and a
standard halogen lamp

One approach is to use infrared light, either reflected or transmitted, and observe the chip from
its rear side. Silicon is almost transparent to photons with wavelengths >1100 nm (Figure 75).
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However, highly doped silicon wafers (>1·1019 cm-3) used in some modern chips, are less
transparent to IR light [131] and more intensive light source or an IR camera with higher
sensitivity is required.
For taking images in our experiments, we used a special infrared camera from Hamamatsu
C2741-03C with 400–1800 nm sensitivity and 700 lines resolution [132]. A standard halogen
lamp was used for illumination with a silicon wafer used as an infrared filter. Using a halogen
lamp with a gold reflector (Figure 76), for example the L6409-G from Gilway [133], for
reflected light illumination, increased the output of the photons in the desired region by 300%.
However, it required a metal holder for the IR-pass filter inside the microscope illuminator, and
more intensive cooling to prevent the optics from being damaged by the heat. Using a Mitutoyo
FS60Y microscope with NIR objectives improved quality and brightness of the images
(Figure 77).

Figure 77. Standard optical image and reflected light backside image of the MSP430F112 microcontroller built
with 0.35 µm technology. 50× magnification

Figure 78. Transmitted light setup and image of the MSP430F112 microcontroller. 50× magnification
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The images could be taken with a transmitted light setup as well (Figure 78). In this case a less
intensive light source is required and even a standard low-cost monochrome CCD camera can
be used. A blank silicon wafer was used to filter out the normal light.
Reflected light gives better contrast, as it does not pass through multiple metal layers. For
0.5 µm and smaller technologies, much more information is revealed than from a normal image.
It should be noted that the image from the rear side is a mirror-image of the normal front side
image; in our case the chip was flipped horizontally.
Another useful application of backside imaging is ROM content extraction. On the front side,
transistors are shielded by the top metal layer, whereas through the rear side they are clearly
visible (Figure 79). For example, instead of using an invasive attack such as a chemical etching
to extract the contents of the Mask ROM, direct observation from the rear side can be used,
which is a semi-invasive technique. There are some limitations to this approach caused by the
maximum resolution of the optical system in the NIR region (1000–1100 nm for Si) which
cannot be better than 0.6 µm.

Figure 79. Standard optical image and reflected light backside image of the Mask ROM inside MC68HC705P6A
microcontroller built with 1.0 µm technology. 500× magnification

Backside imaging is widely used in failure analysis tasks, from locating the failures in
transistors or interconnections to navigation during a FIB work. There are special microscopes
designed for such applications, for example the BEAMS V-2000 from Hypervision [134].
Needless to say, such systems cost a tremendous amount of money and can only be afforded by
relatively large companies. Yet, low budget laboratories could use NIR extended microscopes
with IR-sensitive video cameras, as we used for our experiments.

6.3

Active photon probing

Once the semiconductor transistor had been invented, it was found to be more sensitive to
ionizing radiation – whether caused by nuclear explosions, radioactive isotopes, X-rays or
cosmic rays – than the thermionic valves (vacuum tubes) used previously. In the middle sixties,
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during experiments with pulsed lasers, it was found that coherent light causes some similar
phenomena. Lasers started to be used to simulate the effects of ionizing radiation on
semiconductors [135].
Since then the technology has been improved dramatically. Expensive inert-gas-based lasers
and solid-state lasers have been replaced with low-cost semiconductor lasers. As a result, the
technology has moved from the laboratory all the way down to consumer electronics.
Laser radiation can ionize an IC’s semiconductor regions if its photon energy exceeds the
semiconductor band gap (>1.1 eV or <1100 nm). Laser radiation with 1.06 µm wavelength
(1.17 eV photon energy) used in [136] has a penetration depth of about 700 µm and provides
good spatial ionization uniformity for silicon devices. However, its focusing is restricted by
dispersion to several micrometers, and this is not precise enough for modern semiconductor
devices. However, when moving from infrared to visible light, photon absorption dramatically
increases [137], and it has become possible to use red and green lasers as the transistors in
modern chips became thinner. Smaller devices also mean that less energy is required to achieve
the same level of ionization.

Figure 80. Laser scanning setup with the laser pointer on top of the microscope and a moving sample under it

In the case of CMOS devices, there is a danger of latching up the circuit, causing an open
circuit which results in permanent damage. So the use of radiation with CMOS structures must
be done with appropriate precautions.
In active photon probing, a scanned photon beam interacts with an IC. Photons with energies
greater than the band gap of silicon generate electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor. Photons
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with lower energies can still interact with p-n junctions, but with only a heating effect taking
place, which is significantly weaker than the photovoltaic effect.
There are different scanning techniques used for photon probing in failure analysis [67]. As a
photon source they normally use a laser scanning microscope. Although such microscopes have
a big advantage of fast scanning – about one frame per second, their price is too high for small
research labs. Therefore, for our experiments we used the less expensive but much slower
approach of a stationary laser source and a sample moved on an X-Y motorised stage
(Figure 80). The laser was attached to the camera port of the probing station’s microscope, and
the test socket with chip was mounted on the Newport 561D-XYZ stage [138] with AD-100
actuators [139]. Although scanning a 100 µm × 100 µm area takes about 15 minutes, this is still
suitable for research purposes.

6.3.1

Laser scanning techniques

There are two major laser scanning techniques which can be used for hardware security
analysis. One is called optical beam induced current (OBIC) and is applied to an unbiased chip
to find the active doped areas on its surface [140]. Another, called light-induced voltage
alteration (LIVA), applied to a chip under operation [141]. In OBIC, photocurrents are used
directly to produce the image. For that, the analysed chip is arranged with its power supply pin
connected to a current amplifier and the values are registered on the computer via an acquisition
board. In LIVA, images are produced by monitoring the voltage changes of the constant current
power supply as the optical beam is scanned across the IC surface.
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Figure 81. Optical image (500× magnification) and laser scan of the security fuse area in PIC16F84A

The OBIC technique can be used in addition to standard optical imaging, as it allows us to
locate the active areas inside a chip. We used Matlab software to draw a graphical
representation of the result after scanning. As with optical imaging, the laser can be focused on
the active areas of the chip from both front and rear. For front-side scanning we used a red laser
pointer (~650 nm wavelength) as a light source and the result of scanning the security fuse area
inside the Microchip PIC16F84A microcontroller is shown in Figure 81. For backside operation
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we used infrared laser module with 1065 nm wavelength. The same area on the chip scanned
from the rear side is shown in Figure 82. As can be observed, the image is more informative
compared to the front-side scan because metal wires do not stop the laser beam.
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Figure 82. Backside laser scan of the security fuse area
in PIC16F84A
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Figure 83. Backside laser scan of Mask ROM inside
MC68HC705P6A microcontroller

Laser imaging can be used for Mask ROM extraction in a similar way to the IR backside
imaging (see Figure 79). The scan of the same Mask ROM area inside MC68HC705P6A
microcontroller is presented in Figure 83.

6.3.2

Reading the logic state of CMOS transistors

The traditional way of reading out data from semiconductor memories involves an invasive
attack using mechanical probing, usually of the processor’s bus [8]. Such attacks involve
making direct electrical connections to internal components using microprobes. This is
becoming more difficult for a number of reasons, ranging from shrinking feature sizes to the
use of hardware access control circuits for the on-chip memory. We decided to investigate
whether semi-invasive techniques could be used to read out the state of a memory cell in a nondestructive way. The technique described below was used to extract the contents of the CMOS
SRAM but could have much wider applicability [89].
To analyse the structure of SRAM memory we used a red laser focused on the chip surface
using a microscope. As photons from the red laser (650 nm wavelength) have energy larger
than the silicon band gap, they will ionize active areas inside the chip. If the photons reach an
area near p-n junctions, a photocurrent will be produced due to the photovoltaic effect. When
the photons hit the p- or n-channel area, this will decrease the resistance of the channel by
injecting free carriers.
The fact that enables us to read a memory cell’s state is that the increase in current is noticeable
for closed channels, and almost negligible for open channels. Thus, by aiming the laser beam at
an appropriate transistor or transistors, we can distinguish between the two possible memory
states.
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In our first experiment, we built a map of the active areas in a microcontroller by measuring the
photocurrent induced by laser scanning the chip surface. The chip was mounted on an X-Y
motorized stage with 0.1 µm resolution. The result of the scan is shown in Figure 84. The active
areas can be seen as they produce higher current, but most of the chip is covered with metal
layers which the laser cannot penetrate, so these areas do not produce any current. We used this
picture as a reference for the results obtained from a powered chip.
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Figure 84. Laser scan of unpowered memory
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Figure 85. Laser scan of powered-up memory with state

Our next experiment was done with an operating chip. It was programmed to allow us to upload
any value into its RAM and then stop the chip operation. The result of the scanning with
memory cells loaded with random data is shown in Figure 85. It can be seen that memory cells
have different states: where the cell holds a ‘1’ the top is brighter, and where it is a ‘0’ the
bottom is.
Our experiments are somewhat similar to results published by Sandia Labs [141], but with a
number of differences. They were done without using extremely expensive laser scanning
microscopes; we scanned the chip from its top side; and instead of sending constant current
through the chip, we used a constant voltage supply and measured current as in standard power
analysis [84].
Other techniques which can be used to extract the information from memory are IR modulationbased probing [142] and a recently introduced technique that uses an eddy current attack to read
the memory [89].
If valuable data are present in the clear within memory for just one clock cycle in a location that
an attacker can deduce, and the state can be frozen (whether physically, using low temperature,
or by some other means such as stopping the clock), then it is likely to be possible for an
attacker to read this data out using optical or electromagnetic probing techniques. The
investment in skills and equipment required to carry out such attacks is significantly lower than
that needed for full invasive attacks. Hardware countermeasures will thus be necessary for any
processors that are required to resist this capability of attacker.
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6.4

Fault injection attacks

Here we describe a new class of attacks on secure microcontrollers and smartcards. Illumination
of a target transistor causes it to conduct, thereby inducing a transient fault. Such attacks are
practical; they do not even require expensive laser equipment. We have carried them out using a
flashgun bought second-hand from a camera store for £20 and with a £5 laser pointer. As an
illustration of the power of this attack, we developed techniques to set or reset any individual
bit of SRAM in a microcontroller. Unless suitable countermeasures are taken, optical probing
may also be used to induce errors in cryptographic computations or protocols, and to disrupt the
processor’s control flow. It thus provides a powerful extension of existing glitching and fault
analysis techniques. This vulnerability may pose a big problem for the industry, similar to those
resulting from probing attacks in the middle nineties and power analysis attacks in the late
nineties.

6.4.1

Changing SRAM contents

Although there are many publications about using pulsed lasers to simulate ionizing radiation,
we could find no published information about using them to control or change the behaviour of
integrated circuits. So we decided to apply an intense light source to a semiconductor chip, and
particularly to CMOS logic, to see whether it would be possible to change the state of a
memory cell and how easy, or difficult, it might be.

Figure 86. The architecture of an SRAM cell

Figure 87. The layout of an SRAM cell

Our first experiments targeted SRAM. The structure of a standard six-transistor SRAM cell is
shown on Figure 86 [143]. Two pairs of p- and n-channel transistors create a flip-flop, while
two other n-channel transistors are used to read its state and write new values into it. The layout
of the cell is shown on Figure 87. The transistors VT1 and VT2 create the CMOS inverter;
together with the other similar pair, they create the flip-flop which is controlled by the
transistors VT3 and VT6.
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If the transistor VT1 could be opened for a very short time by an external stimulus, then it could
cause the flip-flop to change state. By exposing the transistor VT4, the state of the cell would
be changed to the opposite. The main difficulties we might anticipate are focusing the ionizing
radiation down to several µm2 and choosing the proper intensity.
For our experiments we chose the Microchip PIC16F84 microcontroller [91], which has 68
bytes of on-chip SRAM memory. A standard depackaging procedure was applied to the chip as
explained in Chapter 5 and the result of this operation is represented on Figure 88. The SRAM
memory array is located in the middle of the bottom of the chip die. This area is shown with
50× magnification on Figure 89.

Figure 88. Original and
PIC16F84 microcontroller

decapsulated

Figure 89. SRAM memory array with 50× magnification

Because we had a very limited equipment budget, and the laser we had appeared unsuitable, we
decided to use a cheap photoflash lamp (a Vivitar 550FD, bought secondhand from Campkins’
camera shop for £20). Although the luminosity of a flashlamp is much less than that of a pulsed
laser, with appropriate magnification the necessary level of ionization might be achieved. We
used duct tape to fix the photoflash lamp on the video port of a Wentworth Labs MP-901
manual probing station (Figure 90). Magnification was set to the maximum – 1500×.
The microcontroller was programmed to upload and download its memory. By filling the whole
memory with constant values, exposing it to the flash light, and downloading the result, we
could observe which cells changed their state.
By shielding the light from the flash with an aperture made from aluminium foil, we succeeded
in changing the state of only one cell. The output power of the lamp was set to the maximum.
The final state of the cell depended on the area exposed to the flash. This confirmed our
intuition that it would be possible to change the contents of SRAM using a low cost semiinvasive attack.
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Figure 90. Wentworth Labs MP-901 manual prober with Vivitar 550FD photoflash lamp mounted on top

We found we could change any individual bit of an SRAM array. The array, under maximum
magnification, is shown in Figure 91. Focusing the light spot from the lamp on the area shown
by the white circle caused the cell to change its state from ‘1’ to ‘0’, with no change if the state
was already ‘0’. By focusing the spot on the area shown by the black circle, the cell changed its
state from ‘0’ to ‘1’ or remained in state ‘1’.

Figure 91. SRAM memory array with maximum
magnification (1500×)
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Figure 92. Allocation of data bits in SRAM memory
array

It can be seen from Figure 89 that the SRAM array is divided into eight equal blocks. By
exposing cells in different blocks, we found that each block corresponds to one bit plane of
information. The resulting bitplane map is shown in Figure 92.
We built a full memory map by exposing each cell in turn to the photoflash light. The result is
presented in Figure 93, with the left edge corresponding to the bottom side of the block. It can
be seen that the addresses are not sequential, but divided into three groups.
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Figure 93. Allocation of addresses in each bit block of SRAM memory array

This shows how simple semi-invasive attack methods can be used for reverse engineering a
memory address map. The only limitation is that the flash does not produce even and
monochromatic light, so it is very difficult to control the area where the spot of the light will be
applied. This problem can be solved by replacing the flash with a suitable laser.
This work shows that optical probing attacks are possible using low-cost equipment. We have
repeated the experiments using a laser pointer, which we bought in Cambridge market for £5,
and a motorized stage. The same results were achieved, but there were several practical
differences. On the one hand, we could probe the chip surface automatically, and at a rate
which we estimate could be driven as high as 100 flashes per second. On the other hand, we
had to be more careful with alignment because of the narrower aperture and lower power. (The
pointer is described as being eye-safe because it is ‘less than 5mW’; we can focus it to about a
1 µm spot on the chip surface and its wavelength is around 650 nm.)
We used our automated probing equipment to implement attacks on a number of semiconductor
devices. The best designed of the modern secure microcontrollers are not vulnerable to attacks
using single laser flashes, as their protection state depends on a number of bits of physical
storage. However, a number of designs can be unprotected by changing the state of the flip-flop
that latches the read-protect state. We strongly recommend that designers of ICs should study
their designs carefully to ensure that there are no single-transistor failures that can subvert the
chip'
s security policy.
Attack experiments have been conducted on smartcards too. It may be helpful at this point to
recall some of the earlier literature on fault analysis. In [9], Boneh, Demillo and Lipton pointed
out that the faulty computation of an RSA digital signature leaks the signing key. For example,
when doing an RSA signature the secret computation S = h(m)d (mod pq) is carried out mod p,
then mod q, and the results are then combined, as this is significantly faster. However, if the
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card returns a defective signature Sp which is correct modulo p but incorrect modulo q, then we
will have p = gcd (pq, Spe – h(m)).
In [10], Anderson and Kuhn pointed out that interference with jump instructions is an even
more powerful and general attack: an attacker who can cause conditional branches in the
smartcard code to be taken wrongly may, for example, reduce the number of rounds in a block
cipher to one or two, making key recovery straightforward. The first of these two types of
attack has been implemented successfully using our technique, but a non-disclosure agreement
prevents us from giving further information.
The optical probing attack described above is a new and powerful technique for attacking
smartcards and other security processors. We anticipate that, like the power analysis attacks
reported by Kocher in [84], it could have a significant commercial effect on the industry, in that
it will force a thorough reappraisal of security claims and the introduction of new defensive
technology.
Existing high-end chip-defense techniques, such as top-layer metal shielding and bus
encryption, may make an attack using these techniques more complicated, but are not enough.
A sophisticated attacker can defeat metal shielding by using infrared light or X-rays, while bus
encryption can be defeated by attacking registers directly.
There are many effects that can be used by an attacker. We have described here in detail how
the illumination of a certain area of an SRAM cell can be used to set it to either ‘0’ or ‘1’. This
is only the beginning. Given only moderately expensive equipment, an attacker may be able to
induce a fault in a CMOS integrated circuit, in any targeted transistor, and at precisely the clock
cycle of his choice. This could represent a very serious threat unless special countermeasures
are used.

6.4.2

Non-volatile memory contents modification

EPROM, EEPROM and Flash memory cells are even more sensitive to fault injection attacks.
This happens because the currents flowing inside the floating gate cell are an order of
magnitude smaller that inside the SRAM cell.
It should be mentioned that our research on active optical attacks began when I was
microprobing an SLE66 smartcard on our probing station and realised that the answer-to-reset
(ATR) and user memory contents became changed if the light under microscope was left
switched on. Our first assumption was that the chip has built-in light sensors to prevent
decapsulation, but after we investigated the problem it appeared to be the light injected faults
into the EEPROM on-chip memory.
The light from the 20 W halogen bulb installed inside our probing station microscope’s
illuminator is also enough to flip the state of the security fuse in the PIC16F84 microcontroller
when the diaphragm is fully opened and magnification is set to the maximum of 1500×. In this
case the light can be focused down to the security fuse area without affecting the main memory.
No modification to the existing equipment was required. A programmed, secured and
decapsulated PIC16F84 chip was placed in the test socket under the microscope and connected
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to a universal programmer. Once the location of the security fuse was found through the
microscope eyepiece, the light was switched to the maximum and the memory content was read
in a normal way.
The same operation was successfully performed from the rear of the chip as well. On the one
hand, it is not easy to find the location of the fuse from the rear side of the die; on the other,
rear-side decapsulation can be done mechanically to avoid use of aggressive chemicals. The
location can be found either by using the top-side optical image as a reference or with the help
of an infrared camera.
Although the light from the halogen lamp does not have enough IR component in the 1000–
1100 nm region to ionize the active areas of transistors directly from the rear side, most of the
electron-hole pairs created in the volume of the silicon substrate migrate down to the active
areas before they recombine with each other.
Fortunately, this attack does not work on modern chips built with smaller features, for a number
of reasons. The top-metal layers prevent the light from reaching the active areas; planarisation
reduces the transparency of the oxide layers and also diffuses the light; higher doping
concentrations reduce penetration of the light from the rear; and smaller transistors require a
higher dose of radiation for switching.
UV EPROM memory cells are less sensitive to light attacks because a higher current is required
to switch the state of the memory transistor. Nevertheless, the fact that a photoflash or even a
common light bulb can be used to break the security should force developers to design security
protection more carefully. For example, security fuses should not be placed far away from the
main memory, as this makes it easier to attack them. Also, light and radiation sensors could be
used to detect ionizing radiation and reset the circuit before it leaks sensitive information.

6.5

Modelling the attacks

It is very important to understand how specific attacks work, in order to develop effective
countermeasures. In the case of optical fault injection and laser scanning attacks, a full
understanding of the mechanisms and processes taking place inside the silicon chips is
necessary. There are very limited ways in which such attacks can be simulated. As each process
requires a complex system of differential equations to be solved, it is very difficult to calculate
the effect of a laser beam on the whole chip. But if applied to a small group of transistors,
simulation is achievable. One of the software tools which allows emulation of the effect of
ionizing radiation on semiconductors is TCAD [144]. As this software tool is very complex and
expensive we chose another tool “DIODE-2D” which was specifically developed for simulation
of local and bulk ionization in semiconductor devices [145]. The simulation was done in
collaboration with Specialised Electronic Systems and “DIODE-2D” is their proprietary
product.
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6.5.1

Modelling the logic state reading

The state of a CMOS transistor can be read optically using laser scanning, as shown earlier in
this chapter. As expected, the highest photocurrent is produced when the laser beam hits the
source and drain of p- and n-channel transistors inside the memory (see Figures 84 and 85).
The lowest photocurrent corresponds to the opaque metal lines. The results of the scanning
show noticeable variation in photocurrent between opened and closed inverters inside the
SRAM cell. This can be used to determine the current state of the memory cell.

Figure 94. Cross-section of the analysed CMOS inverter

Figure 95. Power supply current dependence from
the laser beam position for different wavelengths

To interpret the results and find more suitable parameters for scanning, two-dimensional
mathematical modelling of the laser pulse applied to a CMOS inverter was performed using
“DIODE-2D”. A cross-section of the modelled structure is shown in Figure 94. The length of
the channels was assumed to be 1 µm and the intensity of the laser radiation 1·104 W/cm2.
Other parameters, such as doping concentrations and depth of p- and n-areas, were taken from
standard average for 1 µm bulk CMOS technology with n-type substrate.
We simulated the dependence of the power supply current on the laser position for different
wavelengths of the laser and two states of the inverter. The result is shown in Figure 95. It can
be seen that exposure of the closed transistor results in higher current than for the opened one.
Opening the closed transistor channel increases the total current more than slightly decreasing
the effective resistance of the already open channel.
Another noticeable effect is the dependence of the photocurrent on the wavelength of the laser.
This is caused by reduced parasitic photocurrent in the substrate-well junction; photons with
shorter wavelengths are mostly absorbed near the surface. The higher effectiveness for shorter
wavelengths is also confirmed by computations of power-supply current dependence on the
laser wavelength for the same CMOS inverter (Figure 96). The shorter the wavelength, the
higher the supply current difference between ‘0’ and ‘1’ states. This was confirmed
experimentally. With a 650 nm laser, it was possible to recognise the difference in supply
current for different states of the inverter, while with an 805 nm laser the difference was close
to the noise level. The main noise source is the substrate-well photocurrent, which also depends
on the doped regions above it. Shifting to a shorter wavelength reduces its influence.
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Figure 96. Power supply current dependence from the laser wavelength for two logic states in p-MOS (left) and
n-MOS (right) transistors inside the CMOS inverter

The results of the modelling exercise confirm the possibility of using a focused laser beam for
reading the state of a CMOS inverter. These results were obtained after we had done the
experiments. However, they taught us to choose the appropriate wavelength for the laser.

6.5.2

Modelling the fault injection attack

As discussed above, focused laser radiation can also be used to change the state of SRAM cells
and CMOS inverters. The process was also simulated using the “DIODE-2D” software tool.
The cross-section of the analysed structure is shown in Figure 97. This is a typical CMOS
inverter with 1 µm transistor channels and n-type substrate. Doping concentrations were
assumed as 1.5·1015 cm-3 for the substrate and 5.0·1015 cm-3 for the p-well. Modelling was done
for +3.3 V power supply and for two wavelengths of the laser – 532 nm and 1064 nm.
The results of previous computations showed that the output voltage has the maximum change
when either closed p-MOS (logic ‘0’) or closed n-MOS (logic ‘1’) transistor is exposed to the
laser radiation. The areas of interest used for further modelling are shown in Figure 97.

Figure 97. Cross-section of the analysed CMOS inverter

Figure 98. Power supply current dependence from
the laser beam position for different wavelengths
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Modelling revealed that the major factor that limits the ability of the laser to change the state of
a CMOS inverter is a radiation induced latch-up effect caused by ionization of the parasitic
four-layer structures in a CMOS circuit. The state of the CMOS inverter can be changed only if
the intensity of the laser radiation necessary to switch it is less than the threshold level of any
parasitic four-layer structures inside it. Focusing the laser radiation in the channel area of closed
transistor is optimal for switching, but cannot eliminate latch-up because electron-hole pairs
generated by the laser radiation quickly fill the volume of the inverter and create ionization
currents in all the p-n junctions inside it.
The simulation result for an 11 ns laser pulse applied to a CMOS inverter in logic ‘0’ state is
presented in Figure 98. The laser pulse was applied to the 10 µm2 area above the p-MOS
transistor gate. It was assumed that the switching takes place if the output voltage become
higher than the minimum input voltage for logic ‘1’ which is 2 V for a 3.3 V power supply.
This may be a bit excessive as normally the threshold level of a CMOS inverter is around
0.5 VCC, but without the exact information on the threshold voltages inside the IC, our
assumption guarantees switching the element next to the inverter, or flipping the CMOS SRAM
cell.
As can be observed from the results of the simulation, there is a large area corresponding to
laser energies sufficient to switch the inverter without causing the latch-up effect. This
difference becomes larger for shorter wavelengths of the laser. This is caused by increased
absorption of the shorter wavelength laser in silicon, which increases the number of electronhole pairs under the transistor’s gate. On the one hand, it increases the modulation of the
channel; on the other, it makes switching the parasitic four-layer structures more difficult by
reducing the ionization currents in n-MOS transistors.

Figure 99. Change of the output voltage of CMOS inverter after
0.35 nJ (1) and 0.36 nJ (2) laser pulses
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Figure 100. Equivalent circuit of a
CMOS inverter during inozation

However, computations made for a CMOS inverter in logic ‘1’ state showed that there is no
area of reliable switching for any wavelengths of the laser between 532 nm and 1064 nm.
Parasitic four-layer structures can be switched at energies which are not enough to shift the
output voltage below the minimum level for logic ‘0’ state (0.8 V for 3.3 V power supply).
As an example, the time-dependence of the output voltage after an 11 ns 532 nm laser pulse for
energies below and above the latch-up threshold is shown in Figure 99. It can be noticed that
even for energies close to the threshold level, the output voltage does not go below the required
minimum necessary to reliably switch the next transistor. Switching is possible only if the
threshold voltage of the next cascade is above 1.4 V which cannot be guaranteed.
The reason for the behaviour is that the ionization current of the p-MOS drain area Iphpd is not
limited by the p-well, and significantly exceeds the ionization current of the n-MOS drain
(Figure 100). This leads to an increase of the output potential, and prevents the output voltage
reaching the required minimum.
For CMOS technology with a p-substrate, the behaviour is expected to be the opposite. For any
CMOS technology, the optimal results are achieved when the gate area of the previously closed
transistor is exposed to a short wavelength.
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Chapter 7
Hardware security analysis
This chapter shows how the technologies introduced in previous chapters can be used for
hardware security evaluation of semiconductor devices. We concentrate on semi-invasive
technologies as, on the one hand, they give results faster than non-invasive attacks, and on the
other they require less capital investment than invasive attacks. We do not claim that this is an
exhaustive methodology as each new device, especially if built with new technology, requires a
different approach, and hence it is practically impossible to give a universal evaluation
technique for security analysis. Therefore, only some ideas are presented here.

7.1

Evolution against UV attacks

UV attacks were successfully used against many generations of microcontrollers from different
manufacturers. We decided to investigate what has been done to different microcontrollers in
order to protect against these attacks.
Over twenty years ago, very little attention was paid to protection against invasive attacks in
microcontrollers. Then, microcontrollers had either Mask ROM or UV EPROM for program
storage. The EPROM-based microcontrollers usually had a security fuse to protect against
unauthorised access to the memory. Different implementations for the security protection fuse
were discussed in Chapter 2. Here we give some examples and ways of protection against UV
attacks in microcontrollers and also estimate the defence level against these attacks.
Typical examples of microcontrollers without any protection against UV attacks are the
Microchip PIC16C57 and PIC12C509. The security fuse can be found relatively easy in a few
hours time by exposing different areas on the chip to UV light for 10–15 minutes and observing
the result. Because the fuse is located far away from the program memory, it can be easily
defeated by covering the EPROM with an opaque material like duct tape. Placing the fuse
closer to the memory makes finding it harder but the protection can still be defeated relatively
easy. Some fuses have a cell structure very similar to that of the main memory as in the Cypress
CY7C63001A microcontroller which is widely used in secure USB dongles (see Figures 3 and
11). By preparing a good digital photo of the chip surface and searching for the same pattern as
the main memory cells have, it is not very difficult to find the fuse. Although the fuse is located
close to the EPROM memory, it is still possible, with some experience, to shield the EPROM
from the UV light. Some manufacturers place the security fuses in the same array as the main
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memory, making it extremely hard to selectively erase the fuse without disturbing the main
memory (examples were given in Chapter 2). However, some low cost attacks against such
implementations were discussed in the previous chapter.
Once microcontroller manufacturers realised that their products could be easily attacked with
UV light, they got smarter. Some EPROM-based microcontrollers use memory encryption. For
example, the Philips 87C51 microcontroller [146] has a 64 byte encryption table in addition to
the security fuse protection. Even if the security bit is reset (with UV light or somehow else),
the program memory value will be read XNOR with the corresponding byte from the table. In
the Microchip PIC16C61 and PIC16C71 microcontrollers [147], the memory content is
encrypted when the security bit is activated. The encryption involves XNOR of the seven high
order bits of the memory location with the seven low order bits. Neither encryption schemes is
much good, as an attacker can erase part of the memory using toothpick attacks and then restore
the memory or encryption table. For old PIC microcontrollers, the attacker did not have to find
and reset the security fuse, as the encrypted memory contents can be read in a standard way
using a suitable programmer.

Figure 101. CP fuses in the PIC16C622A microcontroller and the top metal layer removed with a laser cutter

Further improvement to the protection of EPROM-based microcontrollers involved covering
the fuses with a top metal layer opaque to UV. For example, most OTP PIC microcontrollers
with 14-bit and 16-bit cores benefit from this. This not only prevents the fuses from being reset,
but makes finding them more difficult. Until very recently, when we introduced fault injection
attacks, there were only two practical ways of defeating the protection in such microcontrollers.
One is reverse engineering followed by laser cutter or FIB treatment to remove the top metal
protection layer (Figure 101). Another is modifying the CPU and microprobing the data bus.
Both ways require substantial investments in equipment and a highly skilled attacker.
When EEPROM memory started to be used in microcontrollers, it allowed more protection
possibilities. In addition to the top metal, inverted memory cells were used which are less
sensitive to UV light. For example, in the Atmel AT89C51 microcontroller [148], security fuses
cannot be reset with UV light because the erased fuse corresponds to active security. However,
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as the UV can change the fuse from the non-secure state to secure, it can still be used to find the
fuse. To prevent this, some microcontrollers benefit from both inverted fuses and top metal
protection, for example the Microchip PIC16F628 [149] and PIC16F876 [36] microcontrollers.
Certain implementations have potential security flows. For example, Ubicom SX
microcontrollers have a security fuse which cannot be reset with UV; protected memory is read
as the XOR of the four high order bits with the four middle and the four low bits. By using the
toothpick attacks described here it is possible to recover the memory contents. The attacker has
to erase, say, four high bits, then read the memory, then erase four middle bits and read it again
to get four low bits.

7.2

Semi-invasive analysis of different security implementations

Since many vendors started implementing protections against UV attacks, it has become hard to
locate security fuses and defeat them. Full reverse engineering is extremely expensive and
partial reverse engineering, such as following the high voltage programming line, is not
practical for modern chips because they have multiple metal layers which are planarised.
However, our new semi-invasive attacks such as laser scanning and fault injection could help in
finding fuse location in a reasonably short time.

7.2.1

Using laser scanning technique for analysis

Laser scanning of a powered chip can help in finding the security fuse if it is not embedded in
main memory. All the attacker has to do is perform two scans – one with active security and
another with it disabled. Comparing two scans or subtracting one from another with minimal
pre-processing should reveal the information about which transistors have changed state.
Discarding the CPU registers and SRAM memory locations will lead us to the security fuse.
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Figure 102. Laser scan of the fuse area in powered PIC16F84 chip with disabled and enabled security
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We performed such a search on the Microchip PIC16F84 microcontroller and the result of two
scans applied to the security fuse area is presented in Figure 102. As can be observed, the
transistors connected to the security fuse and propagating its state can be easily distinguished
between scans.
Although this technique gives a very quick result, it should be mentioned that it does not work
for modern microcontrollers with small feature sizes and multiple top metal layers. An
alternative is backside laser scanning, but this requires more precision and quite expensive
equipment, because the signal has a high noise level. Either a more expensive low-noise laser
source or signal averaging and post-processing will be required.

7.2.2

Using fault injection technique for analysis

Fault injection can be used to find security fuses. Although it cannot give the exact position of
the fuse, especially if a photoflash lamp is used to inject the faults, this might be not necessary
because the same attack can be used to disable the security once the weak point is found. The
equipment setup is very similar to the one used for laser scanning, with the difference that a
more powerful laser or photoflash is attached to the microscope’s camera port. The chip has to
be placed in a test socket on a motorised stage.
By exposing one area after another on the chip surface to the light flashes and testing the state
of the security fuse, we can find photosensitive locations, which can then be examined to find
the fuse. Not only the fuse itself, but also the whole chain of the control circuit may be sensitive
to the fault injections. Therefore, it might not be easy to find the fuse, but from the attacker’s
point of view this is not necessary as he could exploit any of the vulnerable points on the chain.

Figure 103. Picture of the PIC16C622A microcontroller
die and tested area

Figure 104. Locations sensitive to the photoflash light:
white – CP1 reset, black – CP2 reset

The same setup can be used for security evaluation purposes. In this case each point on the chip
surface is exposed to the light flash to make sure that the security is not disabled even for a very
short time.
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We tested the Microchip PIC16C622A microcontroller [150], which has security fuses
protected from UV attacks. The die picture and tested area are shown in Figure 103. The areas
which were found to be sensitive to the photoflash are shown in Figure 104. This
microcontroller has two security fuses for protecting different parts of the memory and it was
possible to attack each of them. In order to get access to the whole memory, both fuses must be
deactivated. We can do this by flashing the area where both circles cross.
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Chapter 8
Defence technologies
This chapter discusses technologies that can be used to increase the protection of semiconductor
devices.
If the project can be divided and each part placed in a different microcontroller, we might
arrange that the attacker will have to break all the components to reverse engineer the whole
device. However, this is not a good approach for mass-production devices as cost is an
important factor.
Shifting from microcontroller-based design to a microcontroller plus CPLD/FPGA could be a
good alternative, especially as it is much more expensive to attack and reverse engineer CPLDs
or FPGAs. Even placing important algorithms inside a ‘non-secure’ SRAM-based FPGA makes
its reverse engineering very difficult.
Using multilayer PCBs and chips in BGA packages also increases the cost of reverse
engineering because interconnections cannot be observed and it is impossible to access BGA
pins directly for analysis. In order to get access to the pins, a chip must be desoldered and
placed on a special test adapter. This requires special tools and a qualified engineer.
Furthermore, BGA packages are hard to decapsulate as they are made from a different type of
plastic than DIP, SOIC and QFP packages.
A common and widely-used technology for protecting sensitive information is data encryption.
However, more attention should be paid to the secret key storage and management. If the key is
programmable or can be changed at any time, it is very likely to be stored in EPROM or
EEPROM. As we discussed in previous chapters, keeping plaintext information in
reprogrammable memories can pose a threat to the security of the system.
Our semi-invasive attacks, and in particular fault injection attacks, pose a very high threat to
hardware security of semiconductor chips, and so we have developed a technology to block
such attacks. We use self-timed dual-rail circuit design techniques whereby a logical ‘1’ or ‘0’
is not encoded by a high or low voltage on a single line, but by ‘HL’ or ‘LH’ on a pair of lines.
The combination ‘HH’ signals an alarm, which will typically reset the processor. Circuits can
be designed so that single-transistor failures do not lead to security failure. This technology also
makes power analysis attacks much harder too [151].
Of course, a balance between the cost of protection and the achieved security level is necessary.
Therefore we need proper evaluation of attack scenarios and threats.
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8.1

Unmarking, remarking and repackaging

Removing marking from semiconductor components is a widely used method of protection
against low budget attackers, but it does not stop a determined adversary. In any case, it
increases the cost of cloning and reverse engineering.
There are two ways the part number can be found. One is decapsulation followed by optical
examination under a microscope. Most chips have their manufacturer name and chip ID written
on the die. Another, less expensive way, is to observe the signals such as power supply, ground,
clock and reset. As each family of microcontrollers has its specific pinout, it is not difficult to
work out what type of microcontroller it might be.

Figure 105. Ubicom SX48 microcontroller found in game consoles, with removed marking (top row) and remarked
to look like an ASIC (bottom row) from front side, rear side and decapsulated

When some developers remove the chip marking, they remove it from the front side
(Figure 105). Almost every chip manufacturer has a distinguishable style of marking chips from
the rear side. Some, such as Atmel, print an internal factory chip number on its rear side. An
attacker can easily build a correspondence table between the actual and the factory numbers by
ordering samples of all types of microcontrollers from this manufacturer. Also some
microcontrollers, like the Microchip Flash PICs, have a built-in chip ID number which can be
read in a universal programmer to identify the chip.
Some developers went further and not only removed the original marking, but added their own
marking to make the chip look like an ASIC (Figure 105). As everyone knows that reverse
engineering of ASIC is extremely expensive, it is very likely that only a small group of
potential attackers will try to figure out what the real chip is.
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Figure 106. Remarked chip (left column) and the original Actel FPGA (middle column), and Xilinx CPLD (right
column) chips from both sides

Other developers remark their chips so they look like more secure chips. For example, we
found one of the chips in a game console was marked as a highly secure FPGA chip, while
actually it was only a remarked CPLD which has lower security protection (Figure 106). As can
be seen, its marking is slightly different from the original Actel device. From the rear side they
look completely different, but very similar to the marking on the Xilinx CPLD chip. However,
this trick could be illegal as it violates trademark laws. A developer might be prosecuted by the
vendor for such remarking.

Figure 107. Restoring the cut pins on the Cypress CY7C63001A microcontroller in SOIC package

To achieve better protection, one should not only remove all markings but also turn the chip
upside-down. DIP and SOIC packages could be cut from one end to make the chip look like a
different one. Even if the attacker depackages the chip and finds its name, he will have to bond
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the broken pins, which is not easy. At the same time, as the bonding wires are still connected to
the pads, it is possible to restore the connections relatively easily by placing the chip on a PCB
adapter and using thin electric wires to establish connections with the bonding wires
(Figure 107).
If better protection is required, the chip can be bonded and encapsulated in a non-standard
package with custom marking. This is suitable for mass-production chips only, but some chip
manufacturers offer such a service. Some manufacturers also offer to pre-program the chips and
place custom chip ID numbers inside.

8.2

Multilevel and multipoint protection

Relatively good protection can be achieved if different security features are activated during a
device’s lifetime. This approach is widely used by the smartcard industry, for example, in
pay-TV applications, where occasional software updates help to exclude forged cards.
Another example is toner cartridges in modern laser printers [152]. Printer manufacturers do not
receive much profit from selling printers as they are complex and expensive to produce.
Instead, most of the profit comes from selling toner cartridges and other accessories. But
cartridges are much easier to produce and they can also be refilled. That forces printer
manufacturers to develop protection mechanisms to prevent refilling and cloning of their
cartridges. From the late nineties some manufacturers started placing ID chips in their products,
to make refilling and cloning more difficult. The first chips had simple serial numbers which
the printer’s software checked. Others had a standard serial EEPROM memory with some data.
Later chips had both serial ROM and EEPROM. Such protection was defeated relatively easily
as these were standard chips; once the correct chip family was identified and the data structure
was understood, the chip was easily reprogrammed or replaced using an ordinary
microcontroller.
In the latest printers, manufacturers started using much more secure chips, such as one of the
Dallas Semiconductor iButton products (a DS2432), featuring a unique serial ID number,
secure EEPROM and SHA-1 engine. Then, the printer manufacturer could implement various
verification protocols inside printer firmware. The advantage of having different features on a
single piece of silicon allows him to activate them when necessary. For example, in the
beginning printer cartridges can be shipped with only serial ID numbers used for verification.
Once the manufacturer realises that his product is being cloned (for example, by a drop in
sales), he can activate the next protection level by starting to use the EEPROM inside the chip.
After that he can start using encryption for the EEPROM and later the SHA-1 authentication.
Switching to better protection can be done automatically through on-line updates without
informing the customers.
By switching to a custom ASIC chip, a further increase in protection can be achieved and some
manufacturers have already started using ASICs to protect their products from cloning and
refurbishing.
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Having multiple layers of protection and activating them one by one lets a vendor extend a
device’s lifetime and increase the cost of attacking it.
Security in microcontrollers can be increased by using multiple fuses instead of a single one.
Some microcontrollers benefit from this. For example, in the Microchip PIC16F84
microcontroller a single security fuse controls access to both the program and the data
memories (Figure 108). In the PIC16F628 microcontroller, two fuses have to be deactivated to
gain access to the whole program memory, while the data memory has separate security fuse
(Figure 109). As the fuses are located far away from each other, it is extremely hard to apply a
fault injection attack in a way that it will affect both security fuses without disturbing the
contents of main memory.

Figure 108. Location of the security fuse in the
PIC16F84 microcontroller

Figure 109. Location of the security fuses in the
PIC16F628 microcontroller

In addition to the multiple-fuse protection, each security fuse consists of two floating gate
memory cells and the fuse is disabled only if the both cells are in the right state. That increases
protection against glitch attacks as well.

8.3

Burning access circuit and destroying test interface

One of the most effective methods of increasing the cost of attacking ordinary microcontrollers
is burning some of the pins used for memory programming. A similar approach is used in some
smartcards where the test interface dedicated for post-production testing and flash memory
programming is physically removed after testing by cutting it off.
Most microcontrollers are attacked by disabling their security fuses and then accessing the
memory in a normal way. Burning one of the pins prevents access even if the security fuse was
successfully removed. At the same time, memory updates and reprogramming can be done
through a bootloader in user code as many Flash-based microcontrollers have a selfprogramming feature.
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The way to burn the pin is quite simple. A voltage, either positive or negative, above the
allowed maximum is applied to the required pin and a current above 1 A is sent through it. This
causes permanent damage to the transistors connected to the pin – p-MOS in case of high
positive voltage and n-MOS in case of negative voltage.
We decided to analyse what happens to the chip’s die after burning. We tested a PIC16F76 chip
used in a software dongle. Our universal programmer did not recognise the chip and
complained that the pin number 28 had poor contact. We decapsulated the chip in order to find
out what happened to the die and whether it might be possible to restore the memory
programming interface. An optical image of the relevant area is shown in Figure 110. We also
chemically etched the chip to see the actual size of the damage. It can be seen that both the
output transistors are completely damaged, and probably the gate oxide of the input transistors
is damaged as well because it is not designed to survive high voltages.

Figure 110. The pin used in programming interface is blown with high voltage. Optical images after decapsulation
(left) and chemical etching (right). 200× magnification

One could try to restore the functionality of the pin, but this will very likely require FIB work
with full reverse engineering of the I/O port. Another way to recover the information from the
memory is by microprobing the internal data bus. These are expensive and time consuming
operations demanding a highly skilled attacker.
In any case, by burning one of the pins used in memory programming, the cost of attack can be
substantially increased. As this causes damage to the internal structures and passivation layer, it
could probably not be used for mass-production devices. The parameters of the chip might
change in time, because water and air will slowly penetrate through damage in the passivation
layer and cause further degradation of the chip.
Chip manufacturers do not recommend using such technique as this can affect the operation
characteristics of the device: “Even though this might seem to disable the programming
interface, other functions in the device may also be damaged. Characteristics of the device, like
power consumption, life time or ESD structures, may change in the process” [153].
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This trick can be used for small quantities where protection is essential and very long life time
is not expected from the devices. It might be a very good solution for unique designs where the
design cost significantly exceeds the cost of its components. For mass products and reliable
devices, more secure microcontrollers and smartcards should be used.

8.4

Smartcards and tamper protection

The obvious choice for developer who wants to achieve better protection is to choose secure
microcontrollers or smartcards for his applications. Even smartcards that were designed ten
years ago offer better protection against various kinds of attacks than most of the
microcontrollers.
However, smartcards have some disadvantages compared to microcontrollers. They are more
expensive, and very few of them can be ordered in small quantities. Development tools are
expensive, and usually sold under a non-disclosure agreement with the manufacturer – as are
the datasheets. Many smartcard manufacturers sell their products in large quantities and to
corporate customers only.
Another disadvantage of smartcards is the limited I/O functionality. They normally have only
an ISO 7816 interface and very few smartcard chips have separate I/O lines or USB port. This
makes using them as a drop-in replacement to microcontrollers impossible in most applications.
Smartcards could be used just to store a sensitive part of algorithms or for authentication and
copy protection. However, they suit certain applications such as payment and access cards
which do not require extra I/O ports. Also smartcards do not contain very powerful processors
as their power consumption is an important factor as well.
Modern smartcards provide protection against various attacks. Internal voltage sensors protect
against under- and over-voltages used in power glitch attacks. Clock frequency sensors prevent
attackers slowing down the clock frequency for static analysis and also from raising it for
clock-glitch attacks. On-chip random number generators (RNG) make attacks on encryption
harder. Top-metal sensor meshes and internal bus hardware encryption make microprobing
attacks very problematic. Light sensors prevent a decapsulated chip from functioning. In
addition, software access to the internal memory is restricted by passwords.
Attacking smartcards, especially recently designed ones, is an extremely expensive and time
consuming task. Only well equipped laboratories with highly qualified engineers generally
succeed.
Better protection is offered by tamper resistant devices and modules. One example is Dallas
Semiconductors JAVA iButton [52] in which the secure smartcard chip is placed in a metal can
with battery and tamper sensors. If the tampering is detected the internal memory gets erased
thus preserving all sensitive information from the attacker. Another example is secure module
used in bank applications such as IBM 4758 [7]. It has more sophisticated tamper sensors as
well as radiation and low temperature sensors to protect against various kinds of attacks. Such
products are much more expensive than smartcards but certainly they provide significantly
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better protection. However, an attacker could still exploit bugs in software to extract the secret
keys [154].

8.5

Asynchronous logic

The defensive technology that we have developed uses self-timed dual-rail logic [151].
Conventional digital logic uses a clock to synchronize activities; but the cost of clocking rises
as devices become more complex, and this has led to a surge of interest in design techniques for
self-timed, or asynchronous, circuits which do not use clocks. Such circuits need some
mechanism whereby functional components in a circuit can signal that they are ready to receive
data, or are finished. One way of doing this is to introduce redundancy into the data path.
In dual-rail logic, a ‘0’ or ‘1’ is signaled not by a low or high voltage on a single wire, but by a
combination of signals on a pair of wires. For example, ‘0’ may be ‘LH’ and ‘1’ may be ‘HL’.
When used in self-timed circuits, ‘LL’ signals quiescence. The principal drawback of this
simple arrangement is fragility: bugs tend to cause the emergence of the unwanted ‘HH’ state,
which propagates rapidly throughout the circuit and locks it.
Our innovation was to turn this fragility to advantage, by making ‘HH’ into an error signal. This
signal can be raised deliberately by tamper sensors, causing the device to lock [155]. Of more
interest here is the fact that matters can be so arranged that single device failures are unlikely to
cause the output of sensitive information [156]. We believe that such robustness will be a
requirement for many high-security devices in future.
Another advantage of dual-rail encoding is reduced data dependent power consumption as all
states have the same Hamming weight. Dual-rail encoding is not sufficient to guarantee a data
independent power signature. The path taken by each wire could vary resulting in different wire
load. This problem can be solved by careful layout control.
Self-timed designs are immune to clock glitch attacks. If the clock is required for the serial
interface, it is relatively easy to make it separate from the sensitive circuit. Power glitch attacks
are less successful on asynchronous circuits as they naturally adapt to the power supply voltage.
However, such components as EEPROM cannot be protected by the design and might be
vulnerable especially if they store keys.
The dual-rail design allows us to reliably propagate the alarm signal from the tamper sensor and
block the device operation. As a result the sensitive data will be deleted and a global alarm
raised. This helps to protect against fault injection attacks as well. In order to succeed, the
attacker will have to inject two faults simultaneously to switch the line from ‘LH’ to ‘HL’. With
very high probability this will cause the line to go in ‘HH’ state for a short period of time and
immediately trigger the alarm circuit.
Data dependent timing might be a problem for the self-timed circuits as their computation time
varies from the computation task. This could be solved by inserting random delays into the data
path [157].
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The engineering details are non-trivial. For example, an obvious concern is that almost any
undetected malfunction could be exploited by the attack of Boneh et al on RSA signatures.
Colleagues have therefore developed a modular multiplication unit using our technology.
Similarly, although bus encryption can remove the need to protect on-chip memory arrays,
there remains the risk of attacks on the program counter and other registers. Other colleagues
have therefore developed registers, and a memory management unit, that use our technology.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and further work
The aim of this thesis was to highlight some potential problems of hardware security in
microcontrollers and smartcards, and give an introduction to various attack methods and
possible protections against such attacks.
Our introduction to attack technologies included already known non-invasive attacks, such as
power analysis and glitching, and invasive attacks, such as reverse engineering and
microprobing. This thesis introduced a new class of attacks – semi-invasive attacks. Like
invasive attacks, they require depackaging the chip to get access to the chip surface, but the
passivation layer of the chip remains intact as these methods do not require electrical contact to
internal metal wires.
Semi-invasive attacks are becoming more attractive as they do not require very expensive tools
and give results more quickly. This is especially important, because with technological
progress, invasive attacks are becoming constantly more demanding and expensive, with
shrinking feature sizes and increasing device complexity. Being applied to a whole transistor or
even a group of transistors, semi-invasive attacks are less sensitive to the small feature size of
modern chips.
Semi-invasive attacks are not entirely new. The old EPROM-hacking trick of exposing the
memory protect bit of a microcontroller to UV light requires depackaging it. Semi-invasive
attacks could in theory be performed using such tools as UV light, X-rays, lasers,
electromagnetic fields and local heating. They could be used individually or in conjunction with
each other.
Figure 111 summarises various attacks. They are grouped in classes and way of approaching
such as passive (eavesdropping, electromagnetic emission), active (interfering with device
operation) and exploiting design vulnerabilities such as software bugs, weaknesses in protocols
and data remanence.
The main contribution of this thesis is fault injection attacks. Using low-cost equipment, such as
a photoflash or a laser pointer mounted on a microscope, the attacker can modify SRAM and
EEPROM contents, or change the state of any individual CMOS transistor on a chip. This leads
to almost unlimited capabilities to control chip operation and circumvent protection mechanism.
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Another important contribution is our data remanence experiments. They showed that
information from powered-off SRAM and erased EPROM, EEPROM and Flash memories can
be extracted unless special countermeasures are implemented.

Figure 111. Relationship between different attacks

Figure 112 represents symmetry between non-invasive and semi-invasive attacks. The first is
applied to a whole chip where the second to a particular point on the surface. Glitch attacks
have a similar influence to fault injection with the difference that one uses electric signals and
another uses optical beam, but they are both are active attacks. The same is true for the passive
attacks, such as power analysis and special microscopy. Vulnerabilities caused by data
remanence can be exploited in both non-invasive and invasive ways.
A general introduction into sample preparation techniques necessary for invasive and semiinvasive attacks was given. It showed how easily an attacker could get access to the chip die
without using expensive tools.
Some ideas on possible protection were introduced. They involved low-cost solutions based on
obscurity of the design, as well as more expensive solutions that involved a new approach to the
design of silicon chips.
There is no such a thing as absolute security. Given enough time and resources, any protection
can be broken. The question is how long the device can be on the open market before it is
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cracked. What a developer can do is increase security protection making attacks to be more
expensive.

Figure 112. Symmetry between non-invasive and semi-invasive attacks

Technical progress does not stand still. Yesterday’s high-end technologies become widely
available to everyone including the attackers. That forces manufacturers to come up with better
protection to stay at the leading edge. In this race, proper hardware security evaluation methods
are required. This can be done faster with less expensive equipment by using semi-invasive
techniques, as presented in this thesis.
Very often security is connected with human factors and system design. Many smartcards were
broken without sophisticated invasive attacks, but mainly through analysing the protocols used,
and with power analysis. A wide variety of examples on how secure systems should not be
designed, and ideas on how to do design work properly, are given in Ross Anderson’s book
“Security Engineering” [11].
The fact that most examples are given on the Microchip PIC microcontrollers does not mean
they are less secure than the others. Only proper testing and evaluation of a particular device
can estimate its security level.
New devices usually offer better protection, even in the same family, because they have smaller
feature sizes which are harder to attack. Also, non-invasive attacks are very sensitive to design.
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If the chip is redesigned or shrunk, with very high probability old non-invasive attacks will not
work.
Further scientific work in our plan includes a fuller investigation of the potential for attacks by
an opponent with a moderately resourced laboratory, by which we mean a modern probing
station with a multiple wavelength laser. They might become essential tools for laboratories
offering hardware security analysis.
Finally we suggest four major directions for further research in hardware security:
Data remanence in non-volatile memories. Security protection in modern
microcontrollers, CPLDs and FPGAs with EEPROM/Flash memories is based on the
assumption that information from the memory disappears completely after erasing. Chip
manufacturers were very successful in making their hardware security fuses very robust to
all sorts of attacks. The common problem though was data remanence in floating gate
transistors. The information stored inside a EEPROM/Flash cell in the form of a charge on
the floating gate changes some parameters of the storage transistor, so that even after erase
operation the transistor does not get back to its initial state, thereby allowing for attacker to
somehow distinguish between previously programmed and not programmed transistors and
restore the information from the erased memory. In practice the attack can be done in
different ways. The cheapest way is to measure the parameters of the transistor noninvasively by observing voltage and time dependent characteristics of each memory cell
inside the array. Fortunately for security, this can be applied to a very limited number of
chips. Another approach is to use semi-invasive and invasive methods to measure or
directly observe the changes inside the memory transistors. This is currently under
investigation and we are currently looking for funding to continue this research.
Advanced power analysis techniques. Power analysis has been used for years to monitor
the processes taking place inside microcontrollers and smartcards. It is possible to figure
out what instruction is currently being executed and number of bits set/reset in arithmetic
operations, as well as the states for carry, zero and negative flags. However, as chips
become more and more complex with instruction/data caches and pipelining mechanisms
used inside their CPUs, it becomes more and more difficult to observe their operation
through power consumption. One approach is to use semi-invasive and invasive attacks so
that the power consumption of a relatively small area will be monitored thus eliminating the
influence of the rest of the chip circuit.
Practical use of fault injection attacks. We introduced these attacks over two years ago.
Unfortunately they have still not been properly investigated. Research is needed to estimate
the requirements on these attacks for each chip manufacturing technology and possible
success rate. We are currently setting up the equipment necessary for this research.
Using nanotechnologies for hardware security analysis. Current trends in the
miniaturisation of electronic devices demand the ability to understand the structure and
properties on the deep submicron level (the latest technology is 90 nm and 65 nm is already
proposed). Recent achievements in scanning probe microscopy allow us to observe many
characteristics of semiconductor chip surface such as landscape (with atomic force
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microscopy), doping concentration (with scanning capacitance microscopy), resistance
(with scanning spreading resistance microscopy), magnetic field (with magnetic force
microscopy), temperature (with scanning thermal microscopy), and many others. We need
research to estimate how much information could be extracted from silicon chips using
such technologies. This research might involve designing and building some special
microscopes. As such research requires large investments in equipment, it is difficult to
predict when it will be started.
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Appendix
During our research we tested and evaluated security protection in many microcontrollers and
smartcards. The summarised results for some of them are presented in the table below. The
information on technology and design is only approximate because many manufacturers do not
provide such information and we had to measure the transistors under a microscope. Security
implementation was assessed in the way discussed in Chapter 2 (see Figure 35). UV protection
concerns whether it is possible to disable the security with a UV light. This table is related to
the results of the hardware security analysis, and we have not necessarily succeeded with all of
the possible attacks.
Chip name

Memory
type

CPU
core

Technology and
design

Microprobing
protect.

Fuse
location

Security
scheme

UV
protect.

Possible
attacks

MC68HC05B6

ROM
E2PROM

CISC
Neumann

Not
tested

No

Embedded in
E2PROM

A
Software

Not
tested

Glitching,
fault
injection

MC68HC705C9A

ROM
EPROM

CISC
Neumann

1.0 µm,
1M

No

Embedded in
EPROM

D
Hardware
Software

No

UV, fault
injection

PIC12C509A

EPROM

RISC
Harvard

0.9 µm,
2M

No

Far from
memory

D
Hardware

No

UV, fault
injection,
wire cut

PIC12C672

EPROM

RISC
Harvard

0.9 µm,
2M

No

Far from
memory

D
Hardware

Yes

Fault inj.,
UV after
laser cut

PIC16F84

Flash

RISC
Harvard

1.2 µm,
2M

No

Far from
memory

D
Hardware

Yes

Fault inj.,
glitching,
wire cut

PIC16F628

Flash

RISC
Harvard

0.9 µm,
2M

No

Far from
memory

D
Hardware

Yes

Glitching,
wire cut

SX28

Flash

RISC
Harvard

0.6 µm,
2M
glue log.

Yes

Far from
memory

B
Hardware

Yes

Glitching,
fault
injection

ST62T60

EPROM

CISC
Harvard

0.7 µm,
2M

No

Shares
same area

D
Hardware

No

UV, fault
injection
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Chip name

Memory
type

CPU
core

Technology and
design

Microprobing
protect.

Fuse
location

Security
scheme

UV
protect.

Possible
attacks

HD6473048

EPROM

CISC
Neumann

0.8 µm,
2M

No

Shares
wordlines

D
Hardware

No

UV, fault
injection

CY7C63001A

EPROM

RISC
Harvard

0.6 µm,
2M,
glue log.

No

Close to
memory

D,
Hardware

No

UV, fault
injection

AT89C51

Flash

CISC
Harvard

0.7 µm,
2M

No

Far from
memory

D
Hardware

Yes

Fault inj.,
microprobing

AT90S2313

Flash

RISC
Harvard

0.7 µm,
2M
glue log.

Yes

Far from
memory

D
Hardware

Yes

Glitching,
fault
injection

µPD78F9116

Flash

CISC
Neumann

0.35 µm,
3M
glue log.

No

No
readback

Software

Not
tested

Glitching

MSP430F112

ROM
Flash

RISC
Neumann

0.35 µm,
3M
glue log.

No

Embedded in
Flash

B
Software

Yes

Fault
injection

HCS200

E2PROM

N/A

1.2 µm,
2M

No

No
readback

Hardware

No

UV,
microprobing

MC68HC05SC27

ROM
E2PROM

CISC
Neumann

1.0 µm,
2M

No

Embedded in
E2PROM

Software

Not
tested

Microprobing,
glitching

SLE44

ROM
E2PROM

CISC
Harvard

1.0 µm,
2M

No

Embedded in
E2PROM

Software

Not
tested

Microprobing

ST16

ROM
E2PROM

CISC
Neumann

1.0 µm,
2M

Yes

Embedded in
E2PROM

Software

Not
tested

Microprobing

AT90SC

Flash

RISC
Harvard

0.35 µm,
3M
glue log.

Yes

Embedded in
Flash

Software

Not
tested

Glitching
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Glossary
AC

Alternating Current

ADC, A/D

Analog-to-Digital Converter

AFM

Atomic Force Microscopy

ALU

Arithmetic Logic Unit. Part of processor

API

Application Programming Interface

ASIC

Application-Specific Integrated Circuit

ATR

Answer To Reset. The code string a smartcard normally sends to the
host after a reset.

AVR

Family of microcontrollers from Atmel.

BGA

Ball Grid Array. Type of chip package

CHE

Channel Hot Electrons.

CISC

Complex Instruction Set Computer

CMOS

Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor transistor

CMP

Chemical-Mechanical Planarisation

CPLD

Complex Programmable Logic Device

CPU

Central Processor Unit

DAC, D/A

Digital-to-Analog Converter

DC

Direct Current

DIP, DIL

Dual-In-Line Plastic. Type of a chip package

DPA

Differential Power Analysis

DRAM

Dynamic RAM
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EEPROM, E2PROM

Electrically Erasable Programmable ROM

EPROM

Electrically Programmable ROM

FET

Field-Effect Transistor

FIB

Focused Ion Beam. Machine used in failure analysis

FIPS

Federal Information Processing Standards. FIPS 140 is a validation
standard for security devices

FPGA

Field Programmable Logic Device

FRAM, FeRAM

Ferroelectric RAM

IC

Integrated Circuit

I2 C

Inter-IC bus. Serial synchronous master-slave interface

IP

Intellectual Property

IR

InfraRed. Light with wavelength longer than visible light

ISO

International Organisation for Standardisation. ISO 7816 is a
smartcard standard

I/O

Input/Output

JTAG

Joint Test Action Group. A test interface used in FPGAs and complex
semiconductor devices

LCD

Liquid Crystal Display. Used for thermal analysis of integrated circuits

LED

Light Emitting Diode

LIVA

Light-Induced Voltage Alterations. Failure analysis technique

LWD

Long Working Distance. Microscope objective that has focal length
greater than in a standard objective

MCU

MicroController Unit

MOS

Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor transistor

MRAM

Magnetoresistive RAM

NA

Numerical Aperture. The parameter of optical system associated with
the angular aperture and which determines the resolution

NAND

Not AND. Boolean-logic function; also, type of memory structure with
memory transistors connected into the chain along the bit-line
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NIR

Near-Infrared. Region of infrared light close to the visible light

n-MOS, NMOS

N-channel MOS transistor

NOR

Not OR. Boolean-logic function. Also, type of memory structure with
memory transistors placed between the ground and the bit-line

NUV

Near-Ultraviolet. Region of ultraviolet light close to the visible light

NVM

Non-Volatile Memory

NVRAM

Non-Volatile RAM

OBIC

Optical Beam Induced Current. Failure analysis technique

OR

Boolean-logic function. Also, type of memory structure with memory
transistors placed between the supply and the bit-line

OTP

One-Time Programmable. Devices with memory that can be written
but not erased

PC

Personal Computer

PCB

Printed Circuit Board

PIC

Family of microcontrollers from Microchip

p-MOS, PMOS

P-channel MOS transistor

PROM

Programmable ROM

QFP

Quad Flat Pack. Type of chip package

RAM

Random Access Memory

RISC

Reduced/Regular Instruction Set Computer

RNG

Random Number Generator

ROM

Read-Only Memory

RSA

Cryptographic algorithm invented by Ronald Rivest, Adi Shamir, and
Leonard Adleman in 1977

RS-232

Serial asynchronous interface used in most PCs and some
microcontrollers for communication

SCM

Scanning Capacitance Microscopy

SEM

Scanning Electron Microscope
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SHA-1

Secure Hash Algorithm

SOIC

Small Outline Integrated Circuits. Type of chip package

SPA

Simple Power Analysis

SPI

Serial Peripheral Interface

SPM

Scanning Probe Microscopy

SRAM

Static RAM

SX

Family of microcontrollers from Ubicom (former Scenix)

UART

Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter

USART

Universal Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter

USB

Universal Serial Bus

UV

UltraViolet. Light with wavelength shorter than visible light

VTROM

Voltage-Threshold ROM

XNOR

Exclusive NOR. Boolean-logic function

XOR

Exclusive OR. Boolean-logic function
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